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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW 0 F THE LITERATURE 
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this 
study is to deve l op instructional materials for use in 
the intermediate grades . These materials are prepared 
on the basis of individual and group needs and are 
planned for working with the c l ass as a whole , groups 
of three , four, or five , pairs , and individuals, in the 
areas of language, spelling, and social studies . 
justification for the choice of ~ problem . Dif-
ference s of ability are foun~ in all classrooms . ns ince 
children differ , the amount and rate of development will 
vary . Consequently , each child' s present state of de-
velopment must be recognized, regardless of the grade in 
1 
which he is p l aced . " Teachers should differentiate 
class instruction to meet the needs of all the pupils . 
In a great many classrooms the children are 
given the same work to accomplish without the considera-
tion of these differing abilities . This leaves the 
slower child with frustration and incompleted work in 
1
A Curriculum Guide for Intermedi ate Grade Teach-
~' Massachusetts State Department of Education, p . 2 . 
. .. . ' Boston University; ' 
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many cases, and the brighter child is needlessly re-
strained to the work that the average child is able to 
accomplish. Therefore , the authors have prepared a 
series of lessons which provide for the differing abili-
ties found in an ordinary classroom to help other teachers 
make the climate of the classroom more enjoyable and in-
spiring. 
Needs and Values of Grouping . It is the belief 
of the authors that learning will be most effective when 
pupils of the same, or nearly the same ability are taught 
in small groups of two, three or five. "The more teachers 
and pupi l s plan and work and live together, the more pu-
pils learn to help and respect each other, to work with 
a purpose, and to evaluate themselves."2 Developing of 
attitudes and abilities such as these make the learning 
of the necessary content more easily accomplished . En-
richment of experience is sure to follow. 
In a strong effective group , when both morale 
and productivity are high, individual learning re-
sults, as well as happiness and satisfaction. The 
need to belon~ to a group , to be accepted by peers, 
to be respected and liked and to contribute to a com-
mon task is more adequately met .3 
2 
Bernice E. Leary, "Slices of School Life," N. E. A. journal , 39: 336-337, May , 1950. 
3Leland P. Bradford , "The Pupi l and the Group," 
N. E. A. journal , 46: 103-105, February, 1957. 
2 
Our American system depends on the way in which 
people behave and work together in groups, yet in too 
few schools do children have the opportunity to work to-
gether in groups , giving them actual practice in demo-
cratic procedures . 
The modern teacher is interested in good adjust-
ment for every child in his group. The point he 
keeps uppermost in his mind is the need to take 
every child where he is, to understand him, and to 
teach him s o that every4day in school holds a maxi-
mum of success for him . 
This should be true for the slow learner as well 
5 
as for the gifted . Durrell says: 
The best method of meeting individual differences 
is through work with small groups in the regular 
classroom. A closer adjustment is made possible be-
twe~n materials of instruction and the learning rate. 
The bright child can make steady progress and need 
not be held to the tedious exercises of a lower 
level. The s low child is not embarrassed by compari-
sons between his inefficiency and the success of his 
classmates . The dull child also gains in self-
respect from successful work and develops security 
through continued growth. 
The gi fted and the s lower child cannot a ll reach 
one predetermined st andard. It is necessary to have 
variety in ass i gnments and expectations. 
The slow learning child is unable to complete 
successfully work prepared for the average child. Ac -
4 
Helen Blair Sullivan, "Teaching the Slow Learner," 
N. E. A. journal , 40 : 115-116, February, 1951. 
5 Donal d D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading 
Abilities (New York: World Book Company, 1940) p . 67 . 
3 
6 
cording to Sullivan: 
A s low-learning youngster can be educated success-
fully at every grade level, but it is extremely im-
portant that the content of the materials and the 
teaching procedures be adjusted to his everyday needs. 
He has similar physical and social development, and his 
interests are the same . Success should be stressed in 
all the work so that the s lower children can have the 
feeling of security which is especially necessary for 
emotional stability . Reading material of a low vocabu-
lary burden and a high interest l evel are necessary in 
this program . Moreover , according to the same authority, 
7 
Sullivan : 
Even the slow l earning child can learn to work 
independently if he is given adequate instruction 
in work habits and study skills . His needs will be 
fewer and more elementary than those of the superior 
child. Yet if he does not get such instruction , he 
will flounder and become confused; this often results 
in his withdrawal from school •• •• Teaching the slow 
learner can be a great source of satisfaction. He 
wi ll represent a s izable part of our democratic soci-
ety in the years to come . Let's educate him to be 
the kind of citizen he should be thru a good educa-
tional program . Let's help him to be welladjusted 
and self-sufficient , using his suffrage to help 
everyone in these United States. 
Gifted· children often find the curriculum prepared 
for the average child insufficiently challenging. When 
pupils are allowed to progress at a rate commensurate with 
6 
Sullivan, op. cit. , p. 115 . 
7 
Ibid , p . 116. 
4 
their ability they find school a more interesting pl ace . 
This also saves the child needless drill and gives him 
8 the opportunity to work on a specialty . Strang has said: 
Subgroups of gifted children can do advanced 
study, work on a special project , or explore a com-
mon interest. Activities such as these give children 
of different abilities opportunities to make their 
special contribution in the small group. ~uccess 
with such grouping requires a wide range of suitable 
reading and other instructional materials , physical 
facilities that make comfortable grouping possible, 
and a skillful teacher who is concerned with the 
group process as well as with subject matter. It 
has b r en my observation t~at, if these conditions 
exist , this method of flexible , multiple sub- grouping 
within a regular class is one of the best wkys of 
meeting the needs of all the pupils . 
Brown9 says: 
Investigations show that in the ordinary classroom 
the brightest child c an do from two to twenty-five 
times as much work as the slowest •••• The problem of 
adjustment involves more than quantity of work ; the 
nature of the subject matter is equally or even more 
important. 
By and large , a good deal more bas been provided 
thus far in the way of special training for children 
of limited capacities than for children who have the 
potential of becoming the nation's futuf5 leaders, 
great scientists , and creative artist s . 
Discipline . Some teachers avoid small group work 
8 
Ruth Strang, "The Mental Diet of Our Gifted Chil-
dren ," N. E. A. journal , 44 : 265, May , 1955. 
9 
G. L. Brown , 11Play Fair in Pupil Placement," 
Journal of Education, 129: 175, May , 1946. 
10strang, op . cit. , p . 267. 
5 
because they are afraid of the discipline problems and 
confusion that such work entails. Quite the opposite is 
11 
true . To substantiate this statement, Bradford main-
tains : 
Discipline probl ems are at a m1n1mum in a cohesive 
and productive group . The individual has less reason 
and desire to revolt. If he is receiving satisfactions 
from belonging to the group and sharing in the group's 
satisfaction in work , there is less need for him to 
disturb and destroy the group . 
12 h. . . Another educator, Gans , has t 1s to say concern1ng d1s-
cipline: 
There is a respect for every child's need to be 
busy with work which he can do, some with little 
help, others with teacher guidance . An active young-
ster , if wholesomely act ive , is kept from undesirable 
activity •••• The failure to act on this point gives 
rise to most problems termed as 'discipline' inci-
dents in classrooms. A good school , therefore , aims 
to vary the classroom standards and work to fit the 
ability of children . 
Sometimes young teachers find it hard to hold pupils' 
attention wi th uniform assignments. With well-planned 
small-group activities teachers can stimulate their 
thinking and hold their attention . Dickson13 states: 
The argument that modern teaching promotes dis -
cipline problems is based, largely, on very mistaken 
teacher ideas about class room freedom under the 
11 
Bradford , op. cit. , p. 104 . 
12 
Roma Gans, "Discipline", Grade Teacher , 74: 25, 
October, 1956. 
13 
George E. Dickson, '~aking Teaching a Satisfying 
Experience , " Educational Leadership, 13: 307-310, Febru-
ary , 1956. 
6 
progressive approach . No teacher worth his sal t to-
day even remotely believes in chil dren being allowed 
unlicensed freedom under the guise of ' newer' teacher 
procedure . Modern teachers exist to he l p youngsters 
take turns , express courtesy , understand fai r play , 
obey rules, respect others , and conform to recog-
nized authority . 
t i on . 
groups : 
Considerations for Organi zing Small Group Instruc-
The following are suggestions for organizing smal l 
1 . Start gradually by having only one group . 
Confusion wi l l result if the whole class 
is suddenly divided into small groups . Se-
lect a pupi l leader to work with four or 
five pupi l s . When the one group is work-
ing successful l y another group may be 
started until the entire class is in 
groups . 
2 . Some educators favor homogeneous grouping , 
that is , children of similar ability work-
ing together; others , heterogeneous group-
~ng , namely , placing children of diversi-
fied abilities together . 
3 . Grouping should have flexibility. 
4 . An abundance of instructional and construe-
tiona! materials should be availabl e . The 
role of c l assroom facilities such as 
7 
movable furniture, sinks , storage bins, 
library and working tables or benches 
should be carefully considered before at-
tempting work of this nature. 
Furthermore, there are other factors to be con-
sidered : 
1. The atmosphere of the classroom is of great 
significance. There must be a feeling of 
rapport between the teacher and the pupil 
and among his peers. 
2. A certain degree of freedom of activity 
should be allowed. They move about , work-
ing on their several tasks. 
Pupil Specialties . "Ability grouping is not a 
panacea to cure all the ills of our educational system. 
It . 1 t t d d . 1 ff. . 14 1s on y one s ep owar s e ucat1ona e 1c1ency." 
It is a technique for meeting individual needs and lends 
encouragement to individual differences. One way of pro-
viding for these individual differences is through the 
use of specialties. Chase15 has said: 
14A. W. Hunt , "Ability Grouping," Educational Admin-
istration and Supervision , 28: 591-599, November , 1942. 
15 
W. Linwood Chase , "Individual Differences in Class-
room Le arning ," Social Studies in the Elementary School , The 
Fifty-sixth Yearbook of the National Soci ety for the Study 
of Education , Part II, Edited by Nels on B. Henry, (Chicago, 
Illinois: University of Chicago ~ress, 1957) p. 164. 
8 
Specialties enrich the classroom program, giving 
the child a feeling of importance. A specialty is 
a special assignment which deals with some person , 
place, event , product , or period of time. Special-
ties are highly useful for rapid learners, but they 
are needed equally by s low learners who are often 
submerged in the classroom competition. Specialties 
may be temporary, part of a single unit , or cove~ing 
a short per iod of time separate from a unit . They 
may be more permanent in that they extend over a 
long period of time, when the child takes on the as-
signment in advance of its use in class and is con-
sidered the class ' expert' on that particular sub-
ject. 
Chapter Gl ossaries and Study Guides . A g lossary 
is helpful in aiding the pupils with the words to be 
found in the chapter or unit. This consists of a list 
of words arranged in columns with the words , their pro -
nunciations , and their meanings . The bright pupil would 
be able to find the words in the dictionary without any 
help and pick out the meaning which fits the context , 
whereas the slower pupil is not able to do this without 
aid . They need the oral presentation by the teacher and 
extra drill provided by the teacher-made gl ossary . 
Study guides are also beneficial to the pupils for 
their understanding of the content. A study gui de is 
prepared by the teacher for use with a certain section of 
material . There are several different types, the simplest 
being one consisting of simpl e questions and short answers, 
constructed in two columns so that the answer column at 
the right can be folded back. These are especially good 
9 
for poor readers in teams of two or three, with a bright 
pupil as leader . A more difficult one used for brighter 
pupils would be made up of questions concerning certain 
pages of the material to be answered on paper . This pro-
vides opportunity for practice in skimming, a necessary 
skill. 16 Chase also mentions, '~he use of study guides 
with teams of two or three pupils may prove to be effec-
tive in overcoming all three difficulties of comprehension 
and recall : inattention, organization of ideas , and flu-
17 
ency in expression . '' Also from Chase: 
Study guides used with pupil teams take advantage 
of many of the preferences of pupils , yet provide 
constantly developing disciplines . They allow pupils 
to work together, which is preferred to working alone. 
Teachers who use pupil teams find that the only dis-
ciplining necessary i s the suggestion that 'tomorrow 
you will work by yourself . ' The study guides assure 
success and security; the child checks the accuracy 
of his knowledge immediately . They utilize oral work 
more than writing , and oral work is preferred by 
pupils ••• • Most important , every child responds to 
every question, and the groundwork is laid for the 
discussion which follows the retention of facts. 
16 
Ibid. 
17Ibid. 
10 
CHAPTER II 
Presentation of General Suggestions 
for Class , Groups, Pairs 
General Suggestions for Soc ial Stud i es - Class Activit i es 
1. Presentation of map reading skills. 
2 . Teaching general concepts of geogr aphy 
3. Map drawing 
4 . Teaching the use of the library - how to use the car d 
catal ogue , find ma terial in refe r ence books . 
5. Teaching the use of the dictionary - a l phabetical order , 
guide words, for meanings and pronunci ation 
6 . Watching audio-visual a i ds 
7 . Field tri ps 
8 . Introduction of i mportant terms 
9 . Art work 
10 . Watching displays or exhibits and contributing to them 
11. Tests at end of study for evaluation and appraisal 
1 2 . Chart s - class bringi ng in pictures for it 
1 3 . Dancing - doing dances of other peoples 
14 . Singing songs f rom other l ands 
15 . P l aying games from other l ands 
16. Listening to stories about othe r lands 
17. Watching drama 
18 . Spontaneous dramatizat ion 
19. Li s tening to reports prepared by groups or individua ls 
20 . Listening to specialis t s in certain fields 
21. Listening to poems from other l ands 
22 . Quiz program - prepared by g r oup and presented to the 
class 
12 
General Suggestions for Social Studies - Class Activit i es 
(Continued) 
23 . Teaching how to outline 
24. Crossword puzzles on country studied 
25. Writing questions for a question box program 
26. Writing arithmetic problems involving soci al studies 
content 
13 
General Suggestions for Social Studies - Group Activities 
1 . Dramatizing geography or history incidents or scenes 
2 . Drawi ng murals 
3 . Preparing an exhibit 
4 . S tudying maps 
5 . Discussion 
6 . Tests on materials presented to different groups 
7 . Hap- reading skills practice 
8 . Location of places by use of map, globe , atlas 
9 . Use of important terms 
l u . Using the index , dictionary , globe , table of contents, 
g lossary 
11. Quiz program prepared by groups 
12. Picture study 
1 3 . Making scrapbook 
14 . Multiple recitation- Divide group into 5's or 3's to 
work together on a given question or assignment . 
Chairman is selected to act as scribe, and then re-
port for his group . 
15 . Dioramas 
16 . Listen to , or watch , special T . v. or radio programs 
or movies of an educational nature and report to 
class . 
1~. Map construction - salt and flour 
18 . Arts and crafts - depicting l ife of country studied -
construction of buildings or scenes 
19 . Written report worked on by group 
20 . Maki ng maps , charts , diagrams , pictures to make reports 
more interesting and vivid 
14 
General Suggestions for Social Studies - Group Activities 
(Continued) 
21. Composing a play from material they have learned 
22. Games 
23 . Anagrams - men in social studies, geographical locations 
24 . Silent reading to find answers to questions 
25 . Written exercises for practice - completion, fill-in, 
matching 
26 . Taking notes on material s heard or read 
15 
General Suggestions for Social Studies - Pairs 
1. Using prepared study guides 
2. Extra word service in form of glossaries for recall 
3 . Paired work on speaking vocabulary of words recently 
taught 
4. Two responsible for a five - minute presentation of a 
selected topic concerning the country being studied -
given as a radio script 
5 . Art work - als o construction 
6 . Outlining content together 
7. Writing a song together concerning country studied 
8 . Location of places on maps , globe , atlas 
General Suggestions for Social Studies - Specialties 
1 . Collecting coins 
2. Collecting stamps 
3. Dress doll s to represent children in foreign lands 
4. Soap carving 
5 . Making scrapbooks 
6 . Pen pals 
7 . Making models 
8. Making graphs or charts 
9. Research on subject of own choosing 
16 
Gener al Suggestions for Spelling - Cl ass 
1 . Pretesting (not the lower third) 
2 . Pronounce words 
3 . Read the story containi ng spelling words 
4 . Discuss the meanings of words 
5. Games 
6 . Final testing 
7 . Presentation of how to study a word 
General Suggestions for Spelling - Groups 
1. Word anal ysis for slow learners 
2 . Exercises for word practice 
3 . Dict i onary practice for meaning , pronunciation , syl-
labication 
4 . Visual and auditory practice for slow learners 
5 . Meani ngs for words for e l aborative thinking - multiple 
meanings 
6 . Using words i n sentences 
7 . Dictating sentences that contain spelling words 
General Suggestions for Spelling - Pairs 
1. Paired pract ic e on review words 
2 . Practice spelling of week's words 
3 . Games 
4 . Pupil l eader and slow pupil occasionally 
General Suggestions for Spelling - Individual 
Individual spelling list s beyond spelling l essons 
2. Composing games like 11Lotto 11 for practice in matching 
words, puzzles 
3 . Tr acing words on flashcards for poorest speller(s) 
4. Individual work sheets 
5 . Composing riddl es 
18 
General Suggest ions fo r Language - Cl ass 
1 . Ski l l s presented to whole c l ass : 
English ski l l s - organization of ideas , s t ructure 
usage 
Speech ski lls - enunciation , pronunciation, articu-
lat i on 
Soci a l amenities - c l ear speaking so that all can 
hear ; how to i nt errupt if necessary ; l istening 
2. Choral speaki ng 
3 . List ening to play readi ng 
4 . Spontaneous dramatizat ion 
5 . Letter- writing; present i ng correct form 
6 . Fi l ling in forms of di ffe r ent types - presentation 
7 . Tests for evaluation and appraisal 
8 . Sha ring creative writ i ng 
9 . Listening to poems 
10 . Listeni ng to fine literature 
11. Story telling 
12. Watchi ng vi sual aids 
13 . Listeni ng to book reports 
14 . Presenting the use of the tel ephone 
15. Teachi ng color words - wo rds that make you see , feel , 
smell, taste 
16. Teaching how to make oral repor t s 
17 . Teachi ng how to write announcements 
18 . Teaching how to conduct an i nterview 
Teaching how to make written reports 
Making written outli ne , taking notes , malting lists 
19 . 
19 
General Suggestions for Language - Class 
(Continued) 
20 . Presenting correct bibliographical form 
21 . Listening to music to bring up imagery for children 
in creative writing 
22 . Teaching proper introductions 
23 . Presenting how to make a l phabetical listings of books 
by authors 
24 . Teaching preparation of simple book reviews 
25 . Teaching mechanics of grammar : 
Capitalization, punctuation , usage , structure 
General Suggestions for Language - Groups 
1. Composing plays, tableaux 
2 . Conversation 
3 . Discussion 
areas 
topics for special purposes in content 
4 . Play-reading - several characters working on a story 
to be presented to class 
5 . Practice correct form in letter-writing 
6 . Exercises for wo r d practice 
7. Games 
8 . Working on mechanics of grammar 
9. Practicing i ntroduct ions 
10. Practicing telephone conversing 
11 . Wr iting of group lette rs 
1 2 . Writing of group compositions 
20 
21 
General Suggestions for Language - Individual 
1 . Creative writing - poetry, stories, drama , songs 
2. Writing simple book reviews 
3. Wri ting letters 
4. Preparing reports 
5. Writing captions 
General Suggestions for Language - Specialties 
• 
1. Reading biographies of famous people 
2. Keeping diar ies 
3. Making crossword puzzles 
4. Collections 
5. Books of poems and stor i es , origi nal or favorites 
6 . Delving i nto the origin of words 
7. Making oral book reports 
General Suggest ions for Language - Groups 
(Continued) 
13. Preparing r eport s 
14. Teaching particular structural elements to children 
who need it 
15. Practicing writing announcements 
16. Practicing conducting an interview 
17. Practicing bibliographical form 
18. Practicing filling in forms 
19 . Practicing alphabetical listings of books by authors . 
General Suggest ions for Language - Pairs 
1 . Proofreading written work 
2. Work on homonyms, or synonyms , or antonyms 
3 . Study guides for teaching composition 
4 . Puzzles of various types for pairs 
5 . Preparing a dialogue 
6. Writing letters 
7. Writing stories 
8 . Writing poems 
9 . Preparing an outline 
10. Working to improve st ructure 
11 . Writing plays 
12. Preparing reports 
13. Practicing correct bibliographical form 
14 . Practicing alphabetical listings of books by authors 
22 
A Series of Descriptive 
Social Studies Lessons -- Class, 
Groups , Pairs 
lvRITING M'AZON PROBLEMS - Grade 4 
Presentation: \ve 'vc been learning and talking about 
how the Amazon Indian boys and girls live and the kinds of 
things they see and eat and do every day. In their every-
day living they need to use numbers just as we do here in 
the United States , but they do not speak of cars , airplanes, 
trains and such that are so common to us here . Their prob-
l ems wou ld probably be about riverboats, rubber trees , 
banana trees , parrots , palm trees , canoes , or pineapples . 
Materials: 
1. The Geography text - W. R. McConnell, Geography 
Around the World (New York: Rand McNally & 
Company~945 ), pp . 29-42 
2. Paper and pencil 
3 . After problems are written, they are duplicated . 
Procedure for Class : 
1 . After the presentation , have the children give 
the names of other fruits , trees , animals , 
or act ivities that would be familiar to the 
children there as part of their work , play 
or traveling. They may look through the sug-
gested pages in the text (which they have al-
ready covered in class study) for ideas . 
24 
2. Read to them some sampl es of probl ems that 
the I ndian children may use : 
jose ~ad helped the fami l y plant some 
man1oc p l ants . When they started to 
grow up tall he went out to count how 
many had come up . He found 10 in one 
row , 8 i n a second row, and 12 i n a 
third row. How many manioc plants were 
there i n the 3 rows? 
An Indian gi r l went out to pick some man-
goes for the family to eat in the benab . 
From one t ree she picked 12 and from the 
second tree she picked 21 . How many 
more mangoes were there on the second 
tree than on the first? 
If there are about 140 bananas on each 
bunch t hat they cut from the banana tree , 
about how many bananas woul d there be on 
9 bunches? 
3 . He l p t he children imagi ne they are Amazon 
Indian boys and girl s and give them paper 
to write dom1 their problems , us i ng text 
pages for ideas . 
4 . Collect all the papers and after c l ass check 
through them , t r y to take at least one prob-
lem from each paper so everyone has a probl em 
on the final paper . Try to avoid usi ng one 
article many t i mes . After picking out the 
usable ones arrange them so that they are 
in order of diffi cu l ty generally . Then put 
them on dupl icator paper . 
5 . These probl ems can then a l so b e used in ari th-
metic c l ass . 
25 
Evaluation: 
1 . This was a good review activity. It he l ped 
them to realize the difference in environ-
ment between us and the Indian children of 
the Amazon Valley . It also made them cog-
nizant of the similarity of the types of 
problems that are used by children anywhere. 
2 . They really enjoyed the activity of being able 
to write their own problems , especially 
since it involved the use of the Amazon sur-
roundings which had become fascinating to 
them. Some of them used a great deal of 
originality in their thinking, while others 
took the general type that had been pre-
sented to them in the samples. 
3. They were most pleased when they saw the com-
pleted duplicated paper on which each of 
them could find his problem. 
26 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
4. 
5 . 
6. 
AMAZON PROBLEMS - \'Jri tten by children 
Today fifty people came on the river boat . Yesterday 
eighty people came on the boat. Ho\\' many more people 
came on the boat yesterday than today? 
I come around to the different rubber trees and gather 
the latex in buckets . I gathered 23 buckets yesterday 
and 15 today. How many buckets did I gather? 
We started a new benab . We needed 3 long poles, 6 short 
poles, and 10 shorter poles. How many poles did we need? 
If our river boat traveled 58 miles one day and 87 miles 
another day, how many miles did it travel both days? 
We sa\' ten alligators in the river and five on the bank 
of the river. How many more were in the river than out? 
Jack has 25 palm leaves and John has 30 palm leaves. 
How many more does John have than Jack? 
7. The I ndians had 20 sticks. They needed 30 sticks . How 
many more do they need? 
8 . If \-.re saw 21 parrots and 18 fle N away , hov: many were 
there left? 
9 . Father got five fish the first day , three fish the next 
day, and eight fish the third day. How many fish did 
Father get all three days? 
10. As long as Mother has lived she has seen 44 wild ani mals 
that were dead and 206 live animals. How many animals 
has mother seen in all? 
11 . The steamship went 206 miles one day and 19b miles the 
next day . How many mi les did it go in the two days? 
12. How many more miles did it go the first day than the 
second? 
13 . We counted 130 trees in one forest and 203 in another. 
How many more trees did we count in one forest than in 
the other? 
14. An Indian gathered 21 buckets of l atex on Nednesday , 37 
on Thursday and 34 on Friday. tlow many buckets of lat ex 
did he gather in all? 
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15 . An Indian boy gathered 54 Brazil nuts and ate 17. How 
many does he have left? 
16. On the river bank I saw 214 balls of rubber on Monday 
and 192 on Tuesday . How many more did I see on Monday 
than on Tuesday? 
17. Last year 63 inches of rain fell in the Amazon Valley . 
This year 6 inches less fell . How many inches of rain 
fell this year? 
18 . now many fell both years together? 
19 . A river boat stopped at h:o places to get fuel. It 
gathered 83 pounds at one p l ace and 79 at another . HO\i 
many more pounds did it pick up at one place than at 
th<' ot'1er? 
20 . HO'i many pounds did it pick up altogether? 
21 . An Indian made 5 balls of rubber today and 5 balls of 
rubber yesterday . !10\~ many did he make altogether . 
22 . The highest tempera ture yes~erday was 106°. Today ' s 
highest temperature was 115 • How much higher was 
today's temperature than yesterday's? 
23 . We saw 12 dugout canoes and 14 more came . Row many 
canoes were there? 
24. ','/hPn Father built a benab he used 388 different leaves 
and 1 2 different ~izes of branches of trees . How many 
branches and leaves did he use in all? 
25 . Bill found 10 pineapples and Jane found 13 . How many 
more did J ane find than Bill? 
26 . I saw s ix canoes on Monday, seven on Tuesday and eight 
on l'Jednesday . How many did I see in all? 
GEOGRAl-HY t.<UESTIOl\-BOX - Grade 4 
Presentat1on : We've been learning about the Congo 
valley and more recently about the Grasslands of Africa . 
Today instead of my making up ques tions for you we're 
going to have something different . I'm goi ng to let you 
make them up . 
Haterials : 
1 . Paper and pencil 
2 . Geography text - ·'1 . R. McConnell, Geo, raphy 
Around the Wor l d (New York : Rand McNally & 
Cornpany~945), pp. 51-57 . 
Procedure for Class : 
1 . The process actually t akes two days . The time 
used the first day is minimal , about 10 min-
utes. The children look through the pages 
suggested in the text, and think of the things 
they consider the most important things they 
have l earned , or some of the most interesting . 
They then write 2 questions using these facts 
and hand them in. 
2. The teacher looks t~rough the questions that 
night , cutting apart the questions, and set-
ting apart the questions that are not usable. 
She tries as much as possible to have one 
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question representing each person . Duplicate 
questions are removed so that ~he same thing 
will not be asked many times . The questions 
are then folded up and returned to school . 
3 . The questions are put in a small box and one 
by one the children come up , shake the box , 
and take a question to answer . The rest of 
the class is the judge as to whether an an-
swer is correct . Everyone has a chance at 
a quest i .on , and most of them are oft en an-
swered correctly . 
Eval uation : 
1. This was somethi ng different , and because of 
being in game fashion it was very much en-
joyed by the children . After they had made 
the questions they looke:t forward with en-
thusiasm to the question-box time the next 
day . 
2 . ThE activity was a good way of r eviewing things 
learned so recently . It was interesting to 
sec what the children thought of as important 
things they had learnPd . 
3 . The questions used may b e found on the next page . 
4 . The children saw how much too easy it was to 
get a simple~ or no question , so it was 
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suggested that when we had a similar acti -
vity again , the children should make up 
questions that have an answer other than 
~or £2.· 
• 
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Quest ions Us~d : (made up by the children) 
.'lhy can't you see elephants easily? 
~ow does a zebra hide from other animals? 
'fuat is the color of the nat ives' clothes? 
\fuat plant has blue dye? 
I s it the zebra or the antelope that i s the faster animal? 
Do the natives sleep on soft Jeds? 
\fuat animal is the color of the shadow of a tree? 
~fuat is the protection of the antelope? 
i'lhat i s the name of an oasis •re came to? 
I n what directions does the equator pass? 
\\That cio the large mud jars have in them? 
Do al l the natives live in the same manner? 
ifuat is the zebra's protection? 
'fuy Jo the natives burn the grass? 
\~at is the most important grain to the natives? 
Is there l ess rain farther north in Afric a? 
The north-south lines meet at what 2 points? 
.fuy doesn't grass grow inside the village? 
I~ an oasis a desert , or a place in the desert where plants 
can grow? 
M1y couldn't we talk when we went to see the wild elephants? 
If you walk along the equator you could 0 o either 
or 
------· 
~·rnat do the elepl-tants eat? 
\fuat are gourds used for? 
~re the antelopes shy and timid? 
ihat is an oasis? 
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GEOGR\PHY RIDDLES - Grade 4 
Purpose : Practice Alphabetical Order 
Presentation : Let ' s look back at the words you al-
ready chose as your i mportant words from Egypt . They have 
the paper previously done i n ~heir hands listing bgyptian 
words . wfuat word on that paper is something that a man 
wears? 
~1aterials : 
1 . The paper from lesson previously done. 
2 . Pencil 
3 . Duplicated sheet with the words on it . 
Procedure for Class : 
1 . After the presentation the teacher calls on 
someone who knows the answer to the riddle. 
Then the teacher suggests that they each 
get their own riddles ready , and gives a 
minute or two for thought . 
2. The teacher cal l s on one who is ready with a 
riddle , and that child in turn calls un 
so~eone to answer his riddle. 
3 . The child who answers correctly then bas an 
opportunit} to give his riddle and call on 
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someone else to give the word that answers it . 
4. This may be continued as long as the teacher 
thinks profitable , but discontinued before 
the interest begins to wane . 
5 . The teacher then p~sses out the duplicated 
papers that have the ~'ords already prj11ted 
on them . Explain the directions for all to 
hear : 
a . These words are in two lists as you 
see . There are 17 in each list. 
b. Put the ,,,ores in each list in alpha-
be tical order by numbE:ring the \I'Ords 
as they Kou l d come in the alphabet . 
c . Be careful in your numberi ng because 
there are several words that begin 
with the same letter , so you have 
to look at the second letters and 
even the thirc letters . 
6 . Start with them together on the first few words , 
then let them complete the rest on their own . 
Be on hand to help the ones \ho really need 
help . 
Evaluation: This was a good means of reviewing the 
meanings of words learned and used in the study of Egypt . 
Using the riddle form is more to the liking of the chi l dren, 
and instead of being work it becomes a game . They also 
enjoyed carrying on themselves without the need of the 
teacher. 
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Also, this gave practice in using alphabetical 
order , a practice that they can hardly get too much of . 
It is not done with some words unfamiliar to them, however, 
but with words that have come to be very familiar because 
of using them in different ways . 
Put in alphabetical order : 
caMel sphinx 
oasis slaves 
Pharoah oarsmen 
Nile linen 
column kingdom 
mumfly tombs 
calendar granaries 
boats ancient 
copper invention 
bronze scribes 
colored desert 
papyrus fertile 
reeds picture 
Egypt mosque 
floods minaret 
moons turban 
mirage pyramid 
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SOCIAL SITDIES C~QS<::; ·:ORD Pt:ZZLE - Grade 4 
PrLSeJ ta ~ io.'1 : Here' ; another .ay of using yot r 
~gyptian friends that I think all of }OU will really 
~rjoy -- a cros~word puzz l e . 
H<>terials : 
1 . Dl'J:-licated crossword puzzle prepared by the 
teacher from the \~ords chosen by the children 
as their in..-'ortant Egyptian 11ords. 
') • Alphabetical paper used witr Lesson on 
\-:llicl the .L01 l+i._1 words u.re duplicatel . 
3 . Pencil and crayons 
4 . Gco~raphy text or history book if desired for 
ideas . 
Procedure for Prenaration : 
1 . 1n preparation the teacher nade an acrostic 
using all the ~gyptian words she ~os3i1 ly 
could , especially the i portant on~s . Then 
she bo.~ed e"lcil letter in, bei.1g careful to 
get them evenly in rO'\•'S . 
2 . f''c .. r.canings for the \·'ords used were then 
"..r·tten out on scrap paper also, ones brie f 
cno 1 ~h to fit unJcr 1.cath the puzz l e . Tlleu, 
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starting at the top of the puzzle , numbers 
\:ere assigned to the beginning of each \:Ord , 
\·:hether it \...ras go i ng across or down . Pol-
lmdng this , the sa!"le nuiT'bers were put with 
t~e matching meani ngs and checked to make 
sure that each word and meaning had a number. 
3 . The duplicator paper was prepare~ by section-
ing the top part light l y into t inch squares. 
This was not printed on the side of the 
duplicator paper that gives the final i mage. 
(It is just the guide.) The planning of the 
final puzzle is done ligl tly on the guide. 
The whole puzzle is centered as much as 
possible , and the words are writte1 on , also 
liehtly . After t~e words are all on and 
checked the boundary lines may be dra~~ 
around the letters to make the inprint on 
the under side . When the letters are all 
boxed iq , the numbers are put by the begin-
ninb of the worJs . If there are ~ny boxes 
wi t'tou t a letter, blacken it in so that i t 
will not cause confusion. 
4 . After the puzz l e ~art is all finished write 
the rcanings in the space below, plunning 
lightly first to make sure t here will be 
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enough room. Check before you arc finished 
to Make sure that everything is on that 
should be included. 
Procodure witb Class : 
1 . The puzzl e was duplicated for the children . 
The teacher was available to he1p children 
N:i1o needed help . They ha•i the vocabulary 
of words to refer to for the spellin~ of 
the ,..;ords they needed . 
2. After completing the puzzle , the children 
dre\ little figure~ representing Egypt 
aro•1nd the top of the puzzle • 
.Ev lvatio•1 : 
1. Children usually enjoy crossword puzzles and 
these children are no exception . For some 
of the poorer ones it may have seemed im-
possible at first , but the teac~er and 
pupils went t 1uough a feH toeether (those 
who \vere interested in listening) and that 
gave t~em a goo~ start . 
2. The writer was amazed , as t·1ey continued work 
on the puzz l e , that some of the poorer pupils, 
whorr she had wondered abot• t concerning the 
puzzle , moved right along without too nuch 
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hel, , ani really seemed to like it, too . 
3 . The words printed on the papers from the 
other l esson made it easy for them to get 
the s~elling correct, and to choose the 
rig~t answer (if they couldn't recall it) 
from the many possibilities . 
4 . The children were able to use their interest 
in art by drawing little figures of things 
tllat reminded t 1em of Egypt, or symbols of 
E:;ypt . Some of the children who like to 
draw and are able did a very fine job , while 
ot~ers diJ just the simplest things such as 
a date pal m tree , pyramid, and river repre-
ing the Ni l e. 
5 . It was a very profitable review activity for 
the vocabulary , most of it new, learned 
during the study of Egypt and its people . 
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14 . Large tombs built by kings 
15• Poor people who work \·tith no 
18 . ?ten who rowed the boats 
pay 
19· The great river of Egypt 
21 . Cloth used to cover dead people 
22 . Church of the Egyptians 
2) . Very, very old 
24 . Place on the desert with \'later 
and grass 
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1 · l-1etal used to make many things 
2 . Naoe eiven to the old kings 
4. What the first ~aper was made from 
5• Large pillar of a building 
6. Kind of glass used for beautiful 
things 
e. Hard metal made of copper and tin 
9· Think you see something when you 
don't 
n . 
12 . 
15· 
16. 
17· 
20. 
Man wears one on his head 
Used to store gr ain in 
Lar ge , queer stone statue 
One who \Hote in early Egypt 
Place where little or nothing 
grO'.-ts 
Places where people are buried. 
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PRACTICI~G CLASSIFICATION IN GEOGRAPHY - Grade 4 
Presentation : We have now l earned about areas of 
the earth . Who can tell what they are? That's right - the 
-~azon Valley , the Congo Val ley , the Grasslands of Africa , 
and Egypt. What important words can you remember from our 
study on the trip without l ooking at your books? 
Materials : 
1. Blackboard 
2. Paper and pencil or pen 
Procedure for Class : 
1 . Appoint 4 scribes to do the writing of the words 
on the board . Choose ones that had not had 
a chance to do such yet. The scribes take 
turns calling on their classmates who are 
ready with words . 
2 . Words are given that represent all of the f i elds 
of study to date . With 4 scribes no time is 
wasted in the writing of the words . 
3 . After there have been 11 rounds of words (44 
altogether ) the scribes take their seats , 
and talk together about the variety of words 
on the board . Speak of all these words as 
belonging in at l east one of the areas 
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studied about, and some of them i n ~ore than 
one. It i s like a man in the post office 
sorting out the mail , and putting the en-
velopes in the right s lot. 
4 . Directions are given for the lining and head-
ing of the papers . Each side of the paper 
is divided in half , so there are 4 co lumns . 
The 4 different headings are put at the top 
of the columns . ~ork then starts, doing the 
first few together to get them all started. 
5. \iork is continued until completion. 
Evaluation : 
1. The activity was good for a general review of 
vocabulary learned during the year . Even 
though t~ey referred to no book or previous 
work, they see~ed to have many words ready 
for use . This was true even of the poor 
students . 
2. The children enjoy taking turns being scribes 
at the board . It gives them an importance 
to be able to write work on the board as the 
teacher does . They also enjoy being able to 
give the words , and keep the activity goi ng 
in the classroom without the teacher having 
to take charge of things . 
~-2 
• 
3. \'.Jhen ,,.,.e started the activity of classifying 
the words whe re they belonged , one of the 
boys sai d , "Oh, good, I like that ." That 
was the general opinion of the group. 
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.vords selected £y the children : 
pyramid jungle sugar cane hippopotamus 
mangoes granaries capybara Nile 
sloth mummies sphinx manioc 
millet rubber trees monkey tapir 
elephants obelisk crocodile alligator 
jaguar papyrus reeds nobleman 
calendar mosque desert caravan 
minaret oil palm barley camel 
scribes slaves Pharoah indigo 
tombs dromedary Amazon River oarsmen 
oasis peanuts Congo River 
INDIVIDUAL GEOGRAPHY K0Tb300K - Grade 4 
This is an activity that takes the entire year to 
fulfill. The children start it with their first learning 
of Geography , and they put the final paper fasteners into 
it during the last 1..;eek of school . 
Materials : 
1. Paper , pencil , crayons, art paper 
2 . Geography text - W. R. McConnell , Geography 
Around the Norld (New York: Rand .McNally & 
Company-;-1945) 
3 . Blackboard 
Procedure : 
1 . Each of the entries actually follows a differ-
ent procedure . Here is a list of the differ-
ent activi ties compl eted so far this year : 
a . A chart showing the eas t-west lines 
on the globe , labe ling them, and 
coloring to r epresent zones of the 
earth . The idea of a key was also 
introduced here. 
b. A story written by them of how rubber 
is made in the Amazon Valley (after 
such a study was complet ed) . 
c . A story of another topic of interest 
in the Amazon Valley, such as : 
Amazon animals 
Ainazon homes 
Life and food 
Down the Amazon River 
The Amazon Jungle 
Clothi'lg in the Amazon 
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d . A picture drawn representing something 
of interes t in the Amazon Valley 
e . A paper done together showing contrasts 
between Amazon and Congo Valleys 
f . A picture they colored showing clothing 
and scenery in Egypt 
g . Crossword puzzle of Egypt 
h . A paper done together showing contrasts 
between hot \-vet l ands and hot dry 
l and . 
1 . Map of Africa drawn freehand 
j. Any pictures or stories they have 
written themselves concerning our 
Geography trip. 
2. Each time after the completion of one of these 
act1vities the papers are put with the rest 
of the papers for the notebook. 
Evaluation : 
1 . The teacher used this same idea with last 
year's class -- collecting the papers from 
the different activities after the children 
were finished with them -- and it was most 
interesting to the children at the end of 
the year to get al l the papers back and put 
them together into a semi-permanent form to 
keep if they desired to. Their l ast activity 
was to make a cover for the booklet , on 
which they could put small pictures represent-
ing different countries they had visited . 
This was good for the l ast week of school, 
and kept them enthusiasticall y busy . 
2. I t is a good way to keep some of the papers 
neat and together. So many papers taken 
home (and a good many of them never get home 
for mother to see) are thrmm a\vay so quickl y 'I 
but kept in this way they l as t l onger and 
are of more enduring benefit . 
3 . At the end of the year simply l ooki ng through 
the papers is a special thr i l l . I n a good 
many cases i t shows i mprovement that they 
can see , and i t i s an encouragement to them. 
I t i s also a means of qui ck revi ew of some 
of the things covered i n the Geography trip 
throughout the year , bringi ng back memori es 
of happy t i mes . 
CONTRASTING AREAS IN GEOGRAPHY - Grade 4 
Presentation : We've now visited two different kinds 
of l ands . What two ki nds of l and are these? That's right , 
the hot , wet lands and the hot , dry l and. Have you noti ced 
any differences in these two pl aces? 
Materials : 
1. Blackboard 
2. Penci l and paper 
Procedure for Cl ass : 
1. On the blackboard, put up the two headings 
where everyone i s abl e to see it. The chil-
dren also put such headings on their papers . 
2 . Diffe rent ones of the children contribute areas 
of contrast t hat they have thought of . The 
wording for opposites is in some cases im-
proved on by others , but in each case it is 
approved by the c l ass before being wri tt en 
on the board by the teacher . The children 
then copy them from the board. 
At tir1es when tltey are at a loss to think of 
other contrasts, the teacher gives a crue 
such as , 11\'Jhat about their relation to the 
equator?" This is not often necessary , 
however. 
4. This is continued , with their trying to include 
as much as they can think of . A copy of 
the result of their work is on a subse-
quent page . 
Evaluation : 
1. We had done a similar l esson before contrasting 
the Amazon Valley and the Congo Valley . They 
had seemed to enjoy the l esson the previous 
time, but when we commenced it this time they 
seemed even more enthusiastic . There was 
com'11on agreement to the comment, "Oh , goodie ; 
we 're goi ng to do that again . TlJ.at ' s fun!" 
Even the poorest ones in the class really 
enjoy it , also . 
2 . This activity i s a fine one for review after 
the study of two different types of areas . 
It really takes thought, so it has really 
surprised me that the children have thought 
it so much fun . Possibly it has something 
to do with the way it is presented to the 
children , also . 
3 . When as ked what t'1ey thought of the activity 
at the conc lusion, many didn't have any other 
reason for why they liked it than "It's fun." 
Another said , "It refreshes your memory", 
and still another , "It really makes you 
think. 1 ' 
4. This type of activity helps them to think 
collectively of the relationships and con-
trasts of these areas. More than once one 
child would get an idea and give it even 
though it was not correctly worded for con-
trast . Then another child would think of 
a good way to put it down. 
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HOT 'ffiT L 'U'iDS HOT DJ{Y L.\1\D 
1 . Plenty of rain 1. 
2 . Thick foliage 2 . 
3 . Fast growt h 3 . 
4. Leaves a nd wood for house 4 . 
5 . Steep roofs 5 . 
6 . No caravans 6 . 
7 . Coconut pal ms 7 . 
8 . Amazon and Congo Rivers 8 . 
9 . Nat i ves and Negroes 9 . 
10 . Huts i n j ung l e 10. 
11 . Bananas , mangoes , manioc 11. 
1 2 . 
1 3 . 
14. 
15 . 
16 . 
coconuts , pineapples , Brazil 
nuts 
Near the equator 
Jungle 
Very little c l othing 
No hats 
Freedom o f dress for women 
12. 
1 3 . 
14 . 
15. 
1 6 . 
Hardly any rain 
Less fo li age or desert 
Slow or no growth 
Mud and s traw for house , 
Flat roofs 
Caravans 
Date palMs 
:t-.ile River 
Arabs and Bedoui ns 
Tents in the desert 
Dates, barley , millet , 
r i ce , corn , ~heat , 
vegetables 
Near the Tro~ic of Cancer 
Desert 
Long whit e robes 
Turbans or skull caps 
No freedom of dress 
17 . No mummies 17. Munmi es 
18 . Tapir , monkey , jungl e birds , 18 . 
s loth , hippo , a lligator , 
crocodile , anteater 
Boston Universlty, \ 
School of Education 
Library 
Camel, goat , horse , 
sheep , rabbit , ox , donkey 
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A FIELD TRil for the CLASS - Grade 4 
----
Presentation : We can learn a great deal about Egypt 
from pictures and bool\:S, and we have . But there's a way 
that this can all mean a great deal more to us, and that is 
to see some of these things. 
Materials: 
1 . Parents' and teacher's car 
2. Museum of Fine Arts in Boston 
3 . Duplicated guide of things to watch for 
Procedure : 
1 . First , permission was obtained from the super-
intendent of schools in Rockport. 
2 . The children asked at home to see if parents 
would be available to drive the children in 
some afternoon . Then wr itt en permission was 
obtained from the parents for each child to 
go on the trip . 
3 . The teacher made several visits to the Museum 
to find th£ Egyptian rooms first of all , and 
then to take notes on the things for the 
children to watch for when they visit. These 
were then printed for each child to have and 
check on as they went through the various 
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Egyptian rooms. r 
4 . As different things were mentioned in the class-
room concerning Egypt, for two weeks before 
the trip , it was suggeste.d to them that they 
would see actual samples or models of such 
in the Museum on our visit . This made them 
look forward not only to going on a trip but 
also to seeing these things they had l earned 
about and heard so much about. 
5 . The trip was carried out as planned. 
6. The next morning we looked at the check list 
together and discussed the things that they 
had seen and been especially interested in. 
There was no lack of things brought up. 
Evaluation : 
1 . The trip was a great success . The children 
were as much interested in seeing the many 
Egyptian things in the Museum as they were 
in just gett ing away on a trip. Egypt seemed 
to have really captured their imagination. 
2 . Often on such a trip the children wi ll look 
around and sometimes not see as much as you 
would like them to . Before the trip , however, 
the teacher went over the check sheet with 
them, reviewing some words on it that might 
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have given difficulty . A good many of the 
children actual ly found and looked at a ll 
the things mentioned on the list, checking 
them off on the tour. They were most ex-
cited , and still talked about it for several 
days . 
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E 1 
Statues 
.K.eliefs 
Sarcophagus 
Small statue of scribe 
E 2 
Obelisk 
~ilver bracelets 
Crovm 
Statues 
Tools 
Gold jewelry 
Head rests 
romb chapel 
1·10dcls 
E 3 
Models 
2 Sarcophagus 
Statue 
Jewelry 
Jars 
Je\·!elry from 1 woman 
Reliefs 
Sphinx 
Head and part of obelisk 
Pal r Leaf Column 
E l 
GoldJewelry 
Vases 
E 5 
Glazed tiles 
Small statues 
Funeral objects 
Ceremonial robe 
Pen case 
Model papyrus rolls 
Model tluowing sticks 
E b 
~mall bronze statues 
Tiny carv~d figures 
.E 7 
Reliefs 
Blue glass vessel 
Ornaments 
Bead net mummy covering 
Mummy mask 
Silver mask and mummy decoration 
Bronze mirror 
Small mummy statues 
L 8 
.I::.gyptian scenes 
~:riting on linen 
Writing on papyrus 
Reeds 
Tools 
Head cushion 
E 10 
Pottery 
E 11 
Rosetta Stone 
E 12 
Pottery 
Scenes 
Picture \~ri ting 
Carrying chair 
Sarcophagus , mummy 
E 13 
Ornaments 
Carvings 
Funeral bed 
!-'odels 
2 Sarcophagus 
E 14 
Reliefs 
J ewelry 
Mummy masks 
Combs 
Leather shoes and sandal s 
Mummies 
Stone sarcophagus and picture 
writing 
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THE GRANARY OF GREECE - Gr ade 4 
Purpose : 
1. Understanding of the book material concern-
ing Thessaly, the gr ain center . 
2. Also , reviC",.. of the history of Greece as 
covered briefly there. 
Materials : 
1. Geoer aphy text - w. R. McConne ll, GeoGr aphy 
Aroun i the ~ orld (New Yo rk : !<.and .t.lcl'\a1 l y & 
Company~945 , ) lP· 78-81 
2. Paper and pencjl 
Procedure for Cl~ss : 
1 . Star t reading and discussing together just 
a small part of the material, especial ly 
covering a section \vi th new words that 
need enri chment. 
2. Be c areful to explain the new words carefull y , 
brin ging 1n multiple meanings such as for 
cradle . 
Procedt•re for Groups : 
1. The bri gh t er pupi l s are able to fO ahead thern-
se lve~. without any further hel p . \1""1il£. they 
are readi ng they may think up good questions 
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concerninG important material that they find. 
2 . The brighter pupils continue to write their 
questions in preparation for the time when 
they have completed the reading. At a given 
sign from the teacher thE'y may move to where 
they can work easi l y in pairs . 
3. During this time the teacher is \vorking \\'i th 
the pupils less able to work a lone . Different 
one~ of them are given opportunity to read , 
and discussion is carried on together . Only 
the most important parts of the material are 
covered , for they are s lower in working than 
the others. The slower ones continue to 
work together until the end of the period. 
Procedure for Pairs : 
1. The bri ghter pupils have prepared their ques-
t i ons and now have the opportunity to use 
them. ThP) take turns asking each other a 
question that they have on their papers . 
2. If a partner does not know the answer to a 
question , the person who asked it may give 
him the answer . I f there is a question con-
cerning the correct answer , the book m~y 
be used for reference. 
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Procedure for Class : ~~orking together as an enti re 
class again the pupils ~ho write questions a r e asked to 
pick their best question (that has not already been given) 
and ask it of the class . The person asking the questjon 
is given the opportunity to call on someone to answer it . 
Evaluation : 
1. The pupils were more careful of their read-
i ng , especially the brighter ones , for they 
were composing questions that they hoped 
were good ones for a partner . They were 
very quiet going about their own business 
for they wanted to be ready when the time 
cane . 
2. The poorer pupils gained a great deal more 
from the lesson, for they moved along at 
their own rate . They were not pushed ahead 
by the better ones before they were ready 
for it. More of them were given opportunity 
to read aloud , and enrichment could be given 
more fully to these who especially needed it. 
3 . The children enjoyed working in pairs and see-
ing what they could do in questioning some-
one else. It was really a review of what 
they had just read , although they didn 1 t 
realize it as that . 
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4. When the class worked together at the last 
part of the lesson it was wonderful to see 
how the poorer pupi l s played a very impor-
tant role in the answer i ng of the questions . 
They had l earned a great deal , also . 
Here are some of the chiliren ' s questions : 
1 . \1/hat grains are grown in Thessaly? 
2. 1.\fhat a:re the plows like? 
3 . What was Thessaly cu.lled years ago? 
4 . \l.'hcn the grain i s ri1..~e what do the men cut 
it with? 
5 . What did the Greeks trade? 
6 . The plows are of what and dra\\TI by what? 
7 . The climate is so much the same in countries 
along the sea that it is called ~hat? 
8 . What didn't the Greeks ha.ve enough of? 
9 . What is a granary? 
10 . ·~o,., do they thr esh the wheat? 
11 . Is the land hilly or flat in Thessaly? 
12. \'.That other kinds of trees are there besides 
olive trees? 
13 . Why do the people rer..lly enjoy the olive tree? 
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lrcsentation : Toda) re arc gains to try sorethin& 
lifferent . I nstead of havi1g only one teacher in the 
room , e~ch one of you will be a kin 1 of te1cher . 
Materials : 
1 . History text - Cord~er and Rob~rt , History for 
tl e Berinncr n. w York: Rand McNally & 
Cotpany, 194u), ~~. 9J-97 . 
2. repared and duplicated guide sleets ,ith 
questions and answers on separate sheets . 
3 . Blackboard 
Procedure for Class : New ''ords that the children 
would meet in t~eir reading arc prcccnted on blackboara 
and e .... plained. 
Procedure for G:r:oupc::: : The class is divided by .ro\'rs 
in to t ·'O groups and then in to .t:"~airs according to similar 
ability . The first group is to read pages 93 and 94 con-
cerning City-states and the People of Sparta • . The second 
group is to read paees 95 to 97 concerning the People of 
Athens . uestions are ans ered before the reading bcgi rs . 
P-ocedure for Pairs : 
1 . The usc of the guide sheet was ex~lained then 
also even thouch the pairs did not get their 
papers until the re~ding was finished. Each 
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individual was to receive ~ p~per on which 
were printed questions on the '~rk he had 
re"'~d and answers to the questions of his 
partner . They were to work together quietly , 
whispering , when they received their papers , 
bein~ careful to not let their partner see 
any of the answers. If the partner didn't 
know an answer to 11is qucs t .:l on , the one 
with the answers could help hi1 out with 
the answer . 
2 . The reading was then started , and as both 
children in a pair completed their reading 
the papers were given out with further 
di rectio•s where needed . 
Iroceeure for Class : g~vie, sone of the quest i ons 
from the study guides • 
.cvalt ation: 
1 . In going over beforehdnd the new ~ords they 
were to need in their reading they were 
better able to cope •d th them when they 
found them in the reading . The pronunci a -
tiol of them was left on the blackboard 
for them to refer to . The words presented 
thus were : 
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city-states 
Sparta 
Spartans 
Warriors 
Athens 
Athenians 
pedagogue 
lyre 
2. The children l oved to work in pairs and 
lrorkcd quite hard at it. It is impossibl e 
to have a quiet classroom doinc such work, 
but the buzzing heard intimated their work-
ing . After som(. had finj.shed answering 
their own questions and hearing the other's 
answers they exchanged papers to see how 
they coul d do on the other person's questions. 
3 . At the end of the class each of the children 
was given the mate of the paper he had . 
One of the gir l s enthusiastically said that 
she was going to take them both home and 
have her father \rork with her on them. Thus , 
they have not only gone over them jn class , 
but they have opportunity to look at them 
and play with them further . 
4 . This type of assignment enables the teacher 
to cover twice the amount of material she 
would normally be able to present . 
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Greek Oity States and 
The People of Sparta 
Pages 9~ , 94 
1 . Many large cities grew up because 
there were many good -----
2. Each city in ancient Greece was a __ • 
~ . Why did city-states sometimes fight 
against each other ? 
4 . What was one of the largest city-
states of Greece? 
5· The Spartans became good 
6 . What did the Spartans do with t he peo-
ple who were in Greece before them? 
7. What were the Spartans afraid these 
slaves would do? 
8 . The Spartans spent most of their 
lives getting ready to do what? 
9· The Spartans kept a large army to be 
able to fight against whom? 
10. At what age was a Spartan boy taken 
to a military camp? 
n. \'fhen did he finish being a soldier? 
12 . What were some things he had to do 
to make his body strong? 
1~ · The Spartan boy didn't dare ever 
to do what ? 
14. Every Spartan boy was taught to 
find what for himself? 
15 · What were Spartan gi rls taught to do? 
16. What did the Spartans care most about? 
1. a beautiful city 
2 . the mind and thoughts 
~ - 7 4. at t he home of the teacher or outdoors 
5• to be polite and behave as gentlemen 
6 . \'Tax tablets or papyrus 
7• flute or lyre 
8 . to learn laws of Athens and obey them 
9· 2 years 
10. slaves 
11. talked and talked 
12. fine plays and good music 
1~ · spinning, weaving, cooking, the house 
14. men 
15 • women were not to be seen in public 
16. brick and atone 
The People of Athens 
1· harbors 
2 . state 
Pages 95 - 97 
~ · they feared each other 
they were jealous of each other 
4. Sparta or Athen s 
5• warriors or fighters 
6. made them slaves 
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7• join together, fight against them, 
and free themselves 
8 . fight 
9· the slaves and enemies from another land 
10. 7 
n. 6o 
12 . jump, run, fight, climb mountains , walk 
alone in fo r ests, eat poor food or none 
1~ . complain 
14. food 
15• spin, weave , care for homes 
16. training men to be soldiers 
1 . The people of Athena made what kind 
of a city? 
2 . What did the people of Athena think 
just as important as strong bodies? 
~ · How old was the boy of Athena 
when he started school? 
4 . \~here was the school? 
5 • What were some things taught to the 
boy by his pedagogue? 
6. Boys in school wrote on what? 
7 • What was a favorite instrument? 
8. \'/hat 2 things did a boy of 18 promi ae? 
9 · How long was a boy's training 
for fighting in Athens? 
10. lho did most of the hard work in thens? 
11 . What did the rich men do? 
12. What did the men li stan to i n theaters? 
1~ . What did the women of Athens care for? 
14 . \'lho did the marketing? 
15 • \'/hy did they do it? 
16 • V/hat did the rich people use to 
build their homes? 
TEST ON GREECE - Grade 4 
Pur pose : To see if the children have grasped some 
of the n.ost i r-por t ant i deas or facts preC'ented or revie cd 
durinG the stud} of Greec~ . 
L, tc.r ials : 
1 . Duplicate<:! answer sheets 
2. Pencil 
J . Teac·1cr ' s questio1 taper 
Procedure with Cl'lss : 
1 . Pass 011 t t'~e in liv..:.dual answer sheets for the 
test. aevicw with tl c, sc.ncral directions 
for the test , such as puttine t~eir n Ges 
in the proper place5 , and dra,·:ing cle1.r 
lines under the ans,-.rers t":lc} chaos c . 
2 . 1{ead "he qt.es tions care fully , givin~ t 11c. 
S~Lcific directions from '~c answer paper . 
~e J e2ch ~t.c.C'tion o1l} twice , Ji inJ time 
for t'1ottght oct, cc.n +1 c. readin~s . 
2 . CollE:.ct t 1 1e _;>~;;>Lrs , nd •r~ark t~e,.,. 
4 . ac.+urn the papers and eo quickly over questions 
t 1 cy as:· for . 
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.Eva lua '-- i.o~1 : 
1. These tee:- ts g(' ve a 0 00d pictnrL of how rn uch 
differ~~t Otles in the class had grasped 
fron the stt1 ly of Greece and ot,,cr s t l(.l i es 
pr~vious t o that of Gre ce . 
2 . TLe class \·:as able to work toeether on this 
test , for ... here is a minimur1. of reading 
required, end the \O:Ords on the tnS1 ·er Sheet 
arc 'ords that ever . one in the class should 
b e fami li a r with from th~ geocraphy stud~ 
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.. 
fest i.{uestions 
1. \vhat direction is it fron Greece to .;..3/J!t? 
2. .fHt t dircc tion is it fror. Greece to the Arctic Circle.? 
3 . 1:1f1q,t direction is .:. t f.ror Greece to the ••• cdite.rrancan 
Set~? 
4 . ~~hat direction is it from Gn .. -..ce to the Atlantic Ocean? 
5 • • nat 1irection is it frou Greece to the Co so Valle}? 
b . ~hat direction is it frm1 Grc.ece to the Amazon Valley? 
7 . ~'/hat direction i s it fron. GreecL. to 1 L Yorh.? 
8 . What directiol .is it fron Greece '"o the Tropic of Cancer? 
9 . \Vhat city is ~n Eg-ypt? 
10 . \'Jhat city is on the i\rwzon 1Ziver? 
11 . What city is loc.,ted on the Congo 1;..:vcr? 
12. \Vhat city is e1.rec:t to the equator? 
13 . What city is ncar tile . 'ilc • .ivcr? 
lt! . .\111a t ci ~;· is in Grecre? 
Put t'1e num~er of t'.:le question in front of tlle correct 
\·lord t~.,t is the a --;, •cr . 
15 . ~ 1ic' · ·ord is +he place ·where a river emptie~ into a 
laruc.r boli of water? 
16 . ~v, iclt 11TOrd is .. ,1e arm of a se1. cxtcn 1 ing into land? 
17. A body of' atc.r oorlercd ':J, land is called what? 
18 . \ ncc1· of 1 '1nd connecting two larger piLcc s of land is 
callcJ uh,t? 
19. Tllc place wh re 1 ~.ld and water meet is c a lled what? 
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20 . A rivcrlike stretch of water du3 by mar .. is called a 
\'lllrlt? 
21 . .w'ha t are 3 fruits srown in G1 '"'rcc? 
,;:,.C::: . :flat ar e 3 thinr;s ple~ tiful in Greece? 
23 . . ~lla t 3 t"1i .::;s rc scarce in Greece? 
24 . . 'lich river docs ~10 t have a delta? 
25 . Greece l1as mainly '>'hn. t ki~1d of la 1J? 
~o . Of w'1at m~te::ial are most houses ih Gret..ce made? 
27 . Of t~at material are tile beautiful public buildin£S in 
Greece ,-,ale? 
28 . h lich :"'art or Greece grows rmch grai~? 
29 . Greece '1as what kind of coastline? 
31 . . '1at ki·H.l of climate is to be found in Greece? 
.:>LJ . .Jrc.ece '1as '1o 'J m 1} seasons in a j car? 
33 . :Jl.1at ocean is west of tile ~.edi terrauca ..:>ea? 
34 . ~ 1ich arc. there more of in Greece? 
.55 . ~ 11en does it rain most in Greece? 
36 . Vllcre 1 0 ,.. O"'t farners l..i.."\Je? 
.:;,1 . Wi1at : ... i1l of plows are generally used by t'K furrnc.rs? 
38 . Hhic' ::; 1.re animals r2iscd in Greece? 
39 . ·,;lli<"''1 2 t"1ings \ auld o L 'Jc li ':ely to see on a farm 
in Greece? 
40 . Greece is I\ort'1 of \' ic' point? 
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Put t'1c nu•n·:.)cr of the question in front of the correct 
ansuer for t'1a L Liu~;;stion. 
-.1 . ·•hic'1 cast-\ -:;"'t line is near t 1c North Pole? 
42 . .."'1ic'1 east-west line is across the center of the 
sur fac e of t 11e earth? 
43 . . ... ic' cast - .. ec:;t line is ncar th"" Sout 1 Pole? 
4t! . ~·'1ic'1 east-•:.rest li t.: is sou til of the center line? 
45 . .'i"'1ich cast-_ ·c ~ t 1 · e is north of the center lin..:.:' 
t'!6 . The climate rig'1t near the equator on botil sides is 
called what? 
r1 . ~ 1a t 1 i ,r o c climate is t 1cre around the • 'orth and 
Sot!tl1 folcf":' 
48 . .~' t t, .JC of cl.:. -:ate is in tile reGions be tHe e n those 
j tst mcr.t 1 0'1 ·Ll? 
49 . ':hat kind of climate do we have llcre in the United StatL ... ? 
:i0 . ~·:·1at 2 fr it ... , erow •:ell d11·~ ~ hot dry summers in Greece? 
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GIEECE 
Name 
1 . North , ,::,outl-1 , East , or . est 
2 . ~.ortl , :south , .La"" t, or west 
.., 
:-.:orth , Sout11 , East , or tJest .J • 
Lt . Nort'l , ::,o1..1th , .>.J st , or .• est 
5 . Nort'1 , South , i!.ast , or Jest 
6 . r-.orth.East , South.•Je~ .._ , .Jorth,!est 
7 . North , South , .LO 5 t , or .!est 
<" u . North , ::,outl~ , .ijast , or 11C!:'t 
9 . Jc.lem, .-.at D 1 , C.,ir.E_, or Doma 
10 . Jclcm, Nat(ll , (" . -..; ill.:ro , or Born a 
11 . 3elcm, Nat""l , Cairo, or .30'1a 
12 . Jele ... , At' ens , or Cairo 
13 . Bcler, , At'1C..1S ' or Cairo 
14 . !k1Ll17 At 11C'1S' or Cairo 
18 Isthmus 
16 Day or Gul f 
20 ro llal ..... 
17 Lake 
15 1-.outh of a river 
19 Coastline 
~1 
........ . Oran C"es , m< 1ioc , corn , currants , olives 
"> "> 3uttLr , ·1anioc , fr 11 its , arble , shee12 LJ<.J . 
23 . Juttcr, olive oil , rlilk , trees , cattle 
24. AJ-:1azon, Co.~~o , or ..ilc 
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25 . ~.ountaL10ns , fl t , or full of 1;}.1\:e 
26 . Steel , stone , or marbl e 
~7 . Steel, stone, or marl 1~ 
29 . I~rc~ular or resular 
30 . EurOl'C , \f.cica , or South America 
3.L . Hot and d ; , Hcdite~ <'I ~c .... "1 , or Hot and wet 
32. ~ seasons or 2 seasons 
..:>.:> . 
Goats , sheep , or .._ l..O"' le 
35 . Su!11ncr or ·i 1tLr 
--
..;b . On own fa:rr s , in cities , or in villa ,~es 
37 . Steel , iron , or •:mod 
38 . s:~c~n , zebr<ls , ca.t1:lc , ~, n· goats 
39 . 0 ~H , tractor , c ~ 11Lf 7 or cattle 
40 . North role or South Pole 
41 ~rc~· Circle 
11 Tropic of ~~)ricorn 
l5 Tropic or ~a~ccr 
43 Antarctic Circle 
42 .Lsuator 
rO • Trooic. 1 , temi)erate , or frigid 
'l7 . Tropic 1 , ":emperatc , or frigid 
tU • Tropical , +~ 1 .... l.~te , or frit:;id 
tl-9. tempL.t""~tl; 
~C. olives auJ r; ra. ... nes 
...> • ~ 
A GLOSSARY - Gr ade 4 
Purpose : To he l p the c'1ilJren to l:)e able to J?ro -
nounce and. lmow the meanings o.f new geograi.-LY words tnq 
fi nd in +'lL ir rcadinc COI'cernins Greece anJ France . 
1 . vu~licated paper prepared by t• e teacher 
2 . T 1e Gcovrar'1y text - v . h . t..c:o11nell, Ceo?;ra,t;?hy 
: .. roun 1 ..L.~CC .vorlu. c.e·T lo rl •. : l{and •.Ch<...ll} 
anc~ Co.,...;1 "1} , 191!5 ) ;?1 • 70-1C'5. 
r~occJ~re fo£ ~lrss : 
1 . Look over the new words tosetlcr , pronouncing 
them and cx2riLing the neanings . 
2 . The children stu~y them t~e~sclves , se~ins if 
they can ~ro~ounce them fro· the markings 
&iven . 
r ocedure for Groups : 
1 . As +· c c~ildren ~re reading and discussing in 
t~c groups and co~e to one of th~ nL words 
t' ey 2rc blc to refer to the paper , or 
e lossary , to check the pronunciation and 
how the •. C<Jning fits in the cor tc'-.t . 
2 . After t' e readinc , the children ray have n 
3~~e in the group . 01e person chooses a 
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word from the list , ?roPounrc~ it and asks 
soneone else to tell the meaning of it . A 
v1.rie"*"y of that Game could be dOl.lL. :..>) fold-
ing ~, L paper back on the line between the 
~·:ords and their pronunc.:..-tions . Tile word 
IT!ay be pointed out 'Ty one child for another 
child to pronounce correctly . 
Procedure for Pairs : 
1 . Ilavc the cnildren practice _l! ):.la_;_r"i the pro-
nunciations and 1eanings of the rora in-
cluded on the glosf;ary . ~or:e of the bright er 
children may even lil .. e 'o •., l~c ..t matchinG 
g"rc using the wo rds and their 1 c<Jnines . 
Eval uatio .... : 
1 . The children are able to cee again the value 
and importance that tl e die .. io.trr>' :an be 
to them . It was pointed out that this was 
much lilc a dictionrr1 tith the pronunciation 
and meanin..., of each \.oro. . The o l} dj ffcr -
ence was that tl1ese words \.cr e the ones tney 
·ere meeting on the trip through Gre ce , 
I t<tly and France . 
2 . T'1e children too:c great delight in bei 1g able 
to figure out sor.1e of tlle words themselves 
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without ~· c teacher ' s help . This is of 
crtrenc benefit to ~· c 1, for it is a stcppine 
stone toward being able to usc the dictionary 
c ·tcnsiv ly thcmsel~es . 
3. T' c c'ildren had the words with them and 
covl( refer to them at ~ } time . D us t' cy 
were ;bl~ to be more indepen"c1t in t~cir 
\·:or I~. It 11Clped a '""rL. t deal with t 11eir 
vocabul, q lmo\·iledec . 
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Ikl.~, i ~1;, .~o.rds for Greece and •ra 1cc. 
... 
arch \'C' > arcll 
, 
. () 
J"'"ill 
_, v 
ba sin 
..., _, 
'Jeret be r.., 
..., I ..... ..., Dri ... tany Jrit ~ ni 
c?nal C'"l '"' 1 ' "1" 
v I 
Cil"'~+-C'lU s ' .., + () 
"" I 
cobblestones ~ob 1 st6ns 
coif koif 
currant ker I v ant 
I 
enormous e ~:or us 
-
v I .., 
eruption e ru~> shun 
.., 
trcm c. trl.!me c.: ... 5 
fertile fvr I 
v 
ti l 
f la:~ fl 8'::s 
io tress I .... for tre"' 
.... ..., 
ir 1er sc 1 r ens 
v I 
"" i s thr.ms is nus 
l avoir l a I V'.::c. il 
...... I ..., 
mackerel - c 1'-. e:r c.l 
1arseille _ I mar ~"' }C. 
a ''? llc under an arch 
r iece of land around a river 
a round flat cap 
a peninsul~ 1 \estern ranee 
watcn.ays m 'c. ''Y ma:1 
castle i. .~. ranee 
small round sto1~s used to rn ke 
roads 
a close-fi tti ng cap 
a smal l , seedles~ r aisin 
ve.rv lar~e or bic· huce 
<I (.,) v ' 0 
an explosion of a volcano 
climate \cry hot or vc.r, cold 
soil that is very ~ooJ 
plant used to make linen 
a large place for figl ti ~ from 
very great or lar0e 
ric-e of lan' joining 2 larger 
J.. i~rcs 
pl ace \ ' 1c.r ~.- r nell '·o11en do 
\~Jashinc 
a kind of fish 
a city and se ~ort in S. 1r Lee 
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-..J ..., I 
-peninsul a {)(. 1' in su l a l and that extends into thL sea 
sarot sa bo hooJen shoe woru in Brittany 
sardine d~ il I sar very S'le> l l fish 
SC} the s i th used to cut grai n or grass 
~cine -~an river f l ouing through Paris 
sheepfold -I f -s 11CI> old a ~en to keep shee~ in 
...,; I .... 
temperate tern per it c limate not ~oo ~ot nor too cold 
Thcsc-:.'lly v I tl es a l i pa r t of Greece gro\~ng much 
tropical 
.., 1 ':' .... 
t r op l. ka l c limate that is hot all }ear 
tnn·· y ..,! ':' tun l. fis~ , another nanc for tuna 
Vesuvius "' 
_, 
... v 
Vt2 cot vi t s volc;:no in I t 1y 
vi 1eyarcs ':' I yerdz vl.n p l aces where gra9es are grown 
'-;O:tKP.'G h. G1\0UPS - LESSON I - Grade 4 
Fl~NCH SHEPHEI~DS 
Purpose : To cain a better understanding of the 
1•rench Shevherds living in the mountain and their mode of 
life . Also, to develop leadership by beJinning to \Orkin 
croups • 
.Materials : 
1 . The Geography text - .v . R. McConnell , Geography 
Around the .~rld (New York : kand Mc~ally & 
Company:-Tn15 ), ~P · 90- 92. 
2. The blackboard and review questions ~ritten 
there. 
Irocedure for Cl~~~ : 
1 . Explain to the c l ass as a whole the J:)rOcP.dure 
for \~rking i n Srudl l groups : a l eader in 
charge directing the activitie~ very much as 
the teacher does the l arge group . After he 
ha~ someone read a l oud a paragraph or so , 
he asks questions concerninc it , or asks 
sowcone else for a question , or asks for the 
main idea of the paragraph -- VEry much as 
it was done as a class . 
2 . h'hen the sm;;:.ll group has conpletcd their read-
ing and discus~ion they look up at the black-
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l:)oard to the que~ tions \,·ri tten there and 
view it in that way . 
3 . While 5 ar:e to work in one small group to start 
with , the rest of the class will be working 
with the teacher in a similar manner , with 
promise of more being in groups if it can be 
done successfully . The 5 p i cked for the 
first experiment were some of the brichter 
pupils . 
Procedure for Groups : 
1. The 5 Move to the back of the room where they 
can v·ork quiet l y , so as not to disturb the 
rest . They continue wi th their work as 
directed . 
2 . The remainder of the c l ass work together with 
the teacher , readi ng and discussion , followed 
by reviewing through use of the questioqs on 
the board . 
Procedure for Class : 
1 . The 5 come back with the class to review quickly 
the most important parts of the lesson . 
2. A few of the discus ion questions can be gone 
over at this time . 
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Evaluntion : 
1 . The lee; son \\'as very profitable . The 5 cane 
back very pleased with the work they had been 
able to accompl ish themselves . One of the 
things they mentioned that they enjoyed most 
was that they had many njore opportunities to 
read and eive answers . They said they under-
stood what the} v1ere reading better by talk-
ing it over together . The} had learned a 
great deal . 
2 . The 5 had worked tozether as quietly as was 
possible . The only noise was that of the one 
voice , at times someone reading and at other 
times someone giving or anS\\•eri11g a question . 
It was proof to the teacher that it could be 
clone quietly . 
3 . The others in the class were all eager to be 
able to work in groups themselves , and wEre 
very careful in work with the larger group 
so that they ~ou ld have a chance next . 
4 . The 5 working in the group proved their ambi-
tiouc;ness by not only doing what they were 
asked to do , but by doing more . \'v1len t 11ey 
had finished the ~rk as directed , they 
started to ask each other questions about 
what they had read • 
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Review Quest ions Put on the '3 l ackboard : 
1 . b) do the shepherds have to raise nearly all t heir 
food? 
2 . ilo\• oft en do thty [.O to the vi llage? 
3 . What four things do they t ake with them to the village? 
~1 . \Vha t do the men wear? 
5 . iVhat do t he women wear? 
6 . How do the people get their clothes? 
7 . \ihere does the linen co~e from? 
8 . How do they get the c lothes different colors? 
9 . In what ,.,ays do these mountain shepherds amuse themselve~ 
10 . Why aren 't there schools in the mountains? 
11 . How do they learn then? 
12 . What i s a supper a shepherd family might have? 
13 . What i s the hard 'ork that has to be done v.ith the 
chestnuts? 
1L1 . How do the} en joy thems elves after the hard work is done? 
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h'ORKII\G IN GROUPS - LESSON I I - Grade 4 
T.H.E P &US B:\S lh 
Purpose : 
1 . To gain an understanding of how the people of 
the Paris Basin live and work. 
2 . Also , a development of learning to work we ll 
in groups . 
Materials : 
1 . The Geoeraphy text - ~ . R. McConnell , Geography 
Around the World (New York : Rand McNall} & 
Company~945 ), pp . 92-95 . 
2 . The b l ackboard 
Procedure for Class : Review the procedure for the 
\orking in groups . Choose 10 individuals (instead of just 5) 
to \•rork in 2 groups. Pick some of lesser ability to '·ork in 
with the brighter ones . 
Procedure for Groups : 
1. The 2 groups move to the back of the room where 
they can work quietly with their leaders . 
These arf' 10 \iho have not had an opportunity 
before . They work quietly and carefully 
under able leadership. 
2 . The remainder of the class work i n a large 
group with the teacher. While they are read-
ing and discussing together they are thinking 
of good questions concerning the material 
which are then written on the board. These 
will be the questions that the groups wi ll 
use in their · review work also . 
Procedure for Cl ass : The groups return to their o~~ 
seats and the class reviews as a who l e the hi ghlights of 
the day's V'Ork . 
Evaluation : 
1 . The two groups proved to work j ust as carefully 
as the one had before . Their study was done 
well . One of the leade rs ment ioned , "Every-
one in our group had a chance to read around 
at least 4 times!" She was very pleased with 
it , a~· were all the rest . 
\\Then the 2 sections were working in groups it 
was my observation that they were much more 
ab l e to pay attention to the work at hand , 
because of bei ng needed as a part of the 
group . Thi s was true of some a l so who usually 
have a hard time keeping their mouths shut . 
3 . The understanding grasped was greater because 
of having had more of a part in talking 
things over. 
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At thi s poi nt almost eve r yone in the group 
wished that they coul d have worked in groups , 
and that pro j ect was promi sed for the next 
day if they coul d keep j ust as qui et as they 
had been . 
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Revie~ ~uestions Prepared by Children Put on the Board : 
1. What do the French have in their poultry yard? 
2 . \ihy don't they usc fences? 
3 . Are the farm~ l arger or ~maller than ours? 
4 . France i s a l and of 
5 . I s it rainy or dry here in the Paris Ba5in? 
6 . Hhy is the l and so fertile? 
7. What kinds of roads are there? 
8 . Nature has made the basin excellent l and for what 
2 things? 
9 . I s it easy to bring crops to market? ·.vhy , or why not? 
10 . What kind of c limate i s it here in the Paris Basin? 
11 . What do people do that don ' t farm? 
12 . .fuy don't the Fre ch travel to other countries much? 
13 . What has France got in c limate? 
14. What river runs through the Paris Basin? 
15 . Are buildings taller in France or in New York? 
1 6 . What does the river look like from the plane.? 
17 . What great cathedral is seen in l'aris? 
1 8 . How do the streets divide the city? 
1 9 . From the sky , Paris looks li ke a city of what? 
20 . \Vhere in the nountains do the shepherds live? 
21 . In what direction cto the rivers flow? 
22 . At first the city of Paris was only where? 
23 . 1Vhy did Paris grow so well? 
24 . Place de l a Concorde is the what of Paris? 
things were done to help in 
another? 
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1\fORKING IN GROUPS - LESSON III - Grade 4 
A FllbNCH VILLt\GJ:. 
Purpose : 
1 . To gain a better understanding of how the 
French village people live and work. 
2 . Also , to have the whole c l ass , divided into 
groups, working well. 
Materials: 
1 . The Geography t ext - W. R. McConnell , Geography 
Around the World (N ew York : Rand McNally & 
Company~945 ), pp . 96 - 98 . 
2. The b l ac:\.board with questions on the material 
covered. 
Procedure for Class : Tal k to the class as a whole 
first to outline the topic for the day and talk briefly 
about words that might give difficulty during the process 
of the l esson. Then divide into six groups with about 
five in each group . Mix the poor in ability in with the 
brighter . 
Procedure for Groups : 
1 . The leader is in charge of the group , and must 
be a person abl e to think quickly and well . 
The ones 1n the group must r espect the l eader . 
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2. The l eader calls on different ones to read , 
and supervises the discuss i on of the materi al 
at hand. 
3 . \Vhen the reading material has been cover ed 
well , the leader and the rest of the group 
l ook at the board for their review questions . 
4 . If they finish before the other groups , they 
may have a head start at examining the ques -
tions at the end of the reading i n the book. 
These are more discussion type questions 
than simpl e answer ones . 
Procedure for Pairs : Divi de the class into pairs , 
with some bri ghter pupils wor ki ng wi th the very slow. The 
quest i ons on the board may be used in thi s way , so that 
every singl e individual has an opportunity to answer at 
l east half of the questi ons because of alternating the ques-
tions and taking turns . I f there is question as to the 
r i ghtness of an answer , the book may be used for reference . 
Eval uation : 
1 . The amount of knowl edge gained by the partici-
pants of the groups was noteworthy . All of 
the 5 in each gr oup had a very important 
role , for he had opportunity to read often 
as wel l as answer many more questions . Even 
the poorer s t udents , who are usually lazy , 
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are pushed on to great er work by a fella-~ 
student i nstead of the teacher . 
2 . The discipl ine during the work with groups has 
been no probl em . Wi th everyone busy in hi s 
p l ace , there i s no need for fooling . 
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Review Questions on the Board: 
1 . Many French people get around on ------
2. Are the cities much like ours or very different? 
3 . How do the c i ty people dress? 
4 . How do you know where the door of a house is in the 
village? 
5 . What is the chief room of the French village home? 
6. Tell what that room looks like . 
7 . What is a meal in the village like? 
8 . What little animal is i mportant to the farmers? 
9 . Why can they be raised at little cost? 
10. What are some of the beds like? 
11. l-vhat animal do they use to pull carts? 
12. How are oxen kept from eating the crops? 
13. Nha t are some of the streets made of? 
14. What kinds of trees do they have here in a French vi llage? 
15. 'Vhy is the woodland kept very clean? 
16 . What happened to many of the good forests? 
17 . How i s it that they have so many forests now? 
18 . What are most of the homes made of in a French village? 
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Study Guides - Grade 5 
rurpose : To be used i~ pairs to help the slow-
l earning c~ildren 
~laterial : 
1 . Teacher-prepared guide~ for each t\\O of the 
l ower third of the c l ass 
2 . Soci a l studies te~~t - 0 . Stuart Ha~er , Dwi ght 
v ~ Follett , 3en .f . Ahl sc1nrede , Herbert tl . 
Gross , Lxplorinp, the ~ 'Jorld (1'-i c" York: 
Follett rublishing Company , 1JJ5), Pt•l6o-173 
3 . Oak t ag , if desired 
Procedure ri t 1 ' !:'airs : 
1 . The t eacher prepares the questions and answers 
f·o~ the soci a l studies book , typing or 
writing as she goes from page to yage . 
2 . The r ight - hand side of the paper is folded 
back approxinatc ly tv~ 1nd a hqlf to three 
i nches for the answers which are , 'ti ~t en 
~ircctly after the questivns . 
3 . Tllc.se na) be made on oak ta~ which ,·ill be 
rare durable than those made on 1,n ... pcr. 
4 . One pupil qsks the question~ , the other pupil 
gives ~~e answers . The pupil vho asks the 
quest ion checks his partner ' s ans,~r , by 
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lookine at the answer column • 
...:.v2lua+ion : 
1 . This net~od of teachi g social studies is 
to be recommended especially for the. 
slowc>r learners . 
2 . Somctires , a bright pupil can be paired ith 
a slow one to act as a pupi l-leader . In 
this way , tile bright cl ilJ is given an 
or~portunity to devc. l op his leadership and 
the slow pupil is beiig helped to srasp 
the meaning of the material with the aid 
and cooperation of another . 
1. 
2 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
Q 
'-' • 
9 . 
10 . 
11 . 
12 . 
13 . 
1 4 . 
Study Gui de 
~h~ t kind of work is important 
in r-..e\T J ersey? 
Name t vo of fhom~s bdisons's in-
ventions . 
Three i~portant i,dustri~l cities 
of New Jersey arr : 
~qt i s the Metropolita, Di~trict 
of . ~ew York? 
~~at people first settled in New 
J rsey? 
3y what people was Delaware first 
settled? 
Our 8ountry'~ third l argest city 
is 
!~1erE lid the Society o f Friends 
live? 
tfuat were their places of worship 
called? 
~{' J.t happened to the '-(llakers i n 
1:.. 1g l and? 
110117 di d Wi lliam Penn receive land 
in Ameri cv? 
Where was this land? 
i·J1-1y was it narJed Pennsylvania? 
(PPnn ' s .Joorls) 
M1at did Penn promise the new 
settlers? 
manufacturing 
electric light bul b 
ptonograph records 
~ewark , J ersey City , 
Paterson 
Ne' · Yor~ City and all 
smaller citie> and 
to·wns arou11d i t 
Dutch 
peopl e from Sweden 
lhiladclphia 
in ..t...ngland 
meeti1g houses 
were persecutPd , thrown 
in j~il , many died 
King owed his father 
money . Penn offered 
to take l and inst~ad . 
on banks of Delaware R. 
was covered with trees 
freedoM of ,~·orship 
share in government 
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15 . \"J'ha t does the name "Phi !adelphia" 
mean? 
16. llo' r did Penn and the Indians get 
along? 
17 . The ca~ital of ~ew jersey is? 
18 . Pennsylvania ' s capitol building 
is at? 
19 . lll)at two st.,tes produce more coal 
than any ot~er states? 
"city of brotherly 
love'' 
in a friendly way 
Trenton 
Harrisburg 
Pennsylvania 
West Virginia 
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Glossary for Use with Social Studies 
Purpose : To aid the pupils with the new words to 
be found in the chapter or unit . 
Materials: 
1. Prepa r ed list of words arranged in three col-
umns, namely, (1) the words; (2) the words 
divided into syllables , with the accent 
mark over the accented syllable; (3) suit-
able meanings. 
2 . The list may be put on ordinary composition 
paper or on oak tag which will withstand 
more handling . 
3 . Prepare one copy for each two of the slowest 
pupils in the lowest third of your class . 
Procedure with Class . 
1. Put this list of unfamiliar words on the 
blackboard or on a large sheet of oak tag 
and allow it to remain in sight of all the 
pupils during the time a unit or section 
is being studied . 
2. Pronounce the words and discuss their mean-
ings with the pupils. 
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3. This discussion need not be prolonged , as 
the bright children wi l l not need more 
than one presentation. 
Procedure with Pairs . 
1. Glossaries are especiall y helpful for slow-
learning children . In pairs , one may act 
as a pupil-leader , asking his partner to 
pronounce the words and to give their 
meanings . 
Evaluation . 
1 . This method of antici pating word difficulties 
in the chapter is most helpful to pupils 
who are not reading at grade level. Bright 
pupils can use the dictionary for unfamil-
iar words , but poor readers often do not 
real ize that they do not know such words. 
2. Pupils enjoy working in pairs , and effective 
learning does take place . 
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New Words in Unit 5 of '~xploring the New World" Pages 145-178 
1 
barge 
canal 
ferryboat 
frontier 
gateway 
immigrant 
legi s lature 
petroleum 
port 
refinery 
reservoir 
rotate 
skyscraper 
suburb 
2 
barge 
I 
ca nal 
I 
fer ry boat 
fron tier 
gate way 
im mi grant 
I 
l eg is la ture 
pe tro le urn 
port 
I 
re fin er y 
res er voir 
ro tate 
sky scraper 
I 
sub urb 
3 
a roomy boat , usually flat-bot-
tomed , used chiefly on rivers 
and canals 
an artificial navigable waterway 
a boat used to carry passengers 
across a river 
the edge of the settled part 
of a country 
a passage in or out of a place 
a person of foreign birth who 
enters a country to become a 
permanent resident 
group of persons \'lho have the 
power to make laws 
raw oil obtained from ground 
by drilling wells 
a harbor 
a place for purifying metals , 
oil , sugar 
a place where fluids or liquids 
are collected and stored for use 
to g row in turn first one and 
then the other 
a very tall building 
an outlying part of a city or 
town 
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New Words in Unit 5 of 'Explorin& the~ Wor l d n Pages 145-178 
(Continued) 
1 
subway 
t enement 
tugboat 
wasteland 
waterway 
2 
sub way 
ten e ment 
tug boat 
waste l and 
wa ter way 
3 
an underground passage or rail-
road 
a building with living quarters 
for many families 
a powerful boat used for towing 
vessels 
land that is bare and uncul-
tivated 
a body of water that may be 
navigated 
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Social Studies - Grade 5 
Purpose : To check on the understandins of words 
whi ch were new to a chapter or unit . 
Material s : 
1. Soci a l Studi es Textbook - Harner , Follett , 
Ahl schwede , Gross , Expl orinG the New World , 
(New York : Fol lett Publ ishing Company , 
19 55 ) ' p • 18 2 
2 . List of words to be reviewed, such as : 
a . amendment k . ~:inutemen 
b . ant11em 1. patri ot 
c . boundary m. pioneer 
d . Congress n . p l edge 
e . Constitution o . staff 
f. decl aration p. Supreme Court 
g . drai ned q . surveyor 
h . hospita l ity r . tax 
1. independence s . terr i tory 
J · l oyalist t . treaty 
3 . 3 l ackboard 
Procedure with Class : 
1. Pupils have above l ist before them . 
2 . AlloF the pupils a period in which to look 
up the word as used in the social studies 
textbook or in the dictionary in order to 
make sure that they understand t~e meaning 
and can use the word or words correctly in 
a sentence . 
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3. Two captains are selected who , in turn, 
choose their teams . 
4 . Also selected are three pupil judges and a 
scorekeeper . 
5. The first person on one team pronounces the 
word and gives its meaning to the satis-
faction of the judges . 
6 . The first person on the other team then uses 
the word correctly in a sentence. 
7 . The scorekeeper is i nstructed to start each 
team with a score of 100 . For each meaning 
or sentence incorrectly eiven , he takes 
off one point . The pupil who failed to 
give a correct answer , however , does not 
take his seat . The team which has the 
highest score at the end of the game is 
the \\Tinner . 
Evaluation: 
1 . The pupils enjoyed this method of reviewing 
vocabulary , and interest was high through-
out the game . 
2 . Our three judges were most critical, even 
more so than the teacher herself would 
have been . One judge, in particular, made 
sure by much questioning, that the pupil 
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really knew the meaning of the word or 
could use it correctly in a se~tence . 
3 . A proof of the fact that the children en-
joyed this came from a participant who 
looked up at the clock and said , "Vhy, 
it's three o'clock and I thought it was 
only two . '' When a comment such as this 
comPs from a pupil, the teacher may be 
assured that the pupils have not found the 
l esson dull or uninteresting. 
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~uiz in Social Studi es - Gr ade 5 
$64 , 000 ~uestions 
Purpose : A means of review at the end of a unit 
or section of social studi es 
Materi a l s : 
1. Pupil-prepared questions on materi al covered 
2. Bl acl<:board 
Procedure ~ith Class : 
1. Pupil s choose a mas t er of cereMonies who will 
conduct the quiz (ask the quest ions) ; a 
recorder , who wi ll write the amounts \von 
on the board ; a committee of j udges --
three or four pupils to decide if questions 
are answered satisfactorily . 
2 . A pupil is chosen to be the first contestant. 
The master of ceremonies asks the first 
question which , if answered correctly and 
to the satisfaction of the j udges , is 
"worth $50" . This recording is done at the 
blackboard and a scale like the fo l lowi ng 
uay be the one se l ected . First question 
is "worth $50" , t~e second $100 , and so on 
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$200 , $500 , $1000 , $2000, ~4000, ~8000 , 
$16 , 000, ~32 , 000 and finally $64 , 000 . 
4 . If ! e 11\'Jins'' the $b1 , 00C , he is congratulated 
by his classmates . Then a new contestant 
begins to answer questions. 
5 . If a child cannot answer any question, he 
takes the "amount won" and a new contestant 
replaces him • 
.Evaluation : 
1 . This w~) of revi~- has been tried with the 
autlor's c l ass which greatly en joyed it. 
2. The children entered i nto the game with much 
interest . They were e~ger to go all the 
way to the top , and put forth their best 
efforts . 
3. T~e aim of the lesson, the revi~w of the unit 
was well accompl ished in the opinion of 
the writer . 
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Play Reedine - - Social StLdies - GradL 5 
Purpose : To make the review of the study of .1\u" 
York interesting as well as effective . 
1 
? ia t e r i a 1 s : 
1 . Teach~r-prepared play based ~n unit 5 in 
".Lxplor ing the. Nt., ~vor ld" , 
2 . Characters : 
Procedure : 
La ura 
Dorothy 
.Lvelyn 
Arthur 
enneth 
Norman 
1. The teacher passes out the various parts 
which the six characters will read . 
The cues arc in parentheses in order 
that each will know when to speak. 
These parts arc on iJ -liv·dual papers 
wi tll t•le cues \·;ri tten above each part . 
0 . Stuart P·uner , fr i 011t • Folle+t , JE.1 F. :\.1 lschwede, 
Her~e1t H. Gross, ~x,lorin~ che ~e .~rld, (_ ew York : 
Follett Publishinc Compc....ny , I9.)5TPI · 145-15b 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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Norrr.an : 
Kenneth : 
Laur <\ : 
Dorothy: 
Arthur : 
l:velyn : 
Laura : 
Kenneth : 
Dorotl1y : 
~ are studying the Middle Atlantic States 
in social studies . ae~ding ,bout New York 
City makes me wislt I could c;o there. 
I'J like to go , too. One place I sur~ly 
wouldn't miss would be the .l:.mpire Statt. 
Buildinv . J~st inaginc, it's the tallest 
btilding in the world . 
Yes , one hundred two stori s high. I should 
like to ri'e to the top a1J l ook do 1 at the 
city from there. 
'Tot I 1 I get a queer feeling \ 11C.1 I look 
lmrn from a great height . But I v·ould like 
to so into the three United Nations buildinss 
and se~ the members a t work there. 
Yes , that would be intere~t ine to sec people 
fron other countries tr)inc; to solve problc.rs 
that cone up amonJ the differe~t Pations . 
I' i like to \'ialk d0\1!1 i fth Avenve to see 
t 1le beautiful shops on t 11at strc.et . 
That wou ll appea l to me , too. A walk t~rough 
Central lark I'm sure we would enjoy . T11is 
park is h\'o an<l 8 half riles lot 0 • I think it' '~tdc.rful for the people of such a big 
city to l}ave 'l lar ~e parl" like Ct.ntral. 
I'd like to eat in the AutoF~at Cafeteria Fe 
read "'"bout - - where you drop a certain an,ount 
of noney into a slot and~ sr~ll door can be 
opened inside. of w~ich is the food )Ott want . 
'iol'ld! 't tl.at be Ct. new experi ence? 
Yes, it c:urc.ly Pould . ~.y aunt \Vas telling 
ne abot1t thC' thrill she had watchinc i m i-
grants on the bir ship she was on, rct~rning 
from 1er vacation in ~urope. ft> Lhc ocean 
liner was cori~g into ~ew York, al l the 
passengers were on deck as if they were wait-
i n[ to see somethi ng . Soon they sav what 
they 1 ad been waiting for -- the Statue of 
Liberty. Many of the peo~le had tears in 
their eyes . 
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Norman : 
Kenneth : 
This has been an interesting discussion. 
.fuile we haven ' t really been in Neb York 
City , I feel as t110ugh we have '1ecome ac-
quainted ~ith so~e of the places of intere ~ t 
there . Who knows but tl-)at some day , perhaps 
sooner than we realize , we may '1ave the 
chance to visit the big city of ~ew York. 
Yes , and we \dll kno,·• what to visit because 
of this preview \e have ~ad . 
Eval uation : 
1. The pupils \tho took part in this play read-
ing enjoyed it, as wel l as the remai nder 
of the clas~ , the audience. 
2 . Following this , the teacher suggested that 
the c l ass divide i nto their groups and 
try writing a p l ay . 
Procedure wi til Groups : 
1. The pupils were interested in this new ven-
ture and worked enthusiastically . 
2 . The teacher moved from group to group , 
givi ng suggest ions when asked . 
3 . Ifere is a play that resulted from this \\·ork. 
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The Characters are numbered . 
First : 
Secon 1 : 
Third : 
Fou.rt~ : 
}ifth: 
Sixth : 
Seventh : 
.Lig'l t 1 : 
Ninth : 
.Eleventh : 
~:y fatlle ... ··-:.ts doi11._, J~is taxes l ast nig11t 
and it maie ne think of what we arc learn-
ing :tboL. t taxes i n Gc.oq,e Hashi11g tun'::. time . 
Times were ~ifferent then . \11 the taxes 
American.c; p~ i 1 helped to nakc. l.ngland rich. 
The British passed many laws which the colon-
ists thought were unfair . 
Yes , the peopl e h~d 
that \erE i~ported . 
a sta~p that had to 
papers . 
to pay taxes on a ll things 
They also hc;.d to pay for 
be put on all important 
Everyone was ver) an 0 r). In sone places the 
people burned t~e tax offices. 
The colonists Nl'o opposed Engl and were cal led 
patriot<> . 
Yec; , and t~ose wl1o obe;ed the dritish were 
callel lo; ~ lists . 
Finally , the British removed a ll taxes except 
the one on tea . 
In Boston , fifty nen dressed as Indi ans crept 
on board a ship in Jo~ton Har'or and dumped 
$75 , 000 ~o.rth of tc.. iTto t~ c. water to sho~ 
the Jrit - ~h the} would not pay the tax . 
The ki~g was ver} anbry ~nd sent General Gage 
and sol" ~ soldiers to take over .3oston • 
:t\o shi ps were allowed to enter or l eave the 
har'1o • 
T,1e ot'1er colonists sent food and monPy to 
3oston to ~c~p the people . 
Thirtecnt~ : I'm very glad we don't have that kind of 
trou!Jle ow. 
Fourteent~ : Yes , ny father says that people are glad to 
pay their taxes now as it helps us to keep 
our freedcm. 
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.Eva l uat i on : 
1. :Jor 1r such as tl-}i s hel ps to develop resvon-
sibility . The l eader of the group took 
charge of wri t i ng out the indivi dual parts 
with their cues and of the presentation 
of the p l ay to t he rem~inder of the c l ass 
who were the audi ence . 
2 . 2veryone enjoyed t~e pl ay reading -- thoFe 
wi1o took part , , nd those who \>'a tched . 
3 . The purpose of the l es son was realized 
tha t of making review i nte r es ting as we l l 
as eff ective . 
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Usc of ~ ~cfer~ cc 3ook - GrLdc 5 or 6 
Purpose : To tc,ch children how to use our l3ook 
of Knowledec . 
1. 3lackboard 
2. C:1.:ldren' s Encyclopedia fl c. .o..~Oul( of 
Volunc."" 1-"'0 
• 'ew York: The Grolier So c.:c. + 1, Inc., 1943 
P.:-oc~.:..d,,Ie ith CLss : 
1 . ~xrlain that Volume 20 i"" the index-- the 
guide to the i nformation tt.c., seelc. 
2 . Tell t~e children that the subjects arc 
listed alphabetically as in their 
dictionaries . 
3 . ~=,lain that the number 1n he~'} ~rint fol -
lowin~ the subject is the number of the 
volur1e they ,,·oul ' take; the numbers 1n 
li~ht print followine the volume nuLb~r arc 
the p1.ges in tl1at volume on which the infor-
mation is to be found . 
4. Let us ~/ /OU wish information about airplanes. 
In volur:.e 20 under "Airpl1 .... ~;.. <> ' are lis ted the 
fol Oi'lil ;: : ( ·'-dell arE' on the blac,.board) 
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Piders on the wind 1 - 166-88 
and mining in C1 1ada 5 - 1556-1558 
and laws o~ L~lilibrium 14- 5180 
blind flylDg, inctrv1c~ts used for , 7 - ~~~J-wG 
camouflage to dL L:rc fli~rs 12 - .~19-23 
clipper plane service to Australasia 7 - ~5ol 
esrly experiments 1 - 167-69 
fighting and bo1 bin3 planes 10 - 3637 
Q~I.OSCopic devices used i ... l ' 7 - ~5~5-36 
how +o bui l <.i ..... oJ~l 2 - ol , - .... 1 
hm·1 to .._1ilot 1 
-
181 
in ·orld .:ar I 1 - 170 
rent ion of 1 
-
L., 7-70 
Leonardo da Vinci' ~ <.. -t'LL . cnts 
mail service in U. S . 8 - ~~ul 
model airplane meets 9 - 3113-15 
ocean cros~ings 1 - 170-,~ 
records 1 - 1S8 
seaplanes 1 - 174-8~ 
3 -
smo!:c screen laid down by 13 - '!825 
usc in .\ntarctica 14 - 5100 
rscd b} :o,~t Guard 9- ~~06 
8 2tl 
1 07 
5 . ''.Ih~..-re would you loo\.. if )OU \\'anted help in 
~uilding a model airpl • c? Yes , in ~olumc 
6 . "1 f yo•t wished to learn about the part the 
.. .ri ' t Jrot'1ers had in a vi~ tion , ·h<.....:e 
l..ot·ld yo1 lool::? That's righ t, in volume 1 , 
pa~e~ 161-70 . " 
7 . "If 1 ou \Jar ted to 1~ow ' o 'lC l d the world 's 
record for ro,mC.- the - world fli,,,'lt , '·~·ere 
Col'ld ym• fi11U. tllis i1 for r12tion? That ' s 
ri~~t -- in voltnc 1 , page 188 . 
8 . c:~c o~lo~~un~t) for~ question per~od • 
.1. rocedv rc .. i t'1 Croups : 
1 . ~IJall groups arc intcreste11 in seeking i for-
mztion on their p,rticular to~ic or subject . 
~ntil these urotpS become very fa .iliar wifu 
tl c ChC)Clo~<...~i~ , the writ<...r gives lel~ as 
needed • 
..:.v8luatio : Ti"c spent in tcaci.1ins r~ ·pils hm\T to 
usc an cpcyclopedia or other rc fe "encc booh. i s time \-.re l l 
!=' pc. ~; . It .; "' ncccss<' ry that the pupil C" know hm\' to usc 
such • oo~s i~ or1cr to make rep rts in sc:c~ce, s0cial 
studies , c ... c . 
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(Hi story ) Socia l S tudi es - Gr ade 5 
Purpose : To d i s cover if fe r ences i n t he abi l i ty 
to s 'ki m. 
Mat e r i a l s : 
1 . Dupl icated copies of t 1r ee t ypes o [ sltiru·line 
exerci s es. 
2 . Histo r y t ex t - . Ia t tie L. !Javvley , dventur es 
i n Old World Hi s tor y , (Bos ton : G1nn and 
~ompany , 1 935 ) , chapt e r s 15 , 14 , 10. 
Procedure with Cl ass : 
1. Prepare exerci ses from the his t ory or social 
studi es book , the firs t of which is skim-
ming to locate proper names and da t es ; 
the second , t o loca te answer s to ques tions 
which us e t he s ame vocabulary as t hat of 
t he book ; the t hird , to l ocate answers 
tha t are phr as ed differently from the 
vocabulary used i n the book. 
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~vorkshect -- Skimming 
1 . ~ohaMmed was born in the year in 
2 . lie founded the reliGion kno••m as 
3 . J.oharurnf'·l' s teachings were written doFn by '1i.:. follov ers 
in a book called the 
. • Eohammcd' s flight from :r..:ecca took place in the year 
5 . Mo 1amnedans called this flight the 
Jeyond the Rhine and Danube River s lived the 
or Germans . 
2 . The religion of t'1e Germans included the ,..,.ors 1•ip of 
fierce ~ads . ,\ronJ these \•:ere , 
-----
, and 
3 . 01e of the German le>ders was a general named 
4 . .\1<: ric ancl his followers captured ancl plundered • 
5. In 47b , Olo~cer deposed the weak emperor, 
1 declared himsel f king . 
-----
C . 1. Tr aders froJ'l various parts of .~.(orrte !'let at the f o rum 
to 
2 . An .r.truscan hoy learned to 1 rit ~ ~y 
3 . The Vestal Vir gins 'E.re \ 1 0 
4 . The •tonans t'1ousht t 11ey could foretell future events 
by 
5 . One thing . orne contributed to modern ci~il~zation was 
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Social Studies - Grade 6 
Purpose : To c11eck the ability to identify unknmm 
words . 
Materials : Socia l studies book - J. G. Heyer, 
0 . Stuart Harner , Lilli an Grisso , The Old vorld and Its Gifts, 
(New York: Follett Publishing Company , 1954) pp . 59-61; 
62-64 ; 65 - o6 . 
Procedure l'li th Class : 
1 . The teacher selects words from certain pages 
of the social studies t ext which are to be 
read by the pupils . 
2 . These words are ar r anged in two co l umns as 
for a matching exercise . 
3 . It is a good idea to have one or two more 
answers t han one has words . 
4 . Duplicate the material and distribute to the 
pupi ls. 
Evaluation : 
1. By doing this, the teacher can ascertain 
whether the materia l is too difficult for 
the ma jori ty of the pupils . 
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Worksheet to Accompany Lesson 
pp . 59-61 
1. de l ta 
2 . staple 
3 . i rrigation 
4 . reservoir 
5 . sufficient 
pp . 62-64 
6 . survey 
7 . quarters 
8 . minaret 
9 . mosque 
10 . prophet 
pp . 65-66 
11 . Allah 
12 • • babb l e 
13 . flourished 
14 . granary 
15 . pyraniJs 
a . p l ace where liquids are stored 
b. land surrounded by water 
c . enough 
d . an abundance of 
e . deposit of earth at the mouth of 
a r~ver 
f . unmanufactured or raw material 
g . artifici al weans of watering 
h . a Hoslem p l ace of worship 
i . a god 
J · to measure and estimate 
k . tall , slender tO\\"er 
1 . to forewarn 
m. lodgings 
n . one vho foretells future events 
o. burial place of Egyptian kings 
p. prospered 
q . really grand 
r . to t~ lk in c onfusion 
s . Mohammedan name for the Supreme bcirg 
t . a store-house for grain 
u . a funeral pile 
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UNIT 6 
Hamer , Follett , Ahl scb "ede , Groc;s , Exploring the New World (New York : 
Follett Publishing Company , 1955 ) , pp . 183-195 
Phra!"e drill : 
1 . neighbor who was a surveyor 
\....._..) 2 . figuring its size in acres 
3 . to locate the boundaries of the Fairfax l and 
4. became acquainted with people of the frontier 
5 . became a major in the Virrinia army 
6 . the hospit1lity of the fort is yours 
7. Your honored Governor 
8 . explorations of Cartier , Champlain , Marquette, La Salle 
9 . drained by the St . Lawrence 
10 . first permanent settlement at Quebec 
11. "Thank you , sir , for your hospitality , " 
12 . seemed to disaopear in the howling storm 
' 13 . message must not be delayed 
14 . Great hardship and danger lay ahead . 
15 . took the precious letter from its waterproof covering 
16. became one of Braddock ' s officers 
17 . marched his army slowly westward 
18 . many surprise attacks and fights 
19 . to protect the settlers on the frontier 
20. married a wealthy wjdow, Mrs. Martha Custis 
21 . many exper.iments in farming 
22 • 
._____.. 
different kinds of fertilizers on each plot 
different ways to stop erosion 23. 
24. 
25 . 
26. 
27 . 
28 . 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38 . 
39 . 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
Beca.use he studied and experimented 
a representative in the Virginia House of Burgesses 
his advice about government and farming 
sell manufactured products to the colonies 
manufactured goods from English merchants 
Massachusetts merchant said angri ly 
articles imported by the colonists 
from representatives of the British government 
The British Parliament 
wl1o opposed England we c~ll patriots 
the citizens guarded the docks 
stood idle at the wharves 
called the Continental Congress 
stored supplies of ammunition at Lexington and Concord 
volunteered to warn the colonists 
the representatives debated this motion 
decjsion was for independence 
Declaration of Indep~ndence was finally accepted 
"assuredly we shall all hang separately" 
the pur~ujt of happiness 
"firm reliance on the protection of divine Providence , " 
"we mutua11y pledge to each other" 
Social Studies -- Greece - Grade 6 
Present~tion to ~ntire class: 
1. Info~ 1 the c~illren that t 1 cy are going to 
see a film on ancient Greece . They are to 
observe these pictures carefully , for a 
class discussion will follow the sho' ing 
of the film . 
2 . Outli~e brief!} what the pupils are to study 
and to accom~lis~ in this unit on Gre~ce. 
They may have four or five weel\:S to stucly 
this country , but along with the hard work , 
there wil l also be some fun, such as : maki1g 
buildings , \riting and acting in plcys, 
Piaking salt and flour maps , drawing and 
painting murals, carvings from soap, and 
giving an E~hibit. 
3. This week t 11ey 1.re to study their history and 
geograp~y texts , not o~l} in class as a 
whole , l">ut in eroups . A leader will be 
chosen for each group , and they will have 
Study Guides to aid them. 
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Mate:ri~ls : 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
!-Iistor> tc ... t - .:::·1"1'1. Mc Guire , The Past Lives 
\ ain (l\c York: Mac}. illan Campa .... ), 19 ... 7) 
;.~ · 155-188 
Geography text - t•JalL ce .'I. Atwood and He l en 
Goss Thomas , Nations Over~eas (New York : 
Gi1n ~nl ~0' ~any , 1952) p~. ~75- Li8 
A film ".J 1 :::oronet filr s , \ncic.nt \for lJ 
Inheri ta11ce 
Cross .wr t puzzles 
StuJy Guides 
Duplicated test forms 
Procedure ~t~ Class : 
One Week 
1 . Sl,o-· a fil1 , or slidcs , on ancient Greece . 
(.Die; cuss) 
2 . Read the story of Greece in the history text . 
a . Discuss as re J . 
3 . ~e~d about this countr} in the geograply text. 
4 . Study tl e ~naps in both texts , as we 11 as the 
wall nap . 
5 . Have each child dt·~w a map of Greece , locating 
all cities , towns , islands and mou1tains. 
6 . Give a s·~ple recall test . 
7 . Make out the outli1es contr2stinc t'1e lives 
of Athenian and Spartan citizens . 
ProccJt~ e with Groups: 
1 . Di~ide the class in eroups of four . (\ccord-
ing to abill.t} . ) 
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a . Pass out duplicated copies of Study 
Guides , and have them wor~ out together 
the 1.nswers to the questions ~ (.Jhcn 
the brighter groups have finislcd they 
u } :1clp the slower ones . J 
Procedure ~ith Class : 
Proce~ur~ · ith P~irs : 
1 . D~vide th~ rlass in pair~ . ('ccordin: to 
ability . ) 
a . Pass out duplicated copies of the names 
of the twelve chief sods and goddesses . 
b . Allow them to take turns bcin0 pupil 
teacher . 
P OChlurE: with Cl1s~: 
1 . Test : 
a . DuplicateJ ~ross ord Puzzles 
b . ~orrect in class (~cad answers . ) 
~v luation : T' is pl1.n was carried out according 
to schedule . The cilildr(n like l the group work . Some 
maintained that the Study Guides were really fttn when 
they COt ld work in pairs or groups . Tests proved that the 
average and slow l earning groups did better work. The 
teacher had to ')C constantly vigilant , going from group to 
group , but the results obtained were worth tht... effort . 
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Study Guides In Pairs - Grade 6 
Teacher-pupil asks the pupil the question thus : 
"·J'10 was Hades?" then '"'lho was the eon of the underworld?" 
(~kip around . Avoid memorizing by numbers . ) 
1 . Zeus, - God of the heaven and earth . 
2 . Hera , - Ilis wife , queen of all the gods . 
3 . \pollo, - God of the sun and one of the most belovLd 
of all the gods . 
4 . Athena, -The goddess of \~sdor , nd the most bLloved. 
5 . Poseidon , - God of the Sea 
6 . AphroJite , - Goddess of beauty . 
7 . Hesti~, - Goddess of the he~rth and home . 
8 . Dc~eter , - Goddess of farming . 
9 . Ares , - Goo of war . 
10 . Artemis , - Goddess of hunting and the moon . 
11. Hephaestus , - The lame god of fil , c.cnd those peopl e 
who worked in metal . 
12. Hades , - Go't of the unde r wor l d . 
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I 
Across. 
1 God of the sunA 
2 Queen of the go 1S. 
4.Goade5s oi' hw.ltingc 
.,A verb. 
6 • .A.n .::J.dverb. 
7.To amuse .. 
Do\7r1. 
1 .... An excl<.lllla tion . 1 .. 
3 .. A spee~~. 
4.Gods of particular 
lOCCLli tieS. 
6oA fertile place ln 
the de~ert. 
II.A Grce~ poem. 
I2.A sea. 
!3. i~ gre~ t teacl.er. 
4.llome of t1e gods. 
Test. 
8 Goddess of w~sdoill. 118 
9.God oi' fire., 
IO.Goudess of beauty~ 
.l!.God<.i.t.::ss of farming,. 
I2.0oddess of the home • 
I3.God of the m.dcrworld. 
I4.Ltll.ld of the two rivers .. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
1 
Map Skills - Grade b 
1 . Locate Greece 
2 . Locate Crete 
3 . Locate The Aegean Sea 
4 . Locate The Ionian Sea 
5 . Loc1.tc> Asia lc'inor 
6 . Locate the following places i n Ancient Greece : 
a . Athens 
b . Sparta 
c . Olynpia 
d . Thebes 
e . Sal amis 
f . Marathon 
g . Thermopylae 
1. . ?.1t . Olympus 
7 . Locate the mount1ins in Greece 
1 
Edna ~:cguire , The Past Lives Again (1'-iew York : 
MacMillan Compiny, 1947) , p . 157 
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Outline for Lesson o.c (Gr ~Lce .) Gr de 6 
I . Athenian cit i zen 
\ . Childhood 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . A man micht serve his ci~y by 
a . 
b . 
c . 
II . Spartan citizen 
.\ . Childhood 
1. 
3 . 
I3 . }~anhood 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
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Stud) Guides . Prepare for Test . -Grade 6 
Pages 155-188 i~ Text 
1 . Why did the Greeks forr.t city-states? 
2 . Name the two most important city-states . 
3 . Why would you remenber Thermopylae? 
4. l'.Thy should you reme:1ber Salarris? 
5 . !I0\'>7 iiI \t1-)ens differ from Sparta in the training of 
their citizens? 
6 . dO"V would )OU contrast an Athenian mother and a Spartan 
nether in the rearing of her sons? 
7 . What was the center of a Greek house called? 
a. ~ .• en tion activities that too~ place there . 
8 . Name so1e occupat · o s performed in Athens . 
9 . Describe the dress of the Greeks . 
10 . DefiP~ the follmdng : 
a . Acropolis 
b. Parthenon 
c. Olynpics 
d. ~-.a1· a than 
11. What did the Greeks contribute to civilization? 
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Unit on Greece-- Second .eek- Grade 6 
Presentation to the entire clns~: 
1 . Inforrn the class that they are to use refer -
ence boo \s , nd \\'ork in groups this \llee k . 
2 . C 11 t-'l(.ir attention to the naines of the 
leaders that are written on the board. 
3 . C, 11 their attention to the topics that must 
be studiel; cucll as 4 t.ligion , J::.ducation , 
Occupa~ion!'; , Jovcrnmcnt and Home Life. 
4 . Re ... orts are to be expected from each child , 
and the best ones nay bE rc~d before the 
class. 
1 . .,~ fcrencc books 
a . junior Ll C) lopedia Britt2nica 
b . Thon5 Jul.lfinrl , 0"tlin~ of •• ytholor,y, 
(l,c"1 1 o ·k : T'K 1 C\1 iew of 1<.t.. views Cor -
~oratiun , 1913) ~P · 12-107 
c . :...1. r 1-s .1fllc- G. )r 1..:!), l.L ssic •l} t1.1.~ , 
(.....Jo toll an 1 .. '· Yo 1-.. : Ginn 1 1 .::or 1>any , 
11...> 7 ) 1 >p • 1-51:> 
d . Do-o .. ly Nills , The .:3ook of the 1.1. cient 
v.Leek (., ' . ~ork: ---cf:" P. Pu tn t s 
;:, o •• f" ' 1925) 
c . Several history books 
(1) McClure , Scheck and .'!right , 
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A ~orld 3ackP.rotni for the 
l.Jn1 ted Sta tt ·~ , (l\ew York : Laid-
1 tlros. , Inc. , 1941) 
(~) Edne McGuire , Gliml~'-s l'1to the 
Lo1 \,..o C l.ork: ,.,cl•.illan 
~a~ 1943) PL . 155 -19~ 
(j) l'.<~ry G. 1~-..lt), Other Lc ds and 
Q+he ... fir, s (.. .. HJc:. t-r , n(. • Yor 1. : 
0i·n and Coffi¥< }, 19Tu) ~P · ~~1-
262 
(...,.) ... obert K. Speer , h.r} LlssPnhop , 
Ethel Smith(..r , Livi· s in A1c.,;.~nt 
Times (New York : linds , d~) 1Ln 
& Eldridge, Inc .) ~'P · ~17-~c.s 
(5 ) Gertr,11c Hartman, Lucy s . Saunders , 
-:J·ilJ rs )f + 11e 01' .~orlcl 
2 . Notebooks 
(u. :::: . IIe1.th :tn0 COil,tJ <: 1) , 1946; 
P.c . 121-luO 
Procedure with Groups : 
1 . rr 11 -+:he chairmen of the grouQS to stand 
L} their seats . Have them take turns 
cl ... ooc:o i J t~Lir he lpe r s . (Tlte fir ... ones 
night be frie ls , but such procedure ~ill 
result in ~onogencous LrotpiuL.) 
2 . I!"ve two members of each Lro 1p arran[;e the 
desks in groups of fours . 
3 . Each chairman i s told her po "tion . She takes 
it and ncr helpers follow . 
, • T~lC. topics y ~e teacher directed or may be 
chosen by the chairmen . Once c~osen , all 
ect to work. 
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5 . The l eader s go to the l ibrary , consult the 
Indc.{, c nd get the books for ¥' cir group . 
The teacher nust hel p so l ve all .t'robl ems 
that arise . (The borro, ·cd l1ooks could have 
book marks to f aci li tate the research. This 
is done oefore the nss i gnmert , by the 
teacher .) 
6 . The l eade r s arc respo.~i~le for the conduct 
of thei r groups as well as for the work 
acco p l ished . 
7 . At the end of the ~eek all groups shoul d have 
their reports r eady to de l iver . The chai r -
man ~a 1 read the best one or h~ve the ~riter 
read it . The mcmbe1s of the group ore 
seated on tl_ ~.. st.,ge i f in the audi tor i um , 
or in fron t of the class if i n the c l ass-
rooP . This gives them a l itt l e prest i ge . 
Eval untio : ~o tests were given this wee k . Good 
reports t-:ere given , and those not re 1d wert:. pvssed in for 
correction. There was a min i mum of cor fusion , for the 
groups 'orked well tozether . The chi ldten said that the 
tiMe pa~sL· qv i chl y , and that it wasn ' t so l onesone work-
ing i n groups . £vLr}one as~cd i f he or she co1ld be +he 
l eader next ti~c . 
Parc.r~ ';s sho.,,cJ tl.eir i nterest by sendi ng i n boo 1\:S 
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1 25 
and magazi nes from their m•m pc.rsunal l ibrar i es . 
Unit on Greece - Third ~.eek - Grade 6 
Pres~ntation to entire clas~: 
1 . Tell the children something about a few of 
the famous Greeks . 
2. Pass out duplicated copies of the names of 
several of these f amous men to eac~ pupil. 
3. Go over these sheets carefully, pronouncing 
the words many tines if necessary . The 
chil lren mus t spe ll theM correc tly . 
4 . Promise them a test. 
rateri als : 
1 . Duplicated sheets 
2 . Pens or penci l s 
frocedu r e with Class : 
1 . ilave the children study these cor~ies by them-
selves for fifteen or twenty minues . 
Procedure ·ith Groups : 
1 . Group the pupi l s 1n pairs, and al lo,, them to 
take turns being the pupil t eacher . 
2. Group accordine to ability , then a llow a 
br i ghte r pupi l to hel p a slo~ one. 
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Proced~rc witl I iividual~ : 
1 . Assign bio..;raphies of mE..n , such as Aristotle, 
Socrates , Homer , Pl to, ~tc ., to some of 
the brig' ter pupils for future reports . 
2 . Encourage others to watch for tE..levision 
sho1~ , ~ovics , or radio proerams that 
would pertain to ou~ study of \ncient 
History . 
Evaluation: 
1 . The test proved that ~is rJCt'Jod of stulying 
was far superior than studying alo , _ The 
entire. class raised their marks . 1 1o one 
f ailed , and sor~ of the br i g ter ones passe~ 
in ~c.rfcct papers . There was the problem of 
keepinr; tllc children's voices under control , 
so tllat confusion oul<1n ' t bE..co.1e a rn, jor 
issue . Each pair was so engrossed in the 
work that the vo ices of their peers didn't 
bother them at all . Some stooti in corners, 
ot 1crs remait c'i c:eated , but as long as tl1f') 
coull study in pairs no discorrfiture con-
cerne 1 .._hem. 
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S tt Jy Guides . (For Pair c.- ) For Tes tin£, La. ter 
Grade 6 
.UJ.rec .. io .s: 
The class "'ill for in groups of two jn different 
parts of the ro01 , <.. n, the c:;tuden"" - tea.chcr ·'lill ask his 
pupil the follO\ · 1 ... que io .. 1s , th c; : ".J110 was ?" 
The 2.-c::. ·ers are on all the shec ts to ·-1er 1, _~:~assed to tll e 
cla~s , b'.tt , c pupil doc<- 1ot carry his s c. t tv his 
group. (Pupils nay ela1)0! tte on the ans\ r~.) 
1 . Socrates 
He \'las c lled the \11ise nan of • thens . A great 
tear:'1er · ·: o , •ent about asking .uc.s tions, and teacl:-
ing cvery~ol} ~o woul d listen . He bllieved in tbc 
o11e God , 1 u .. the. Jods . 
2 . Plato 
He was the pupil of Socrates . A 0 rc t teacher nd 
thinker a1 1 wri tcr . He wrote the p1 ilo~or'l~)' of 
Socrates . Throu )1 him the \\·or ld received the wisdorr 
of Socrates . 
3 . 1\.ri totlc. 
de. w'"~c; t 11e pupil of Pl 'lto . He becar<.. '1. gre<t thinlcer 
and a creat te,c' er -- one of the orc~test teachers 
the \'lOr ld has ever known. 
ll . Vi 1"'0S .. hC'1C.S 
5 . 
HL ·q~ , ._,reat orator . Tried to ,,arn t'1e Gr<.!eks that 
Phillip of MaccJonia otld conquer Greece . 
J: .. o er 
'ost fa~ou~ of all ancient 
\ere later put in "'ritine . 
Iliad and the Odyssey . 
poets. T" o of the poems 
T'<-, ar e called t 1 c 
6 . Phidias 
He was a Greek sculptor . The Statue of Aphrodite is 
tbe most famous in the world today. 
7 • .Jraco 
\ cr·tel Law maker . A perc:. on could be put to u.c ~ th 
for c;+c,ling a loaf of :._rc. 1. 
8 . Solon 
A wise Lc' ' malccr. Prec' rll -lebtors from prison. 
Gave fr c en the right to vote . 
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9 . Phillip 
10 . 
ki ~.; of L :edonia . Conquered Grec.ce . 
\le.:andcr 
o o(: Phi llip . 
ciYi l.:.zation to 
Ari'"tot l e . 
\!or ld conquerer . 
other countries . 
Spread Gr eek 
Has a pupil of 
11 . Phei di ppides 
The sol dier w~o r an to \t~cns to announce t' ~ vi ctor} 
at Marathon, then fell Je'~J . 
12. Thc~i~tocles 
~a\al co ander . Defeated Persia in battle of Sal amis . 
· One of the v:o~lcl ' s most i mportant battles . 
1 3 . Pericles 
... ule1 of Athc.1s . In office thirt) ye1.rs . Golden 
Acre of Gre cc . \t' c. bee<' c the noc:; t i r.portant 
clty i n the anc i eut wor l d . 
14. Leoni das 
Creek general ; famous for hjs victory at Thermopylae. 
15 . Hiltiades 
Greek sener< 1; fc ous for his v ic tory at 1- arathon. 
16 . llercules 
IIcro of Gre ce . ~. ny s tories to l d 'bout hi s strength . 
17. Lycurgus 
V:> · ""'oker and ruler of -'- 1 e c1 ty-st atc of sp~rt • 
~ver 1 person ~~~ to belong to the state. . No one 
coul l be wealthy . S i k babies put to death , etc . 
18 . Darius 
lersian r.u l cr . uc. t ea t ed at Maratho11 . 
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Third ~eek - Matching \ord Test 
1 . scul ptor 
2 . market place 
3 . girdle 
4 . 1) re 
5 . j1velin 
6 . "lyth 
7 . oemocracy 
8 . contest 
9 . chariot 
10 . lowi"'lg 
11. oracle 
12. court 
a . a stringed musical instrument 
b . a story about gods and goddesses 
c. a p~r~o~ '~o carves statues 
d . ~ square for meetinc ~lqces 
or where goods are sold 
e . a belt 
f . a we1.pon 
g . sound of cattle 
h . an uncovered are partly Ln-
c l osed by buildings or walls 
1 . a two wheeled vehicle 
J• a form of zovernment 
k . a ~edium , such as 2 priest , 
through w~o~ the gods reveal 
the Jivine purpose 
1. struggl( for superiority 
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Unit on Greece - Third ~\feek - Continued 
~ re~entation to entire c l ass : 
1 . Place on board the following words for 
dictionary study : 
sculptor 
market place 
~ irdle 
l y re 
javelin 
myth 
det1ocrac) 
contest 
chariot 
touing 
oracle 
court 
2 . Ilave the children look up the mrds . 
3 . Have a matching word test later . 
gaterials : 
1 . paper anct penci ls 
2 . Diction~ries 
Procedure with Cl~.ss : 
1 . i nd the meanings of the words . 
2 . \~rite the defini t ions on paper . 
Procedure with Groups : 
1. Grou~ in pairs accordi~s to ability 
2 . Allow t en minutes for theM ~o ask each 
other the meanings . 
Procedure · ~th Class : 
1. Te~t 
• 
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Evaluation: 
1 . The c~ildren ~idn 't enjo) the dictionary 
work, but they likei the paired work , 
and t 1wught the matc'1ing test fun . .No 
one failed , and several had perfect 
papers . 
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Social Studies - Fourth \Jeek - Grade 6 
Presentation : Te ll the children that t'1ey are to 
uork in groups of three or four in a group , according to 
t~e nature of the \Urk. Lach group will have a chairman , 
\•.rho \V'ill be respo11sible for materials used , worl>: accon-
pli s11ed , an'l conduct of his or her group . One group may 
make a frieze , or mural; a1other the Parthenon, with saw-
dust and paste , and onot,ler may make the same building 
"'i t'1 rood . Other gro't,i?S \•:rill construct temples, mi niature 
builrtincs , bulletin boards , scrap books , and salt and 
flour maps . Two groups may write plays , which may be en-
acted later. Villages may be built. The beautiful columns 
in Greek arc~itecture may be made with salt and flour paste . 
Materials : 
1. sa,~ust and paste mixture 
2. ~orregated cardboard 
3 . hural paper 
4. Sardboard for bulletin making 
5. Pai11ts, crayons , drawing paper, brushes and 
pencils 
6 . Periodicals, for scrap books and bulletin 
1)0v rds 
7 . Wood 
8 . Glue 
9 . }~lk cartons etc . for foundations 
lrocPdure with Closs : Inform the class who the 
leaders are, and that they have bCPn c~o~cn because they 
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have shmm unusua l ability i n p l anni nu , coo,;,;e r a t ion , and 
sl,i l l i n t 1c worl;: as s i gr ed . Af ter thE.. foll owers have 
been chosen , ei tllcr 1)) tlie tec. clH ,. , l eader , or volunteer s , 
have the clP irs arr ane;ed i n the dE.. -; i red ,.rqys . 
Pr ocpr' ure i th Groups : 
1 . T c C i ff~rent lc~ders ~o to their as i snPd 
pl aces and the ~c lpers fo l low . Lach le1~cr 
roay a~k a member to be reeporsiLle for d i f -
f erent t asks , such as prepar i ng mater i als 
or c l ean i ne up after the period ends . 
2 . ThL teacher must s o f rom eroup to grot~ 
d i recting and suggesti ng , but bei ng care-
fu l not to i nt rude on original idebs , elsE.. 
the val ue of the work will be wortl l ess . 
Procedure with I ndivi dJa l s : 
1 . Choose the ones .no like to wor~ ~ loPe to do 
soap carving . 
2 . Make a repo r t on nytholo~) , or write bi o -
E~vc one of the boys m,"l. ke the Troj an horse . 
(Papi er mache .) 
Lvc1L.1a t ion : This week the children \'Or ked har d , 
bu t had a gr eat deal of fun . Thi s week the teacher noti ced 
a dcsree of skill in m~~y of t hese pro j ects . 
draws lorses well was the leader in the mural group, and 
as a result t 11e class had a vc1·y attractive painting of a 
chariot race at the Olympics. 
Two Groups of boys made the Parthenon. Hours were 
spent on one that was Made with sawdust and paste; even 
recesses were given up to \'Orh on it . A p(lrcnt helped 
with the ~· ooden one . Ue made dowels for the columns and 
helped the boys draw the bl ueprints. Tt·o Gre"'l{ villages 
were constructed U) two groups which ,,ere very realistic. 
AGain a parent helped by makins a platform on which to 
build a tmm . 
Attractive scrapbooks and bulletin boards were 
ma~c . These gave evidence of interest and help from home 
as I!lP4ny periodicals ''ere sen t in to t>e used . 
The teacher was pleased with the ·ay the class 
worke~ in groups. There was eagerness to help one another 
anc a spirit of rapport amon.3 them that hadn 't been in 
evidence before . 
Girls \rote the Plays , and assigned the parts to 
other members of the clas5 . Since all children like to 
ac t in plays , this shm1red thoughtfulness c~nd unselfishness 
on their parts. 
Statues were carved from soap , and others were 
drawn and mounted on colored paper. 
The 0oric , Corinthi~n , and Ionic columns, as well 
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as naps were made of salt and flour paste . 
The Trojan horse ,,·as started by one boy , but 
several helped before the ~tructure was completed . 
An .Exhibit was givLn as pl anned . Classes came in 
to he room with their teachers and the chairman of each 
group explained the work of her or his con~ittce . All 
were quite i~prcssed. Later , some parents came out of 
curiosiLy to ~ce what was so i nteresting about hi story . 
The lcys \v-ere et,actcd i TJ. the auditorium. bach 
group had its own director and stage manager . T11e audience 
may have suffe red but the actors had fun . 
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Individual keport by Child 
Mythology 
Greek ~yt~oloey beg~n wit~ the creation of 
t'1e world . 11 t~,e bebinni .,_g tLere was nothing but 
darkness and disorder ever) here . The GrePks called 
this universal darkness , Chaos. They divided the 
darknesC' i -lto two ldngdoms , one for each of tl-J.em, 
but therE.. ,ras still no sunlight . 
2arth and Heaven produced ~·ny chillren called 
the Tit,ns. T~e Titans came to rule both ~arth and 
,e~ven unler tl-J.e Titan king , Cronus a1d his queen , 
R11cq_. Cronus and i(heCJ in their turn , had n "~•1Y chil-
, rcn. 0 L of them was the goc1 Zeus, ' ho hated the 
strict rule of ~is fatter and not~er. He persuaded 
all his brothers ?nd sisters to join him in a rebellion 
against Cronus an~ Rhea and all the Titans . 
A terrific battle follo,ed . .ountains were 
hurled about. Th heavens turned in to thunc'ler .nd 
l.ir;'1tn · r.g. Finally the Tit"" ns wer~ cor que reel , nd 
Ze11s , ''i th his brotl'cr Pose i !on , rult.d the universe . 
The TitaHS W{;re imprisonE..J forever in a part of the 
under ~rld called T~ rtarus . The underworli was ruled 
by a second brother of Zeus , the goi Pluto (HadE..s ). 
Onc of the Titans , Atlas , was forced to hold up the 
I!eavens on ~is shoulders . 
~ith +he Tit~ns out of the way, Zeus a1d ~is 
brot~cr~ and si ters were fr~e to brinr order and 
sunli;'1t to the \.orld. Zeus found a wife , He1.a , 
and t' c tPo had kids . Their first cl1_;_ld \vas HephC~es­
tus , the bl~cksmith. ll< liveJ in a great cave under 
a l"lonut 1 in , rherc he worked ~1is forges . The smo~;:c 
an<1 fire fron "lie; forges w-er"" thought b) the Greeks 
to , .,_he cause of volcanoes . 
The sun came into existence Nhen the sun god, 
.\pollo \vas borr1 . .li s sistt.r, '\rtemis, be: came the 
beautiful goddess of the moon . 
had m 
The gods ruled both Heaven and L ).. \1 . Tt <... y 
) 1-dv<::utures and activit ies brou;;,ht them into 
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contact ·ritL or 1 ir. rJ' 1cn nnd \''OPJen . The peop l e 
worshi pped t~c gods n~ bcl ievc 1 that tl cy ~rotected 
t.nl i nfluenced the lives of human being"' . I f rren 
v~xc crLcl or boastful , the gods punis~ed them . I f 
mer. Aerc hone t Gtrl lo)a l c -1 brave , tte gods per -
mitted t'1e•1 1..0 cr1 ~ 0y everlasting h pJ?in~....s < ftc r 
death . 
SometiMeS great 1 erocc:- ·cr... ziven immortvli ty 
in t'w stars . T1n.t is ·h) c:c tnary of tl1e nares of 
t'·c cone; te lla l-.; o 1~ are +'1e 1.1.ames of G-:eek hE.rou· 
Fhoc;c 1 1vcr..turcc; ··;ere i nc l uded i n Greek mytl o l o._,y . 
P. l bert 
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Individual ~~~art by Child 
Phidias 
The greatest of the Greek sculptors was 
Phidias. I-lf :i c;, kno"rn for his work on the Par-
thenon and for the coli and ivory statue of 
\thena which stands i '1Side of it . 
There were tlw~c 'JilO \'Cre jE..alous of 
his fane and of his fric'1ds,i.l:' with Pericles , 
and t~ere were many charges pressed against 
hin. Or of these was an accusation of thievery, 
and ~Tot~er of sacrilege. He was supposed to 
have stolen pr-cious metals meant for the statue 
of Athena and to 11ave carve·l likenesses of Pericles 
a 1! hins 1 r anono- the reliefs which decorated the 
s11icld of t1e goddess . 
~~o other statues of Athena , both now 
lost, '.vere 1"1ade ·) l 1·lidi s . The 'Jronze Athena 
stood outloors 01 the Acropolis and ms a guide 
to m<Lrincr" as they sailed toward Athens. 
The tl ~-1 Athena was called Lemnia be-
cause c;'1e was Jedica ted by the people of Lernnos . 
This one showed the goddess wit~out a he lmet and 
w, s 1t... o•·m as T1 ..leaut:l ful A.._1L.l1a because of the 
dt lic1.t t: sllapeof her f ce . 
Jen-nifer 
Gracie 6 
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Sample Report Written by Child 
Greek Art Begins 
~ot much remains of the g lory that once bel onged 
to Greece . Once it lighted the way of ~estern civiliza-
tion. 
There is no one left to worship Zeus and his 
family ani t ~1e terrple s t· tues have mostly crumbl ed into 
dust . Grass grows in the floors . The ancient market 
pl1ces anc theaters are si l ent .. Most of t:1e grand marble 
statues , l ife size or larger ar e gone . 
However , ~.re can still read about the Greek poets , 
playwrigl1ts and philosophers . After 2 , 500 years they 
still rate in the top ranks of the world write r s . 
There arc fe"''' of the old buildings , and fe.,. of the 
noble scul ptur es . .le still find copies of the Grecian 
works and souvenirs . 
1
,'/e also have objects that were hidden for years 
or centuries in graves . Among these are vases, je\velry, 
tools , weqpons , coins , gems , pots and ~~ns . 
Stories tell us of the heroic deeds of men and 
peculiar customs or beliefs . Sometimes a scrap~r woul d 
be placed i n t'1e tomb of a young person . A woman ' s grave 
would contain a jar of cosnetics . A toy right be placed 
in a child ' s grave , and a r e lnet in a warrior ' s grave . 
These small tools a~~ treasures h~lp us now to form a pic-
tur~ of evPr)~qy life in Greece long ago . 
The sports and events were recorde11 on vases at 
cvtry period of Greek Art covering almost one thousand 
} ears . }.:any of 'hem have been p l aced in museums . They 
illustrate the entertainment of the Greeks . 
These v1.ses and urns were not novelt) shapes to 
hold a bu1ch of flowers . 
T~cy were made to hold -~ne , oil , er2in , water and 
other t 1 lines for the hoJ'le . Each shape had a special 
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Greek Art Beeins 
ceo~ tj nue 1) 
purpose . The 1\.mphera was a storage jar for grain and 
other supplies. The rlydrea was a water jug . 
The Kylis was a drinking cup and Lek-ythos was an 
oil container . 
La.rge storaec jars and others used every day were 
not painterl . 
Jean 
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P.I!r S.::!PIIONJ::. IS Kij}' APPED 
Persephone : 
Demeter : 
Hclious : 
Pluto : 
J ane 
,\ngela 
Richard 
David 
Persephone sitting on a rock humming. Pluto 
comes and takes her a\·ay. .Jcmeter is \vorried . 
DeMet er : 
Helious : 
Someone has stolen my child! (She weeps&) 
My beautiful queen of flopers . Not until 
she is restored to me will I work in the 
fields . Never will I watch the grains and 
fruits , neither do I care for the earth 
people , whether there be beauty in the 
land, or harvest from which to feed their 
children and cattle . (She goes searching 
for Persephone . ) Tell me , oh Helious, 
Thou knowest of my dear child Persephone? 
I knO\' not of Persephone . But I '"ill help 
you look. 
Persephone : (In a cave) lfuy did you take me away? 
Pluto : 
Deneter : 
Because I want to rule the harvest . Demeter 
will surely give up her throne for you . 
Hhen Demeter gives up her throne I \ i ll let 
you go . 
(Demeter and Helious arrive at tlle cave as 
t~ey hear a girl weep . ) 
Oh, Persephone , we have found you at last . 
Persephone :Demeter , ,Jill you please help me? 
Heliot:s : Of course ~~ will. 
::?luto: tmat are you doi1g here? 
Demeter : We have come to save our Persephone. 
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IIe lious : 
Pl uto : 
Demeter : 
Give Persephone t o us , oh Pluto . 
I wi ll ,1ake a dea l wi th you . I wi l l gi ve 
you Persephone if you \~ 11 l et me rul e 
t'1e harves t s . 
(On her knees ) Anything , anything you s,y , 
oh Pl uto ! 
Persephone :Oh no ! Never give up your harves t throne 
jus t for me . 
IIelious : 
Pl uto : 
Plu t o , what ' ill you do i f Demeter \\'011 1 t 
g i ve up her t hr one? 
Wel l , ( a few l a ughs ) I \ ill keep Persep~one 
and you will on l y s ee her once a }ear . 
( Demeter weeps . ) 
Pe r sephone : I 'fi 11 1<. t you t ake me m,\Tay , oh Plut o . 
(Deme t er and lle lious look astonished . ) 
Persephone :You 1 ll l et me go , won 1 t you , Deme t er? 
Demeter : I t i s up to you my child . 
( Persep'wne .,nd Pluto leave the stage . ) 
Demet e r ·1.1reeps as Helious takes her off 
stage . 
by Marie 
J enni fer 
Pau l a 
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Artemis and the Sl a i n Deer 
Characters: 
Agamermon : 
ArtciTlis : 
Ip11ir,enia : 
~lot her : 
Soldiers : 
Priestess : 
N'ymphs : 
Me!'5senger : 
Leonidas : 
Broni 
Joyce 
Lileen 
Nancy 
John, Larry , Lee 
.tochelle 
~1arcia, Jc::tn, Mary \nn 
Jonathan 
.Ki chard 
FIRST ACf 
As the scene opens Artemis and nymphs are 
hunting in the woods. 
(AgaMemnon and Leonidas enter.) 
Agamc~non : I hope we can find some game today , Leonidas . 
Leonidas : 
Artemis to 
Nymph!'5 : 
Mary : 
Marcia : 
Jean : 
(\rtemis and her nymphs peek through the 
bu<;h.) 
Look , a deer I 
I wonder if they are going to kill the 
deer . I f they do I shall be angry and 
puni!'5h them . 
Men are just trouble , that ' s all. 
Look! He's aimi ng ! 
0~! I hope he misses . I don ' t like the 
sight of a dead d~er . 
(Leonidas shoots and misses . Agamem1on 
shoots and hits the target .) 
All Nymphs :Ohl They ki lled it! 
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Lee : 
Larry : 
John : 
(Artemis and Nymphs are angry \ .. hen they 
sec the deer . Artemi s tosses her head 
and exits ~ith Nymphs .) 
( Agamemnon and Leonidas exi t. ) 
*** 
5>ECOND ~\CT 
Soldier .::; in temple court talki n5 : 
we were supposed to sail to Troy yester-
day but there wasn ' t any \~nd . 
The general i s i n the terple of Artemis 
ta l king to the Priestess now. 
Here cowes the gener a l now. 
(Agamemnon and Priestess enter .) 
(So l di ers exit.) 
Priestess : I sh~ll consult t~e goddess to see ho~' 
the calm can be lifted . 
Agamernon : I shall have to go no,. for here come my 
wife a.L.d daughter . 
(Lnter t.-1othcr and I phigenia.) 
I phigenia : Hel l o Father . 
Mother : He llo dear . '.ve shall have. to hurry to 
go to the market place before the crowd 
comes .. 
Agamemnon : . .Then the answer come~ from Artemis send 
a mc~scnger to Me . 
(Tixit Agamemnon and kother and daueht e r . ) 
Priestess : I shal l consult Artemis tomorrow. 
*** 
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THI RD ACT 
As scene opens all three are read) to see 
the priestess when tbe messenger runs in \,i th a message . 
Messenger : I have a message fr om the priestess at 
the terrYl e of Artemis . 
C\gamerrnon studies the paper. ) 
Agamemnon : M-~-m-m 
~.other : What is on the paper dear? 
I phi genia : Tell us father , please tell us. 
Agamemnon : ·:Jell, it Sa) s that IllY oldest daughter shall 
be sacrificed. 
~~other : Oh, she can ' t take my onl) daughter! (in 
sorry feeling.) 
I phigenia : Oh, they can ' t sacr i fice me! I \On ' t let 
them . (£xi t .) 
Agamemnon : I f the goddess wishec:: it shall be so! 
(Daughter and ~other exit -- Daughter is 
cryinz and l,.ot, er trying to com fort her . ) 
Messenger : I guess I ' d better be going now . (Exit . ) 
\canemnon : (bxits) , saying : Oh my poor daughter! 
Oh my poor daughter ! 
.bnd of 3rd Act 
*** 
FOURTH ACT 
As the scene opens the messenger and priestess 
are talking. 
Priestess: Have you delivered the message yet? 
b:esscnger : Yes , I ~ave . They said t'lc.y will be here 
with t~cir daughter this a ft ernoon . 
Priestess : Would you hel;> me gather the \•rood? 
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Messenger : Yes, I ~11. 
(Start to p i ck up wood .) 
Messenger : There ' s a bi G pi l e over there . (rloth exit .) 
(Agamemnon , Mot~1er and I phigenia enter . ) 
I phigenia : I do'l ' t want to die . I don ' t want to die . 
Aganemnon : I \'OndE.r where the priestess is . 
( Priestess and me~senger enter . ) 
Pries tess : IlL llo! I didn ' t think you were coming so 
early . 
c~oldiers enter . ) 
Soldi ers: H~ l l o . 
Larry : I "' thi~ the pl ace where your daughter is to 
be sacrificed? 
Priestess : Ye~ , it is • 
Jo'm : 
Artemis : 
Marcia : 
~:other: 
Jean : 
Mary : 
. men is this thing to be done? 
(Artemis and r.yrr:phs watch from bushes .) 
They are finally going to do it . 
I hope they do it fast ! 
(Jo~n and Larry take I phigenia off stage ). 
Ly poor I phigenia .. '~y poor I phigenia . 
Tha t poor wo-an ! 
I~ 2ine her g i vi ng up her only daughter! 
Agamer.mon: Good-~y , my dear daugltter , good-by . 
(Priestes~ exits .) 
Artemis : It's io"le now! 
(\gamemnon , Mot~er , soldiers exit . ) 
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Artemis : We had better go now. (They exit .) 
Priestess : Ho\'' I hated to do it! 
(Priestess and messe~ger exit .) 
*** 
FIFTH ~CT 
Agamemno"l and So l di ers arc. rea1y to leave for 
Troy on ship. Artemis and .-ymphs enter and greet 
the nen. 
Artemis : 
rlother : 
~1arcia : 
Jolln : 
Larry: 
~e Fill go with you to Troy to help you 
with t' e bat t le. 
(Mother enters, weepi ng .) 
Hello . 
Let ' s get on the ship . 
!~ 'r e finally going to sail. 
I'll help you aboard . 
(All get aboard but ~~ther. ) 
O'other waves good-by .) 
All on board saying : Good-by , good- by . 
CURTAI N 
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Recipes 
Salt and flour paste i s made ~y using two par t s of 
flour to one part salt , md a small amount of water. 0 e 
could use one cup of f l our , one 1 1<~ l f cup of sal t and four 
tablespoons of water as a basic r ciJe. 
!lave the children draw maps on corr ugsted card board , 
put on the pasto , let dry , ink in the localities asked f0 , 
then paint them. Another vv ) is to have the children in-
dicate products raised i n the country studiei , by placing 
samples on the wet paste . (Ev. rice , beanc , cotton , etc . ) 
Sawdust and paste is good fvr corstruct i ng buildings . 
o· tain the sawdust from sone saw n.:..11 (CJa rse is bett '), 
mi:; it " i t'1 paste to right consistency to 11andle , then 
p l ace on 'ou'1da tions . ]~ilk and crean cartons make good 
foundation~ , or 1ave the c~ildren shape the bvil~ings fror 
or i 11r:, cardboard . Let the sawdust mi xture l~ry , then 
paint . 
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GreecL (Tests .) - Grade 6 
Presentntion : Explain to the children that this 
\\reek will be one of "'evie' of factual knowledge on GrLcce . 
They may take home their books and notes to study , nd 
there will be ~tudy periods in class . Each d~y tLerc rill 
be a test in the form of puzzl(. , matchine \Ord or multiple 
choice . 
~ "'tLrials : 
1 . Text books - History and Geography 
2 . rencil~ and paper 
3 . Duplicate sheets 
4 . Wall map 
Proced re with Class : 
1. Pass out duplicated forms 
2 . Correct in class 
3 . Use flaps if necess~ry for correct locations . 
Procedure ri th Grouts : 
1 . Groups of four may stu') together for t:.c next 
day ' s lcr on . Each urou~ may choose a lc~ier 
to ask questions . Group homoeeneously . 
2. The teacher should give approximate paees to 
be covered so that the pupils won't waste 
time . 
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Evaluat"on: This method of reviewing and testing 
proved very satisfactory. The children were not afr il 
to take the tests, and the brjghter c ,es really e"'joy<..l 
then. The slower ones couldn't ret lin all Imowledge 
learned fro! studying in groups but there were no fail ures . 
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Matching \'Jords -- Class Test 
1 . or ganized 
2. code 
3 . contribution 
t~ . i nfl uence 
5 . accorda'1cc 
69 persecut i on 
7 . endangered 
8 . r ebe llion 
9 . crucified 
10. catacoT'lbs 
11. piratec; 
12. gor sc.d 
1 ..; . politici an 
14 . bar barian 
1 5 . drason 
16 . falsely 
17. accused 
a . a person devoid of culture 
b . harassment 
c . one devoted to politics 
d . arranged i n or~er 
e . j'"1periled 
f . b l amed 
g . system of principl es or rules 
relating to one sub j ect 
h. secret 
1 . a huge serpent 
J • that lhich i s contri buted 
k . uprising 
1. p l aces of bur i a l with s i de 
recesses for tombs 
m. agreement 
n . to persuade 
o . to put to death on the cross 
of execution 
p . i n a false manne r 
q . robbers 
r . a t e greedily 
s . Neal th 
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Multiple Choice Test for Class 
I . Greece is a 1-nu of : 
1 . ';Jide rj vers 
2. Level f~rnlands 
3. :.an, .nountains 
II . For build-=nr; purposes Greece dependf' on : 
III . 
1 . Lurber 
2. llar.J stone 
r .• o c; t 
1 . 
'- • 
3 . 
farners of Greece live : 
On their o n farms 
I n vill ._..C.'" 
On the mountains 
IV. Farmers of Greece raise : 
1. '\ great m •• '1) co···s 
v. 
2. roats and sheep 
3 . Horses 
More 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
than any other country Greece raises: 
Grapec; 
Oran,ses 
Cvrrants 
VI . GrcLce ~as a scarcit~ or : 
1 . '3u ttcr 
2. Olive oil 
.) . Grapes 
VII . All the lands near the ~ledi terra 1ean Sea hav€. : 
1 . Wet summers 
2. Ilot SUITli'lers 
.:s . Dry winters 
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Latching Test for Class 
a . Law maker at Athens (cruel) 1. Phidias 
b . , iaratr on race 2 . llor e r 
c . Athenian 1 T .vy 
-' • Pericles 
d . Ther 'opyla.e 4 . Socrates 
e . Oracle of Delphi 5 . l ato 
f . Ilia 1: Odys cy 6 . Aristotle 
g . Athenian ruler 7 . uerosthenes 
h . Greek scul ptor s . Phillip 
1. Tc'lcller; Philoc:;opher 9 . Alexander 
(rot a writ~ r) 
J· Orator 10. Apollo 
k . ki p u of Lacclonla lJ. Pheidippides 
1. Battle at Salamis 1 2 . Miltiades 
m. J\ pupil of ~ocrates 13 . Solon 
n . Son of a king 14. uraco 
o. A Per c:;ic .. n ruler 15. Therlistocles 
p . One of the world's grea test 16 . Leonidas 
teachers 
q . A wise law maker. Gave free- 17 . Lycurgus 
I'lCll the right to vote 
r . A crue l law mal\:er of the cit-y- l o . uari•s 
state of Sparta 
19 . Hercules 
s . Battle at Mara t 11on 
20 . Ulysses 
Latching ;Jords -- Clas s Test 
abundant 
enamel 
eLl_;e-shaped 
5 . tribesnen 
o. scribe; 
7 . idols 
8 . scroll 
9 . chariots 
10 . peninsula 
11 . fanine 
12. overcame 
13 . lofty 
lL! • pot t cry 
15 . passages 
16. civilized 
17. shrC\vd 
18 . rca 1 
a . a plant 
b . sharp 'ittcd 
c . con<;uered 
d . hunger 
e . sca.les 
f . tapering to a thin edge 
g . p l entiftl 
h . writer 
1 . be l onging to ~ group of ativcs 
J• images 
k . a roll of pap~r 
1. a smooth hard coating 
m. ne~rly surrounded ~y iate r 
n . educated; 1Cfined 
o . high 
p . earthen vessels 
q . corridors 
r. vehicles 
s . a nusical instrument 
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~~atchinr: Words - - Class Test ,_, 
1 . conveniences a . Story of the Trojan :var 
2 . unusuully b . positively 
3 . absolutely c . Story about a Greek hero 
4 . Oydssey d . comforts 
s. unfortunately e . uncoMmonly 
6 . Iliad f . unhappy 
7 . dissatisfied g . certainly 
h . unhappily 
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Match the gods and goddesses -- CL.ss Test 
Grcelc l~o.oman 
1 . Zeus 1 . Venus 
2 . Hera 2 . Apollo 
3 . Apollo .. Li na ..., . 
4 . Poseidon 4 . Lato1a 
5 . Hal£.S s. Yule.. n 
6 . Athena 6 . JU.a.lO 
,., llestia 7 . Jtpiter I • 
8 . Aphrodite s . Vesta 
9 . Demeter 9 . Cupid 
10 . Ares 10 . Saturn 
11 . Artemis 11 . Ji:411US 
12. Hephaestus 12. M~rs 
13 . Hermes L> . l.C.rCt £} 
14 . ~.usc.s 
15 . Ceres 
16 . Pluto 
17 . Neptune 
18 . ~1inerva 
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Matching Words -- ~l~ss Test 
1. gr ace full} a . :::.tories 
G e , }m1asium b . betraye.c 
'7 traitor c • one who sculptur es ...~. 
4 . pedl._,O,UC d . a ploce for athlet i cs 
5 . co l umns e . ma-ket pl. .. ce 
6 . sculptor f. teacher 
7. deserted g . a place of study 
s . agora h . pillars 
9 . leGends 1. abanloned 
10. assemblies j. a formation of sollicrs 
k . gatherings 
1. easi ly 
Simple Recall Test -- Entir( vl ss - Grade 6 
1 . Gre cc is said to turn its back on and to face --------------
2 . The pc.ople -,hom we cell Greeks c .~ lled themselves 
.nd tbey were from the 
3 . The r.1ost famous of e;.ll ancient poets was 
\\'ho went from pl"ce to place tcllint; these stori<..s. 
Lat er the Greeks put them in \\'ri ti ~ and t 1 C) Lre 
called tile and tile 
4 . L\~ntually t~c city-states were ruled by their oYn 
citizens.. Suc'1 eovernment is called a 
The two best knowr cit>-states were "J 
5 . Athens trt:ti'1cd her citizens to be as 
well ac; Sparta train(d ter citizens to 
be 
6 . Athens was named for the goddess 
at the foot of a hill called the 
city was protected on sides by 
7 . The \tlcnian ;louse was built around a 
It is 
The 
----------
8 . One of '"he 
pupil , 
uisest ~en in Athens was His 
-------- -
, •laS a ereat teacher a 1i .:riter. 
9 . The Greeks believed their gods and goddesses lived 
on top of 
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A Series of Descriptive 
Spelling Lessons -- Class; 
Groups , Pairs 
S~LLLING ~CTIVITIES - Grade 4 
Class or Groups 
Can be ctone by the children from directions ,lone 
1. \rite sentences using the spelling words 
2. drite words missed in private dictionary 
3 . Find all words with certain vo\'el sounds 
4. Write plura l s of the names of things 
5 . Add certai n endings to verbs (or words of action) 
6 . \fri te the guide words on dictionary pages ~;here spelling 
words are 
7 . find smaller words in spcllinc words 
8 . List words in alphabetical order 
9 . In col umns list words with different nu !Jer of syllables 
10. Hr i te \·or ls Ji vided according to syllables 
11 . Decide which \'lOrds vrill take certain specified endings 
and write the new ·ords . 
12. ~·rite the spelling words and mark the long or s'lort 
vowels 
13. Write as many words as possible to rhyme with spelling 
\"lords 
14. fini spelline"words in the dictionary and write the 
page' on \"nich they are found 
15. Classify words under certain headings 
1b . \ rite opposites of certai n words 
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.Evaluation : 
1. This type of practice work gives the pupils 
experi~ncc in word analysis of different 
kinds. The children can see the wide road 
that is opened to them \~en working with 
words , end the m~ny things that can be done 
with tl ex: • 
2. .;i th such a wide variety of possibili tics for 
practice work from week to week there nted 
not be boredom on the part of the child be-
cause of the same acti •ity , for each week 
it can be different. 
3. Through practice of this typ children write 
tlleir spelling words , or component parts , 
many times over, and if they are likely to 
spell a \~·d wrong it is clearly seen, for 
t' ey ar e thinking r10r~ of the orc.ls the;) 
are choosing than of t 11e exact letter-by-
letter spelling. Corrected i n this way 
they can be helped to see the \Ords they 
10'1' t really k.1.0\' apart from a list or pre-
pared sentences . 
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SPELLING PRACTICE - Grade 4 
Purpose : To b~ able to spell the words of the 
less on more accurately , and to better understand their 
meanings . 
Materials: Spelling lists of the 2 groups: 
Group 1 - Lambader and Kottmeyer, New Goals in 
Spelling , (Atlanta: Webster Publishing 
Company, 1955), p. 50. 
Group 2 - Patton and johnson, Spelling for Word 
Mastery, Grade 3, (Columbus, Ohio: 
Charles E. Merrill Books, 1956), p . 30. 
Duplicated pape r s and pencil. 
Procedure for Groups : 
1. The exercises are prepared for use with their 
own special spelling words. They show s ome 
of the varieties of exercises that can be 
prepared with very little forethought , but 
give the children good practice in using 
their words. 
2. The groups may use exercises such as t hes e 
after the work for the week has been com-
pleted in their spelling books . 
Procedure for Pairs : 
-----
1. After completion of the work, a child picks 
a partner to work with who is also finished . 
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They look through each other' s work to check 
on the answers and the spelling. Each word 
spelled incorrectly should be especially 
noted and practiced on •. 
2 . Upon completion of correction of each other's 
papers , they may go to practicing the words 
themselves back and forth in quick, quiet 
quizzing . 
3 . If these words are known perfectly, words from 
the content subjects that have given diffi-
culty may be practiced. This is especially 
for the brighter children. 
Evaluation : 
1. This type of work gives them extra practice 
in using the words . Sometimes they seem to 
know the words perfectly , yet when they 
apply them in differing situations it is 
shown more clearly that they sometimes are 
not so sure of them . 
2 . Working together in pairs makes them more care-
ful of their work, for a classmate is going 
to be checking on it. Thus it is helping 
them to develop a spelling "conscience", 
seeing that a certain word has been spelled 
incorrectly by someone else. 
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3 . Working in pairs gives the oral practice in 
spelling that is necessary as well as 
written practice . 
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UNIT 23 - for Group 1 
1. Put in the right form of the spelling word : 
smart 
crawl 
drink 
felt 
t ear 
free 
quest ion 
taking 
The baby's knee after he hit it. 
He had been on the floor. 
Yesterday he his milk well. 
How do you today? 
The ran dO\ ... n her face. 
Abraham Lincoln the s laves . 
Did you answer the two 
Last Saturday Father 
the circus . 
? 
us to 
2 . Writ e the word that means : 
Pull apart 
prove A high position 
office Clever or bright 
tear Show a thing i s true 
center A torn place 
smart Place where work is done 
spoke Talked 
Midd le 
3. 11Jrite the new words that rhyme with : 
service floor 
------
tree all 
made move 
here oak 
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UNIT 23 - for Group 1 - Cont'd 
4 . Write the word that is the opposite of: 
answer 
outside 
mend 
walk 
with 
someone 
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UNIT 10 - for Group 2 
1 . Find ~ word spelled wrong in each list . Circle the 
wrong word . Then write it correctly on the line below 
each lis t . 
wind onle these use 
carry small flat wach 
bot lake blu a lone 
seen dry will race 
2 . Writ e the missing l e tters. 
f t ( smooth or l e vel ) 
b e (a col or) 
a n ( wi th no other one) 
d (not wet) 
ry (take somewhere i n hands or arms) 
r e (to run fas t) 
ch (to see something ) 
1 e (a body o f water) 
m 
---
1 (little ) 
bo ( a small ship ) 
u~IT 10 - for Group 2 - Cont'd 
3 . Read these sentences well . There are words spelled 
wrong . Cross out each word spelled \Trong . 
Have you sen thf> boat sailing down the l ak? It 
was onle a small one . 
1 /e wanted to wach the race . See the wind cary 
the bot a long the flat ice. 
Now write correctly each word you crossed out . 
4 . \\That one spelling word goes into the blanks in each 
2 sentences? 
Did you use all the wood we chopped? 
There's no in doing it wrong . 
The blew loudly . 
Did you your watch? 
You will see her if you closely . 
He can tell the time by looking at his 
------· 
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Spelling - Grade 5 
Purpose : To teach spelling at a rate commensurate 
with the i ndividua l abilit} . 
Materials: 
1. Stanford Achi e vement Test or one siMilar 
2 . Spelling books 
Procedure v i th Class : 
1. Administ er at the beginning of the year a n 
achi evement test, such as the Stanford. 
From this test , obtain the grade equivalent 
for each pupil in spelling . 
Procedure with Pairs : 
1 . P ir off those having the same , or nearly 
the same ability . 
2 . I n the author 1 s fifth gr ade , the pupils were 
paire~ in the follo\~ng manner : 
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Pair 1 Pair 2 Pair 3 
Kenneth 2 . 9 Norwc...n 3 . 9 1-rank 
Robert Dorothy 4 . 2 Harol d 
Pair 4 Pair 5 Pair 6 
Evelyn 4. 7 Charles 5.2 Ruth 5 . 3 Lila 5 . 0 Laur a Harry 
Pair 7 Pair 8 Pair 9 
~~ay 5 . 4 J uli a 5 . 5 Theresa 5 . 8 
Beatri ce 5 . 2 Fred Mari e 5.6 
Pair 10 Pair 11 Pair 12 
Paul 5.9 Donald 6 . 2 Gl adys 6 . 4 
:Norma Alice 6 . 3 Anita 6 . 8 
The three hi ghest were chosen pupil-leaders . They 
dictate the words to each other , then work with s l ow-
learning pupils . 
Victo r 9 . 8 he l ps Henry 2. 6 
Joyce 7 . 9 hel ps Pair 1 
Diana 7.1 helps Pair 2 
Method of Study : The method of study used i s simi-
1 lar to that suggested by Ernest Horn : 
How to Learn to Spell a Word 
1 . The first s t ep in learning to spell a word i s t o 
pronounce it correctly. I f you do not knOh how 
to pronounce a word , look up the pronunc i ation 
in the diction ary . When you are certain that 
you know how a word is pronounced, pronounce i t, 
enunciat i ng each syll able distinct ly and looking 
closely at each sy llable as you say i t . 
1 
. Ha.r .ry 1.. Greene Albert N. Jorgensen J. Raymond Ger -b r 1ch , Measurement anA Evaluation in the Elementary School 
(New York : Longmans , Green and Company~942), p . 384 
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·2 . Close your eyes and try to recall how the 
\~rd looks , syllable by syll able , as you pro-
nounce it in a whisper . In pronouncing thE. 
word be sure to enunc i ate the syllables care-
f,tlly . 
3 . Open your eyes to make sure thaL you were 
able to recall the correct spelling . 
4 . Look at the word again , enunciating the syl-
lables distinct l y . 
5. Recall again , with closed eyes , ho~ the word 
looked . 
6 . Check a&ain with the correct form . This re -
call (as in 2 and 5) should be repeated at 
l east trree time~ , and oftener if you have 
difficulty in recalling the correct form of 
the '.Jord . 
7 . 'fuen ) ou fee l sure that you have learned the 
word, write it wi thout l ooking at the book, 
and t1 en c ,eck wi th the correct form. 
8 . .Kepeat this t,·o or ,.,ore times without either 
l ooking at the book or at your pr~vious at-
tempts . 
9 . If you IT' iss the word on either of t'Iese trials , 
you should copy it in your spelling notebook, 
si~ce it probabl y is es~ecially difficult for 
you . 
Individual ~ates : 
1 . The spelling books used are divided into 
lessons of sixteen words each . 
2. The bright students take the sixteen words in 
OTIC lessoTJ. ; others , ten , eight, or four , 
accordine to their ability. The aim is 
for everyone to get all the \•;ords correct, 
and no one is to get more thar one ':mrd 
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wrong . If he does , he must reduce the 
number of words taken for a lesson . 
3 . ~ach pupil progres~es as fast as his abili ty 
allows . ~1en a pupil has completed 'he 
year's spelling requirements , he is released 
from further spellinr , and he may work on 
his specialty or hobby . 
4 . After the , ords have been ~ictated and cor-
rected by each partner , the pupils study 
words from their individual spelling note-
books during the remainder of the period . 
Words from their written conpositions , 
social studies , etc . that were misspelled 
are put into their notebooks for individual-
ized study • 
..~....vJ.luation : Let the evaluation of this method speak 
through the words of the pupils themselves : 
1 . (Very bright child) "I like this way because 
I think \'le learn nor€' and can go much faster . " 
2 . (Slo" child) "I likE: this way because it is 
easier and you don't have to l-tave so many 
worr'ls . I think you learn mare , too . 11 
3 . (fran a social as pee t) "1 like spf> llinc this 
way for the simple reason of fritndshfp . 
Spelling this way helps me to get them right 
because my partner says the words slowly and 
in syllables . " 
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4. (From a leader) "It helps me 
to help other peo~le . \lso 
learn the words. It's more 
to learn then by yourself. 
a very eood idea . I think 
lec..rn better this way ." 
to learn how 
it is easy to 
fun than l:laving 
I think it ' s 
everyone can 
5 . "I lil\:e · .rorking in pairs because it helps me 
to understand the words . It helps me to 
spell better , and I like it . " 
6 . '~he poorer people get a chance to get the 
words rig1:lt , and if tl-tey don't get them 
rieht , th(;ir partner can help them." 
7 . "I like this way of doing spelling because 
when you ask a person to spell a \.rord you 
learn to spell it too . When you check it , 
you learn that way , also . " 
8 . ''I like it because I can learn more and help 
others." 
9 . ''I li ,<e doing spel] ing this way because the 
smart ones don't have to wait for the others." 
10. "I like working in pairs because if you get 
stuck you have somebody to help you . " 
11. "I thi1k JoiLg spelling this way is better 
because ;ou can go slow or fast . You can 
do as many words as you are able to . '' 
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Spelling Rules - Grade 5 
Purpose : To teach some spelling rules which arc 
helpful to the pupils. 
Materials : 
1 . Spelling books - Lmmett A. Betts, P . A. Kill-
gallon , Language Arts Spellers, (Boston : 
American Book Company , 1954) , pp . 74-75 . 
2. Bla.ckboard 
3 . Paper and pencil for each child 
Procedure ~ith Class : 
1. ·.vri t c the rule on the blackboard: "The plural s 
of these words are me1de by adding es : " 
bush- bushes fox porch 
circus match ranch 
class patch wish 
lish pC;ach witch 
2 . Children write the plural form of each word . 
3 . Do the same for each of the following ru l es : 
a . To form the plural of words that end 
in y, c 11ange the Y. to i before adding 
es to such words as : 
be by- babies country l ady 
ber ry duty penny 
cherry factory puppy 
city fly story 
b . Drop the final e before addi ng ing to 
tl1ese :ords : 
come-coming live save R1ve lose shine 1ave make smoke like move write 
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c . Doubl e the final consonant before add-
ing i ng to these words : 
begin- beg i nni ng 
cut 
dig 
drop 
put 
s i t 
swim 
d . The plurals of sone words are made by 
changing the singular forms : 
foot - feet 
I'le:.n 
mouse 
tooth 
woman 
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Spelling -- Grade 6 
Unit 17 
Prcc;e 1tation to t 11e e..., tire class : 1tead the story 
on the Unit . Pronounce the \vords in tt1c le~ son. Explain 
that a pre-test is to be given , and those 110 r;ot r 11 the 
words right could work at the table together and proceed 
at t' cir own speed . Others '..'JOttld be grouped according to 
abilit} and follow the author's directions. All could try 
to join the Jroup at ~he taLlc , as the weeks' pre-testing 
woul d. show whether or not thq were able to -'~o more iiffi-
cult \·.:ork. 
1. Text book - lillian ~. Jilli~gton , Using ~ords 
:Ji t1 Skill (Nev York: Silver ourdc tt Cor .l!any , 
19.)0) 
2 . Pens , pencils , and p~pcr 
3. Spelling blanks 
Procedure witl Class: 
1 . Prc- tcc;t 
2. Exch8nge p2pers for correction . 
Procedure with Groups 
1 . Group accordine to ability . 
a . Brighter eroup do author'~ puz le on 
pa~e 59 . This is a cross word puz~lc 
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made up of these words: 
troubl e 
a c,€.1 
receive 
perfu 1e 
re" ieh 
ca r ol 
barber 
br Cln<.l 
Make up a c r oss word puzzle. •tsine 
these words: 
conti11cnt 
h i storical 
patr ician 
cit) - State 
village 
.:hovs e other \,Or ds to comt- l ete the 
puzzle . 
b . DO Vnit 18 , P"ues 4o , . 7 and 48 • . <Jrite 
five. mrds \dth the prc·fi> "rt.." . 
(rcvit. r) Writt. fire\ ord~ with the 
suffix "i• 0 11 .. (pleasing) 
c . Do Unit 18 , page 51 . 
d . \rite five ~ynony s . Ex . --banner-flag . 
~rite five hononyms . Ex . --peer - pier . 
e . Do cro sword puzzle. (r de by teachet.) 
f . Give test on Unit 18 . 
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Unit 17 Continued 
~.~a tch the following words in the two columns : 
1 . amusement a . r educe to fragments 
2 . certificate b . makinG l aws 
3 . correspond c. trip 
4. legisl1.tive d. to agree, or to com-
munic<..te 
5 . e:xcursion c . c arrying into effect 
6 . execution f . a certified statement 
7 . disintegrate g . entert a inment 
h. lawyer 
2 . Average groups follo' ·the author's directions . 
a . jrite ten sentences using the first ten 
words in the les ~on . (This could be 
another d1.y . ) 
b . Dictate ten sentences to them usir ... 
0 
the 
last ten , ·ords . 
c . Syllabicate all the lvords in the lesson. 
3 . Slower groups sit ne ar the board so 2s to see 
words written on it . 
a . .rite the words "recci ve" and "receiving" 
on the board. 1\Sk 'hy the "e" ,,as 
dropped on the second word . What two 
~o~els together have the sound of 
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long "e "? Aslc for the rule of writing 
"ei" after "c" . 
b. \rite the word "taught" on the board . 
Ask what letters are silent . 
c . \rite the words "fail" and "?.isle" on 
the board . ..,otice the ''ai" i n fail 
has the long "a" sot~ld • .l'.oti~e the 
"ai" i1 ai~ le has the ''I" o ILd . 
d . Find two words in the les ;on wl1ere t o 
VO\"JC ls have the long '' " sound besides 
the "ords on ~~e ooard. (nea~inL ; 
easily .) 
c . Do p gc 45 in the text . 
f. Lesson 2 . Review rules !or tenses. 
g . .1: i lish Unit 1 7 in one ·cek. 
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2. 
p 
1 . ~---·1---~----r--~-
T A T E 
0 T 
2 A T G 
T I 
I c 3 
v J.:. 3 0 E .~ 
----+---~--~~-
I 
A v 
E G I 
J. 
4 6 5 
5~-;r-----r---v.;;v;::::::7/i13";.;---r--+--+---r---~1----l------. T 0 H I S T 0 rt I C 
I 0 
7 D 0 N 0 
8 0 R 
w Dovm. M 
1 
l . A large body of larid . ~ 
2 . PertaiLir .. g to ... J.oo.i...~.. i ty . 
3 . 1~ o t ..L.... .., ual 
4 . Part of a b ti.lding . 
5 . 'I'o faste11e 0 
6 . To esteem. , 
7 . A raruous &hakesperiru1 lover . 
A A 
C A G E 
K 
Across . 
l • .h form o1 governmen t . 
2 . rlruJc . 
3 eJ.~ o t a1 ... y . 
4 . A small settlemen t . 
5 . A rumber . 
6 . PertaiHii.g to history. 
7 . J.  giver . 
8 . To propel a boa t . 
8 . h.... e .... clos .re . 
5 . 
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·--·-.. .:. 
H 
-
I v u L c A . .... 
1. 
s I 
T J L E :a E I A r. 
0 L T 
-
. 
3 . 
h c c A R T .H J~ G E 
I I G 1 
4 . 
c 0 1 T I b E • T y 
-
A y 
_____.. 
-
1 fS 4 . 
5 . p A I' T R I c I A s 
~ 
A I 
-- I 
T K 
E E 
I 
6 . A s I A ! 
' Do .. 1 • 
.hcross . 
1 . God oi lire . 
2 . ConlLlOL• peopl e . 
1 . Pertai i g to history. 
2 . Forms of gover .. rne ...... t . 
3 . 11. ci ty ia Africa . 3 . A ~lllu..ll ::;cttlerneu t . 
4 . A l ar€;e body of l w.d . 
5 . People of t he LLObi..~..i ty . 
6 . Per taiHiL.g to 11sia. 
4 . GoQ~ess of victory. 
5. A coUI.try i! .. E ~rope . 
1 
'.vords in Unit 17 - Gr ... 1.k 6 
1. practici.,G 
2 . diction r, 
3 . understand 
4 . arithmetic 
5 . receiving 
6 . library 
7 . l aneuc: "'L 
s . practice 
9 . rec '- . \L 
10 . studiec:: 
11. studied 
12. disli1.e 
1..;. taught 
14 . English 
15. review 
16 . pupi l s 
1 
Lillian E • .Ji lline;ton, l _;_ Lu -~ord& Ji th Sldll 
(!\e\'l York : Silver Ju.Ldet1 '"'"' 1 a } , 1950) p . '!4. 
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18 4 
~·:ords in Unit 17 - Continued 
17 . mind 
18. fail 
19 . easily 
GO . meaning 
1-\cview words 
1 . hatchet 3 . machine 5 . daily 
2 . shovel 4 . lo(';c 
Evaluation : In the pre-test there were five pupils 
with a perfect score . These five worked together in all 
the lesson plans for the week. They did an excellent job, 
and faid that they enjoyed their lessons. They spelled 
the words correctly on the final test with the class , 
which showed that the pre-test wasn ' t guess\•Tork. 
T~e average and above average pupils were di~ided 
accordinG to their respective abilities in grou~s of 
three . T~ey 1uuld ta~e turns being leaders , spell the 
words orally one day , and then write them another . These 
groups followed the author ' s directions , finished the Unit 
on time , with no one missing more than six words in the 
average group . T'.,i s was an improvement . All said that 
they liked to ~tudy in groups . The author ' s personal com-
plaint is that they became noisy at times and had to be 
interrupted for disciplinary reasons . 
The slower pupils , or low average ones , -:.ri th the 
personal help of the writer did much better by working to-
gether . There were six of these and they were divided 
into two groups . They did not finish the Unit in class 
time but managed to complete it in their spare time . 
Imagine the teacher's surprise to find one group staying 
in at recess to finish it . They said they liked group 
wor~ and fe l t that t~ey had learned how to spell better 
by being given the personal and small group drill. One 
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child got eight wrone on the c· · words , and two on the 
revie ·, but even this \o:as an improvement . lie worked 
witll a teacher pupi l until he mastered the l'nit . 
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Procedure with Pairs: 
.;;.,;;;;...,;;.;;;,.;;....;;..;;;.;;.;...;;._ 
1 . Group the children in pairs once a week. 
a . The leader dictates both review words 
and current words to his or her pupil. 
This may be either oral or wr itten. 
Each child has his ovm record ·book 
for his misspelled words . 
Procedure with Class: Everyone takes the final 
-
test on Unit 17. 
Procedure with Individuals: Each pupil has his 
-
own chart in his record book. This chart could look like 
this : 
4 words missed 
The black shows that he has missed 4 words out 
of 25 or 26. List the words . 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 •. 
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Unit 18 -- Spelling - Gr,tle 6 
Pre~ entation to the entire class: H.eod the stor) 
i n the text . Ask the children how tn<lny lJOnls they l1eard 
that are in the spelling l esson . 
r. .. .., teria ls: 
1 . Text book - Lillian E . Jillingto1 , Usin~ .. o1.ds 
.. i t~ • ..>kill (..uv Yo. 1c : Silver .... urdett ::::c.np y , 
l'J.)O) 
2. Pencils 
3 . Paper 
Procedure \'i th Cl1.ss : (.t..xcuse the bright(.J. groups 
if one wi~'les .) 
1 . Pre-test 
a . Exchange papers for co~Icction . 
Procedure. ·i t1 Gro 1 ... : 
1 . Group according to ability . 
a . Bright gr oup worh at table tog thcr. 
~·ork at own <:'peed . 
b . Averaze eroup follow author ' s i structions . 
c . The slower groups work in groups near 
the board so that they may see illus-
trations placed on board b} the teac~er. 
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(1) This lesson contains rules for form-
i ng plurals as well as past and 
pres ent participles . Illustr2te 
each rule by placing words on 
the board, thus : 
l ady - l c:dies 
j ourney - journe)S 
scrub - scru~bcd , scrubbing 
(2) Have t hem find words , that doubl e 
the consonant to form their par-
ticipl es , in thei r di ctionar ies. 
(3) li::tve them work on t'le Unit t11e 
rest of the Ncek at their own 
speed , but insist that the Unit 
be finished . 
Procedur e "ith 8lass : 
1 . Fi nal test on words i n Unit 18 pl us five re-
vi C'v words . 
Procedure 'dth Individuals: 
1. 1>1isspe lled words are pl aced in notebooks . 
Procedure ,rith Pairs : 
1 . Group the children in pairs and have the pupil-
teacher dictate l ast ·eek ' s 1.1isspelled v1ords . 
C.-.isspelled words are in each i ndividual's 
not ebook or spelling bl ank. ) 
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Bva l,lation: THo children joi 11..!d the brighter group 
after the pre-test . This group did t\-,ro units . All pas eJ 
a per feet test on l:ni t 18 . Tl1e same ent:ltlsiasm \'las shown 
for studying in ~rou;>s as in t 11e previous ·cc..lc.. The 
average ~roup \\·orked out their own problems much better 
than they ever had before . They asked for very little 
help . The unit was coMpleted on time and a few nembers 
had ti:tc for a cross word puzzle . The slower ones showed 
improvenent from working in pairs . T e} fuissed ft. cr words 
on the f~n~l test . 
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Unit 19 
rres~rt~t·on to t 1 entire cl-ss : ~c~d the story 
on page oO . Pronounce the words . Promise a 1 re-tc.st , anJ , 
as befo1~ , those ~1o get a perfect score rna) join their 
classmates at the table and work at ·is or her own speed. 
1 .• :1 ter ia ls : 
1. Te,:t hook - Lillia .c • .Jillington , t.;sin:-; .. ords 
.d -4-'1 :::>kill (.;c.w iork: Silver BurJc. t+ Co pany, 
1950) 
2. Paper , pen , and pencils 
3 . .Jord games 
Procedure witl Cl~~r : 
1 . Pre-test 
'J 
..... . Correct paper s 
Procedure with ~tou1 s : 
1. Have the brighter group work to Unit 25 , then 
discontinue the les sons in the book for a 
·while aml have them do puzzles and matching 
word !;ames . 
2 . Have the average Group follow the author ' s 
instructions . Later in the week dictate sen-
tcnces to them, and have them \:rite original 
sente cc.s conta.i. i ..... the Spelling \\Ords . 
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3 . Pro1:ounce the words again to t·1e slower group. 
Divilc t'1c, ords into syllablef . Say 
11breath" . ..hat sound does "ea" have? Soy 
"brc.,tl c 11 • U'1at sound doe!: "ea" have? Say 
"eaGle" . .fha t sound docs "ca" '1 .... ve? 
3cgin ,,orking on page 61 . 
Procedure t~th Class : 
1 . Test 
ProccJure with IndiviJuals : 
1 . Put miSSJelled words in spelling blank. 
P ··ocedure ·i +'.1 Pai1.s : 
1. ~lave childr en worl( i11 .!?airs once this Fcek. 
a . Take turLS being pupil teacher . Lach 
"teac'1cr' ' will dictate both rc v i ew 
and current words to the pupil . They 
arc to stress l ast .eck' s uisspellcd 
\o:ords . 
Ev2luation : ~forh.ing in pairs and groups , as well 
as givin3 special attention to q e slm:er children provi led 
tl1e ki'lJ of classroom clinate that these pupils seuned to 
ne ed. T'C tc1ciler notice 1 a span of attent~o-:l and a real 
attempt to accor..~o 1-= c-h all tasks assigned them. Pre. v io tc;ly, 
t'1crc had been lac~\: of interest, and a great deal of day 
dre aming . 
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The brighter and average groups accomplished more 
in the allo'·tcL. time than t ' cy '1ac done when workin::; alone . 
There \vas evidence of too mucj1 enthus i asm at time c.- , due 
to compet i + .:..o.:1 '"'i thin the Group . The teac·lcr must bE. on 
the a l e r t at a ll tim<-~ , ;aut i oning children that freE 1o1 
in the clas! room can never be lic~nsc . 
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Spell i1.g. 
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..l. Pel tc..iHilag to the al.uy. 
2. Plet~.siug to the t.l!:i teo 15. To put o •. 
3. A tll.L·ee \,heeled vehicle. 16. tw. auve ·l 
6. An excln; lQ tiou. 17. ~ con.i\1111 ~- t i t'\U 
7. iiell k.novm. 18. A signal. 
3. Be· rable. 
9. To lead. 
1... ,._,. ;;. 4. 5. 7. 8. 10. 11.12. 13. J. 
l. 
4. 
5. 
e. 
head doM'l. 
lo A deci~ive battle. u. Lazil,eSSo 
2. .. poeo. h 12. A fe1!1u.le deer. 
'J' 
'->• Tied 13. To m:.1ke all6ry. 
5. To .. oize or l ay holu of. 14. An a.d.u.Alo 
6. Cor.pete .... t. 16. k girl's name. (at brevi E cn.l 
9. Vtlst hCCU!uula tiOl s of ice. 
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Fun in ~ 1 cllin£, 
Prese~tn£ion to the entire cl~~~ : Allow tle c1 il 1 rcn 
to have ~ little fun in Spclline . T' e orighter ones 1r) 
make up .r'.1.) •. es; the average ones could n, 1.e up \·:orcls from 
one long one to see \:ho can tllink of the mo. nd tlle 
slower ones could JTJake '·ords beginning ,.,i th certain letters . 
r .. "+ rials : 
1 . Pc.~1r;ils 
2. . Pu..:;cr 
3 . Dictionaries 
1 . .::.xplain to ' 1 c c l ass what t' C) 1re to do . 
2. Arranee the chairs in groups . 
Procedvr . ..... ' '..1. i..Jl.OUpS : 
1 . Brigj1tcr ones \:ill go to t 11Lir accustomed 
places at the table . 
a . Place on board some rhymes like the 
followi1 :; : 
If every a~, fOu pay much heed 
You'll learn to write , to spell , nd • 
') 
"-' . 
In conc.luct you will get an " \", 
If your teacher you 'll 
----· 
Les s ons 1on ' t come hard at school , 
If you renember every 
Ad 'ir1 ~ sums wi 11 n 1-c JOU \\OI ~\. , 
~u~ ru~~tious ~eoJle do not 
----· 
No,. in the remainint,; ;:,_,?clling t~ c. , 
See · c l.J. , ou can nake a 
----· 
Have the average groups sit together in groups 
of three or four . 
a . ~ .r~.+e tl1e word "Socrates" on the board. 
They arc to ma ke as many '~rds as 
possibl e , in the time allottc.1 , from 
this \'JOrd e ..:> C..L which t;roup wi .. f", . No 
l etter . ,a) oe used twice in the same 
l.\"'rd except "S ". ...... ch \'lord must h ... ve 
at le .st fo ur letters . 
3 . Group the slow ones i n one pl. cc.. . 
a . Place on board "pl", "gl", "tr", anc "str". 
·ri te as r.1 } wrds as the , can t 1ink 
of t 1lat begin witll those letters. 
~cart to d i ctionaries :f 1tcess r} . 
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Evaluation : All gr oups enjoyed this lesson, nnd 
asked to do it again the next da} . T~ere ~rea few good 
rhyme~ , ~nd so~e nc ~rd~ learned. The average group 
enjo)C' the contest . 
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:::,.~?clling for Brighter Pupils 
Derons 
Have the group divided into pair s and t. kc. turns 
bein~ teac1 cr. Each child should have a duplicate cop) 
containing +l"e<: ~ difficult \·:ords and should be ablE. to 
do forty words a day . The followi ng day test on the 
,.,.o Js . (no une should get more than two wronu . ) Me .il} 
of tl:~.ese words are review and shoul d take about six days 
to nas ter '1c o ds on ti1e duplicate sheet • 
• \eview the 1.\"ords with a co1"1pl etion test , such as : 
1 . ,,..he her mother ' s 
2 . J\ 
---- --
sentence must be followed by a 
mark. 
3 . Sports mentioned in the lesson were 
----- -
, and 
4 . !Ie the ball the window. 
5 . Two parts of a fraction are the and the 
6 . T, c. corps had five officers co sisting of a , a 
---------' a ---------- ' ~nd a 
7. ~o 1e terms used 1n subtraction are the 
0 
v . 
------' \nd the 
Arithmet ·c , l terms used in di\ision are : 
' 
and 
the 
------' 
9 . ArithMetical terms used in multiplication are : 
------
, and 
10 . 1•our words ending 1n "gh" are 
----------' and 
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~c\iew words by having the children use the more 
difficult ones in ori3inal sentences , such llS : 
Jc..linquency avenue 
especially in tercE. t.i r u 
percentage statement 
permission practice 
SC 11Cdt.le exciting 
experience probabl) 
!"\evie•.r words '.Jy having e, ch child make up a test 
and exchanging Papers • 
.. e\iew words by having e1cl1 child choose. synonyms 
for a number of '·:ords on the lessu1 , ;:;.uch ?~ : 
conversation talk 
alnost nc .rly 
Lv?luation : T~erc were six children doing these 
lcs on ; an' e1.ch one did superior work. T' c. 1 c. .. jo) c ! 
stvd)i1g i1 pairs , and making out tests for each ot'~.-r . 
All as reed that ti1esc words \IJOuld not be "du ens" ny 
lo oc.r . 
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Spelling 
Prc.~cntation to tllc clltirc class: Tell the class 
that they arc uoine to ~ave a d "ffcrc.nt kind of lesson 
this week bes:·c~ 41 Lit reGular work. T~c brishter group 
\:ill work on what we call 'de •. 1ons · i1 ...... :.cir vocabu l aries ; 
that ico t rords that are often misspelled. Tile other groups 
arc goinr; to have contcs ts. :lords '·ill be pl aced on the 
board from , ·,iC11 other \:ords nay be made . '1." c zroup that 
~ins may be excused from r outinL '~rk for the rest of the 
period. 
t .• atcria lC': 
1 . rc'"~cils and paper 
Duplicated sheets 
a . Par brighter pupils . 
ProccJ rc with Clru 
1 . ·f~er the prcscntatio , arL~nee the chair~ in 
groups of fo r. 
.., 
.... . C ro·tp accordin[; to ability • 
Proc ....... :• r_ \:i ti .J.roups : 
1 . ~righter groups '~rk on the duplic~ted sheets 
C.11titlcd '.Jc. 1ons." St ~} through "C". 
a . .Jorlc in pairs later. 
2 . T' e above average and averaee 0roups will 
ti1c s~ c l esson . Write on board "carct" ; 
"cent" . I nstruct pupils •-o : 
a . ..r..:..te as m,,_n) ords as posc:ible that 
begin \!ith hard "C" . 
b . ~ r.;. te as nany ·~ords as !JOSsi ble that 
begin uith soft "C". 
c . TirL fiftEen minute~ . 
d . \~rds must have at l east four letters . 
c . 8l~eck papers for the group \!inne r . 
f . ~cad the list of words fror each group 
for criticic:n • 
.5 . Allolr' the l o\ ' verae;e group to find uordc; in 
the c!ictionv ry that h vc the '1 ... '' sound and 
t'1e "S" sound of "8". ExplaiP that no t~ ... o 
\,ords must have t11e sane vm.cl or consonant 
follo .in~ the "C" . 
a . ~ ~ . can 't , coat , cite , cutter , cEnter . 
b . Ti~e is fifteen minutes . 
c . Praise t'1e ones that get ci~ht of e ch 
kind . 
d . 1 c1d the words Cllou 1 to the ot11er ~roups . 
Procedure i ·it~, Fairc; : Have the briehtcr children 
stuJy the "sheets" , takin"' turns in bein.; pu.vil tcvcher . 
This may be bot: oral 2nd written. 
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Pr ocedure .:. -rh IncH vidu.,.ls : 
-
1 . Drawing pictures . ("c~ard for wi nning contesL.) 
EvaluatjoL : The children l oved the contest . The 
group that won had just t\Jo words more than one c f the 
04- • r grouJ co , ':his group )eing of the average abili ty , so 
this g roup was e:-~cused f ron routine work too . The lo~·; 
average comprised one ~.1.011~ . T'lLy liked '-' · c; lesson a l -
though it was Lc ·ionary \\'Ork , and asked to do it agnin . 
A test proved that wor king in pairs 1 el)ed the briell ter 
g roup . Everyone ~ot a per fect score . 
This group studi ed the :~cc. teo one 'LC..r. in ...... c s, c. 
way each '•). The resulting Completion test revealed that 
each one had mastered ncarlf eve r-y \,·ord that the blanks 
c a lled for. All said that this would have be. n a boring 
lesson if *"'C) 1lad had to study it L} t' __ .. <"clvec:; . 
Supplement~r} Spelling for Brighter Children 
D.r..r~Ol\S 
all rie'1t description halloween 
almost difference hap.i:>ened 
all ready different holiday 
already di[:it home\:or .h. 
c.ns JerLd d.i.-vir1~ct l.undredth 
anybody divi.or 
anyone clo llar 
anything do\mstairs inclined 
arrived India.n 
athletics infirmary 
avcnt•c envelope inert 
envelop in fact 
esc1.pe inquire baseball especial!) l. si~t. basl~etba 11 etc . i nstead bazaar everybody interesting 
everyon e interrogative 
everything I'm 
captai, exact i 1'1pcrativc 
carryi.1_; except its C:1.113ht e-...citi.,e it's CLrtai"lly exclarw tory 
cl ocolate experierce 
C' ri:.t lieutenant Cl rj~tmas listen 
clir bed f ee ling lying 
colurm field 
co •vcrsation finally 
corporal finis'1cJ f1e rry 
corps first ninuend 
critical football misspelled 
force 
""orning 
fraction ~ ..t l tiplicand dec · ded 
multiplier decimal 
declarative eood- by 
delinquency good-bye 1 othin0 demerits gove rm en t nunerator denominator grammar 
descr ibe 
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-
o'clock sornethinb 
of course ~orne time 
opened speaker 
outside spirit 
statement 
studying 
paid subtrahend 
parents supposed 
partial surprise 
per cert 
pcrceDtage 
permission themselves 
pleas·n1t though 
pract'ice thought 
private thorough 
prize threw 
probably till 
proluct tired 
todvy 
tomorrow 
quarter touchdovn 
quarterback tough 
question tried 
quiet through 
quite twelfth 
quotient 
until 
radio upon 
received upstairs 
recovered usually 
religion 
r ernain0er 
rer1erber varsity 
reply visit 
replied 
request 
respond wander 
1">"ere 
,,i thout 
Santa Claus 1.'1/0nder 
Saturday 1-:on' t 
schedule wouldn ' t 
second 1Hestling 
sentence 
sergeant 
s i ncerely yesterday 
soccer 
A Series of Descriptive 
Language Lessons -- Class; 
Groups , Pairs 
.VRITING THA.l\K-YOU NOT.LS AFf.ER TRil' TO HUSEUM - Grade 4 
Purpose : Practice in wri ting thank you notes 
Presentation: We a ll know how glad we are that some 
of our mothers were able to take us on the trip to the 
Museum . :'lithout thei r cars and themselves we wouldn ' t 
have been able to go . We coll ected the money to divide 
a~o~s the mothers that drove to show a lit t l e of our ap-
preciation. Do you think there is any other way we could 
show it? That ' s right a thank-you note . 
Materials: 
1. Scrap paper and ~ood paper 
2 . Pen and pe1cil 
3 . Blackboard 
Procedure for Class : 
1. <\sk the children what sort of thing they could 
put in the thank- you note that would be of 
interest to the mothers. Along wi th the 
thank-you it can be decided to mention the 
things enjoyed "'lost at tl:le Museum and any-
thing e l se each individual might want to put . 
2 . Before start ing the 'r i ting , the class should 
discuss and review together how the notes 
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should be started -- the headi ng , greeting , 
etc. Places for punctuation are reviewed 
also. Have the class put the heading on 
their papers together , and the greeting , 
copying the name of the mother that took 
him from the board . 
3 . Each child then should go ahead himse lf, 
putting down ~1at he wants to . 
1 . The teacher circul ates, pointing out areas for 
correction if they don't recognize them 
themselves. The notes are finished to the 
closing and signature . 
5 . The children have a purpose to copying the 
letter over very carefully , for they are 
going to be sent to the mothers who drove 
them to the Museum. The next day the lett e rs 
are copied neat l y with pen, checked for l ast-
minute errors , and sent to the mothers . 
Evaluation: 
1. The children had a definite purpose for writing 
the thank-you notes. It was a good way of 
showing how much they had appreciated the 
mothers' willingness to g ive their time . 
The mothers en joyed them, also. One of the 
mothers sent back to the five who had ridden 
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1n her car a thank-you note, thanking them 
for the very nice notes and a lso for the 
money . They were very ~hrilled to get it. 
2. It was an Lxcel l ent w~y of reviewing letter-
writing form and punctuation, which is for-
gotten so quickly by fourth-graders just 
starting out in it. 
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.\ . ~....,...&.:. ~ .... 0 ... L..:>Ii.\G .\l?O~T .. -.OPi.IES - Grade 4 
PurJose : Practice 1n the use of apostrophes to 
shm-: possession an\1 the contraction. 
~.1a t c r i :"11S : 
1 . The Lansuagc tE"'t - McKee 2 : ~.cCowL 1 , 
De. velopin~ Your Lanrr 12 ,.,.e (...>oston : ~ .. ought on 
Jo.. i fflin Comp<:: I.}, 1 Y•. l) p . 105 
2 . The Lar,guagc \'!Orl(book - ~~c ... ee and •. r:uwen , 
Practice for D9vcl0~~nf Lan~ua~c (Boston: 
.. oughton ~fl1n v i.J .. any , 1)1!8 J. . 71 
3 . Paper and pencil 
4 . Duplicated sentences composed by 5 children 
5 . Blackboard 
1 . ,Jorkinc wi til the blackboard, r €view the use 
of the apostrophe for contraction and 
possession. Stress especially the words 
ncn ' C' , , rom en t s , 1.nd chil<.lren t s. 
2 . Do together the first few sentences on the 
w·orkbool.: page , telling ,.,.here the apostrophe 
\rould belong and .1 ,. 
J . Ot1 paper have tl1e class \"lrite tl1e SCiltenccs 
from \'!Orkbook page 71 careful!} , putt~r h 
t'1e apostrophes where t'1-} ;hould be . 
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Procc~ rc ~tL Pairs: 
1 . The papers are exchanged with a partner for 
proofreading . Any thought to be w.ronr, are 
checked . This takes place onl) among the 
bri::::1 tter pupils . The others need the tine 
to fi ish up the work . The teac'1er checks 
over all of the papers after sc'10ol . 
Procedure with Cl~sE : 
1 . acview previous work toGether while the pupils 
have their paperf 1 front of them and are 
correcting t 1 K • Make sure the pupils 
unders~and tile work carefully. 
Procedure. itll Grour" : 
1 . ..w'(C 1tsc the five or f v , Tho do well on the 
previo..1s work from doine t 11C 1 ext work. 
The) instead can write some scnt~nces that 
nake uc;e of apostrophes , similar to +I~c. 
sentences the class has t~...c1~ vmrkinc on. 
v 
They write t'e scntc ces, but leave out 
the 1.po~ tro ... ' cc: . The class .ill be 1.si 1b 
these sentences tbey corpose. 
2 . l'h.. r. ...... t of +1 c <:lass repeats the work t• ey 
did so 1~~-1, the tine before, careful to 
think +' c. or!. t'.rott,).t well. uc ;ure that 
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tht.> proofr E:: l their \110rk before han 1 inz 
it in. 
Procc<htr:c "Jith Cl;:s~: 
1 . The teac1 er loo~r o~~r the sente cc.~ that 
112"<. :....: .... ..~. "v :)USC( 1 ) '"l c. five who did L1e 
work \'.'e ll, talcin(; sor C fror C1Ch of L \ L 
papers and duplicating the_ . 
2 . As a cla: , ,;o o er the first fc. ' c, t.._ 'CCS 
on the t..: J:.-!lcatcd work sheet to[:cther , 
orall) . 
3 . The children then co ahead with the wo~k ~) 
1 t..tting apostroJ:""ll.C~ where tl '--} belor:g . 
4 . ..... chansc papers, and with the tear' cr dirc.ct -
iBG have t' <. children COl.J..C.Ct e2ch ot1ler ' s 
papers . 
5 . Turn to the Lrnguage text. Gr_ pat;e 105 there 
<:>rc 12 "entences that have the apostrophes 
al cady in them. Co 0v<.J.. the se1tc ces 
orally ~vith the class \'lith difh.r ci t individ-
U'l l s telling 1'hy the apor,tro_i:l C!"' are in 
those certain pl1cc.~ . Ir the word is a con-
traction , i,ave them tell the t\.,ro words for 
which it stands and +',L letter or lL :.tc.rs 
left out . I f t1c uorcl is a posscssi\c , h..,ve 
them tell uhether tllc owner is one or more 
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than one person. 
u . Referrins iJ<1ck to +11C duplicc te 1 papers, do 
the first few sentences i n a similar manner. 
Then divide the class i to urOt'pS. 
Proced1P· ~ , i tl Grouy0 : 
1 . Use tile five pupils >'.'ho did '"ell in Lhe first 
v:orlc, as the leaders of t 11ese croups. 
~catter the oacs of poorest ability r ~~G 
all of t!1e groups , naking t'1c ._jroupine 
llc+eroe~.- tcoas . 
Have the children proceed with the sente ces 
as the class had done t 11eu togct ' ... er • 
..... ,<:~ln1tion : 
1 . The children eLjoyed the '\<lricty of the 
lansua:3e le~sons , ,,,orldng not only as a 
cla~s , out a lso in srovps and with partners . 
2 . Those who did poorly .. ere. givc.11 more OJ!lJOr-
tuni ty f 01. practice, an(: those who did .. ell 
were able to Jo a 0=~ advaJcc.l tyJe of \rork 
\!hich t 11e} really enjoyed. T'1q could \.rite 
se tenccs ti1at the whole rest of tlle class 
were going to use. 
3 . The uses of t 1 c ~postrophe nre often difficult 
for the children to un lerstand, l)ut after 
this ,,ee!~ ' ~ work m1.ny of the chilJrc hCid 
a fairly good grasp of the ideas involved, 
and \"/ere ab l e to use them where needed . 
4 . In les~ons of ot~er subjects some of the 
punils woulri call the atten tion of the 
clas~ to places where apostrophes were 
used. It was :;ood to see them becoming 
more conscious of them , and being a~le to 
tell 'hy they were there . 
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Name 
2 . That girls diL r is ~rc~t) . 
3 ~ .vc...n .. you at boys camp this sur.u.1er? 
4 . erent you going to .... ce the 'l(i11gs crm .. n ? 
5. r ere wi ll be a chi~lrenE party to orrow. 
u . Ly sisters name is Debbie . 
7 . .~.rent ) ou the o 1e ,l.'hos sc lling Bobs tickets? 
B. The doll~ skirt is ripped . 
9 . I couldnt sc~ Bobs dog . 
10 . Jeans ~ieces of candy werent very big . 
11 . I couldnt bear to leave ~y Grandparents pa l m trees . 
12. Bi l l doesnt have a~y s 1eJs . 
13 . lsnt that }OUr fathers bed in your nothers roorr? 
14 . T~e sir1s do1t eo to a c l ub . 
15. Arent you goin~ to ~rs . uough tys picnic tomoL row? 
16 . Its goins to Lc in back of Mrs . Dought 1 
17 . :'1 c gir 1s sc11ool isn t o pcu t odCly . 
18 . Isnt today Hond(l)? 
19 . Uhen was your sisters bir'"hday? 
20 . I don t have 'lily p011ic. ~ sad 1 lc.· . 
21 . Ive seen your puppies paws . 
22 . 1·.1 father went to the mce.s stores todc y . 
23 . Jo~nnys ball s arent \~ty bi g . 
~4 . Gir l s dres~es are very ~r~t ~y . 
25 . I havcnt S<..b Kris t iu~s pen. 
trailer . 
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REVIEWING GEOGRAPHY VOCABULARY - Grade 4 
Purpose : Practice of a dictionary skill 
Presentation : We almost hate to have to leave 
Egypt because of the exciting time we have had on our visit 
here, and the many new things we have learned . We 've been 
able to imagine ancient Egypt and the way they lived then, 
and we've also seen a litt l e of Egypt today . Before we 
leave let' s take a look back at some of the friends who 
have helped us to understand Egypt better - - the words that 
have brought a new wor ld to us . 
Materials: 
1 . The History book - Cordier and Robert , History 
for the Beginner (New York: Rand McNal ly & 
Company, 1948), pp . 44-60. 
2. The Geography text - W. R. McConnell, Geography 
Around the World (New York : Rand McNally & 
Company, 1945), pp . 58-67. 
3 . The blackboard 
4 . Paper and pencil 
Procedure for Class : 
1 . After the presentation the children suggest 
words that they have come to know through 
the study of Egypt. They can use their 
books for reference if they need or desire to . 
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There are 4 scribes at the blackboard 
taking the words in turn and writing them 
dmm. 
2 . A scribe calls on one of the children in h i s 
seat . That child gives a word to the scribe; 
the child then calls on another child for 
the meaning of the word he has given , or 
how it had a part in the Egyptian study . 
Then the next scribe cal ls on someone for 
his word . 
3 . After each scribe has written 4 words differ-
ent children are appointed as scribes . This 
first part of the lesson is a continuous one 
carried on by the children themselves . 
4 . After the words are listed on the board , the 
children are given paper and they write them 
on their o~~ papers . 
5 . Review concerning placement of words in the 
dictionary by a l phabetical order and its use . 
Ta l k follows together with the chi ldren as 
to about where in the dictionary we might 
look for some of the first words on the 
list . Divide the dictionary into 3 parts : 
Part 1 
Part 2 
Part 3 
Front 
Middle 
.End 
A toG 
H to P ({ to Z 
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6. Then start work with the paper. Do the first 
few words together by putting do\vn the num-
ber of the part of the dictionary in which 
the word would be found. 
7. Have them complete, doing the same for the 
rest of the words . 
Procedur e for Pairs: 
1 . Divide class into pairs making use of a bright 
child with a poorer child. 
2. Have them quiz each other as to the words and 
their meanings. The brighter ones may want 
to work with the spelling of the words also . 
The words chosen might be such as these: 
pyramid slaves Mediterranean 
Pharoah Eeypt granar i es 
linen caravan Egyptians 
reeds mirage sphinx 
tombs ancient papyrus 
preserved Ni l e Cairo 
turban date palm camel 
bronze minaret oasis 
floods scribes copper 
invention calendar fertile 
kingdon obelisk column 
mummy mosque desert 
oarsmen 
Evaluation: 
1. The children en joyed very much car rying on the 
activity themselves. One boy , in fact, men-
tioned very enthusiastically, "We should 
have this kind of game more often. ·This is 
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fun ." He is a child who is often hard to 
keep with the rest of the class in regard 
to attention . 
2. Several different ones were given opportunity 
to write on the board, which they always 
enjoy , and the rest were given many chances 
to par ticipate by either giving words or 
their meanings . 
3 . It was an excellent means of review of the 
words they had seen and used in the study 
of Egypt . 
4 . The l atter part of the lesson represents 
practice in some of the beginning skills 
in using the dictionary. It should help 
them, when they look for words, to not have 
to thumb through the whole dictionary , but 
be able to open to a general section and 
work from there either forward or back~ard . 
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Oral Language - Grade 5 
Purpose: To develop in children the ability to 
converse well. 
Materials: 
1. Blackboard 
2. Six or seven movable chairs 
Procedure with Class : 
1. Discuss with the pupils the points of courtesy 
to be kept in mind when talking with others, 
such as , not i nterrupting when someone is 
talking and speaking so that everyone can 
hear what you say. 
2. List on the board some suggestions to be kept 
in mind during the conversation: 
a. Speak in complete sentences 
b . Enunciate clearly 
c. Watch volume of voice 
Procedure with Groups : 
1. Take one small group to begin with . Seat the 
children in a small group of five or six in 
a circle so that they may look at each other. 
2 . The teacher begins the conversation on a topic 
such as a hobby or an item of current interest . 
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3. A child picks up when the teacher has fin-
ished and adds his ideas or thoughts on the 
subject . \~en he has finished , another con-
tinues , et cetera. 
4 . A ten -minute period i s long enough; the con-
versation will peter out in quality if con-
tinued too long. 
5 . The teacher should see to it that the atmos-
phere is relaxed so that the children will 
feel at ease during the conversation. 
6. At the end of the period , there should be dis-
cussion on their conversing -- as: 
What were the good points? the bad points? 
How can we do better next time? 
7. Get the children to accept criticism from 
others. 
8 . Add another group later; perhaps a third still 
later . 
Evaluation: 
1. After a few lessons on conve rsation the chil-
dren speak more clearly and interestingly. 
2. The children enjoy this type of lesson, and 
are eager to "have another one" soon . 
3 . It gives satisfaction to the teacher because 
she knows the children are gaining ease in 
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an art which is most functional both now 
and later. 
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Oral Language - Grade 5 
Purpose : To teach children how to make proper 
introductions. 
Materials : No special materials are needed for 
this lesson. 
Procedure with Class : 
1 . "Girls and boys , how many of you have ever 
introduced one of your playmates to a 
new friend? You have? Will you take 
John as your new friend and introduce 
him to Kenneth, your playmate?" 
2 . If the introduction is correctly done , dis-
cuss the procedure with the class; if 
incorrectly done , teach the children the 
correct way . 
3 . Ask various pupi l s to dramatize these 
introductions: 
a . parents who come to visit 
b. a playmate who accompanies the child 
home whom you introduce to your 
mother 
c. one person to a group 
d. a gentleman to a lady 
e . one lady to another 
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f. one child to another 
g. one gentleman to another 
h. a young lady to an older lady 
1 . a less distinguished man to a more 
distinguished man 
j. a teacher to a mother 
k . a child to an adult 
4 . Following these dramatizations , it would be 
well for the pupil to acquire some under-
standing of the value of being able to 
follow an introduction by conversation. 
Telling to each of the persons introduced 
some item of interest concerning the other 
is helpful. 
5. The following day , practice introductions 
again , followed by a brief conversation 
after each introduction has taken place . 
Procedure with I ndi vidual s : 
1. Following class work i n which each pupil has 
had an opportunity to introduce one person 
to another , the class select s one host and 
one hostess whose duty it is to answer any 
knocks at the door, find out the name of 
the visitor or visitors, and introduce him 
or them to the classroom teacher. 
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Evaluation : 
1. The author 1 s class practiced the introduc-
tions as described, and really enjoyed 
the procedure , as well as having acquired 
ease in a social grace . 
2 . The child host and hostess have had several 
occasions in which to put into practice 
this phase of etiquette . 
3 . It is a good plan to change host and hostess 
several t i mes duri ng the year i n order 
that as many pupils as possible have the 
opportunity to serve in this capacity . 
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Oral Language 
Purpose of Lesson : To teach proper telephone 
etiquette . 
Materials: 
Two toy telephones that pupils bring in or 
Two telephones that may be borrowed from the 
telephone company . 
Procedure with Class . 
1. The teacher introduces the s ubject of court-
esy in the use of the telephone to the 
ent i re class . 
2 . Good manners and poor manners are discussed . 
3 . Teacher brings out the fact that the only 
i mpression a stranger has of the person 
to whom he is talking is through his 
manners , or l ack of manners , over the 
telephone . 
4 . "What two peopl e would like to carry on a 
talk over the t e l ephone while we listen? 
We shall discuss the conversation and the 
manner in which it was conducted when you 
have finished ." 
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.\ Sample Telephone Conversation 
Mrs. i3rovm : Capitol 2316? 
Lucille : T~~s is Lucille Smithers speaking. 
Mrs . 3rmvn : This is !·irs . Jro·m speaking . Is M.rs . 3nitllers 
in? 
Lucille : No , she isn ' t , Iirs e JrJ\rrl 1 'Jut rna) I give her a 
messaGe for you? 
~.rs . Brm'll : Yes , _;_f you vdll , vlease. I s'10'lld o.l?Pr<~ciate 
havinr; llL t: call r t. at ... (e'lmore 9&12 at about 
three o'clock today . 
Lucille : I shall be ~lad to rlo it . I shall ask her to 
call you at Ke·more 9312 at about thrc.e o ' clock 
today .. 
l,irs . I3rovm : Thvt' s ri:.:;h t. Thank you very much . Goc lbye, 
Lucille. 
Lucille : Goodbye , 1:rs . 3rovm . 
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Worksheet to accompany telephone etiquette 
First Subscriber Mrs . BrO\m 
1 . Is this Capitol 2316? 
(Lucille Smithers speaking) 
2. This is Mrs . Bro\m speaking. Is Mrs . Smithers in? 
(message for you?) 
3 . Yes , if you will , p l ease . I should appreciate 
having her call me at Kenmore 9812 at about 
three o'clock today . 
(three o'clock today . ) 
4 . That's right . Thank you very much . Good-bye , 
Lucille . 
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Wo r kshee t to accompany tel ephone etiquette 
Second Subscri ber 
(2316?) 
Luc i lle 
1. This is Lucille Smithers speaking . 
(Mrs . Smi thers in?) 
2 . No, she isn ' t , Mrs . Brown, but may I give her a 
message for you? 
(three o'clock today) 
3 . I shall be g l ad to do i t . I shal l ask her to call 
you at Kenmore 981 2 at about three o ' clock today . 
(Good-bye, Lucille .) 
4 . Good-bye , Mrs . Brown . 
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Discussion following Telephone Conversation. 
1 . nwhat do you think about the conversation 
we just listened to? Yes, it was pol ite . 
In what ways? 
2. nwhy did Lucille repeat the message Mrs . 
Brown gave her? She wanted to be sure 
that she had taken the message correctly 
in order that she give the information 
accurately to her mother.n 
Procedure with Groups . 
1. "Shall we go into our language groups now 
and work together on a courteous conver-
sation simil ar to the one we have just 
heard? We shall use one of these tomorrow 
in class, as we did today." 
Evaluation . 
1 . Through discuss i on at the conclusion of the 
conversation , some of the pupils decided 
they could improve their conversations 
on the telephone . 
2 . They decided it was a-good idea to repeat 
any message they might be asked to deliver 
~n order that it be delivered correctly . 
3 . This was a worth-while lesson from the 
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standpoint of oral language as well as 
a lesson in courtesy . 
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Choral Speaking 
Purpose : To develop in children an appreciation 
and enjoyment of fine poetry. 
Materials : Provide each pupil with a copy of 
the poem to be used . 
Procedure : 
1 . Divide the class into two groups , one made 
up of light voices, and the other of 
dark voices for contrast. 
2 . Ask the pupils how they think the poem 
should be divided and work out with them 
a plan s imilar to the one which follows. 
3. It is a good idea to begin and close the 
poem in unison, if the poem lends itself 
to this arrangement . 
4 . The f ollowi ng i s one possi bl e method o f 
present ation . 
Unison: 
Dark : 
Unison: 
Light: 
Light: 
Dark: 
Light: 
Dark: 
Light: 
Dark: 
Unison: 
Ring Out, Wild Bells 
Alfred Tennyson 
Ring out , wild bells, to the wild sky , 
The flying cloud, the frosty light; 
The year is dying in the night, 
Ring out, wild bells, and let him die. 
Ring out the old, (Light) ring in the new, 
Ring , happy bells, acros s the snow; 
The year is going , let him go. 
Ring out the false, (Dark) ring in the true. 
Ring out the grief that saps the mind, 
For those that here we see no more; 
Ring out the feud of rich and poor, 
Ring in redress to a ll manki nd . 
Ring out a slowly dying cause, 
And ancient forms of party strife; 
Ring in the nobler modes of life, 
\'Ji th sweeter manners, purer laws . 
Ring out the want , the care, the sin , 
The faithles s coldness of the times; 
Ring out, ring out my mournful rhymes 
But ring the fuller mins trel in. 
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Dark : 
Light : 
Dark: 
Unison: 
Dark: 
Light: 
Dark : 
Unison: 
Unison: 
Dark : 
Unison : 
Ring Out, Wild Bells 
Alfred Tennyson 
(Continued) 
Ring out f a lse pride in place and blood, 
The civic s l ander and the spite; 
Ring in the love of truth and right, 
Ring in the common love of good. 
Ring out old shapes of foul disease; 
Ring out the narrowing lust of gold; 
Ri ng out the thousand wars of old , 
Ring in the thousand ye ar s of peace . 
Ring in the valiant man and free, 
The l arger heart , (Light ) the kindlier hand ; 
Ring out the darkness of the land, 
Ring in the Chris t that is to be. 
Evaluation: 
1. Following the presentation of several poems 
in choral speaking , the following improve-
ments were noted: improved articulation, 
greater inflections, and keener interest 
in poetry . 
2 . Two comments from the pupils were : 
"It's much more fun taking poems this way." 
"1 like choral speaking because it makes 
poems more interesting." 
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Creative Writing - Grade 5 
Purpose : To provide opportuni t i es for chi ldren to 
express themselves creatively . 
Materials : 
1 . Several volumes of good poetry to be read by 
the teacher to the pupils as the occasion 
presents itself . 
2 . I n similar vein , one or more copies of good 
l iterature to be read piecemeal , when time 
a llows . 
3 . Paper and penci l s 
Procedure with Class : 
1 . Much discussion shoul d precede any attempt by 
the children to write creatively . 
2 . A school or c l ass newspaper serves as the mo-
t i vation for much of the creative writing 
carried on in the author's class . 
3 . A flexible program proves to be conducive to 
writing . The time for a poem or story about 
snow is \,Then it is snowing . Class discussion 
at this time when the children are excited 
about the first snowflakes is the most oppor-
tune time to br i ng forth creativity in the 
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form of poems or stori es about snow or 
\'linter. 
4 . The creative writing of pu~ils should be 
shared with other member s of the class. 
This may be done by reading an especially 
good excerpt from a writing , or by display-
ing the writing on a bulletin board reserved 
for this purpose . The author has such a 
bulletin board labeled "Our Creative Wri ting ." 
When certain writings are published , they 
are shared among members of the entire school. 
Procedure with Groups : 
1 . There are t i mes when the teacher will work 
with small groups of children who are work-
ing cooperatively toward a certain goal . It 
may be a p l ay on social studies to be read 
to the entire class . I t may be the planning 
of an assembly program to be presented to 
the parents . 
Procedure wi th I ndividuals: 
1. Somet i mes one child will give the teacher an 
original poem or story and ask what she 
thinks about it. 
2. Here is where the teacher may work alone with 
the chi l d who has submitted the wri t ing . 
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Evaluation : 
1. From the teacher's viewpoint, there is much 
joy in seeing the various forms of crea-
tivity of children. She is happy in the 
thought that opportunities were presented 
whereby creativity was made possible . 
2. From the pupils ' point of view, it is often 
a revelation that such talent lay within; 
some children have the mistaken notion that 
they cannot write poems or original stories . 
It is a source of great satisfaction to the 
pupils to see their writing published in 
the school paper . 
Here are some samples of original writings that 
were produced for the Christmas edition of the school paper 
by fifth-grade children : 
The Christmas Star 
by Diana Baker 
On Christmas Eve , a little girl named Susie was on 
her way to the store to buy a star for the top of her tree. 
After she had bought it , she saw some candy canes -- so 
she bought them too. Then she started to walk home in the 
cold night . She was dragging her bag and did not know that 
there was a hole wearing through the bottom of the bag . 
She also did not know that her star had fallen out. So 
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A little boy had found the star and picked it up . 
He did not know whom it belonged to , so he took it home. 
He was a poor boy and lived in a little hut in the woods . 
His mother put the star on the top of the tree and he 
thought it looked beautiful . 
\Vhen Susie missed her star, she turned and followed 
the tracks of the little boy . When she reached his house, 
she peeked through the window and felt very sorry for him 
in his poor house . So she just walked away again . 
\Vhen she was at home with her family, she told them 
what she had done. They were very proud of her . They all 
looked at the top of their tree and it looked as if a star 
from the sky had come down and r ested on it to repay Susie 
for the goodness she had done . 
If I Were Santa's Boy 
by Donald Jackson 
If I were Santa's lit t l e boy, 
I would be full of joy . 
I would have lots of fun, 
And bring toys to everyone . 
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The Christ Child 
by Evelyn Nelson 
\'/i tb loving care in Bethlehem, 
The Christ child was born . 
With loving care in the manger , 
Mary protected J esus from danger . 
Two Little Birds 
by Dorothy Bates 
Two little birds sitting on a tree , 
Two little birds singing merrily . 
One flew home and the other was alone . 
One little bird sitting on a tree, 
One little bird singing merrily. 
When he flew home , the tree was left alone . 
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Little J esus 
by Ruth Lindquis t 
Little J esus born in a manger , 
His mother keeping Him from danger, 
Little J esus sleeping, in the hay , 
Dreaming of what His mother woul d say . 
Little J esus , I bless You all I can, 
For when You grow up , You wil l be a great man. 
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Proofreading .Jr i tten Composition Nork - Grade 5 
Purpose : To teach children how to check papers 
for mistakes in punctuation, spelling , and choi ce of ·~rds . 
Materials : Bl ackboard or a l a r ge sheet of oak tag 
Procedure ~ith Class : 
1. llace on the board or on a large sheet of 
oak t ag the criteri a by which the proof-
reeding will be done . The teacher and the 
pupi l s develop these together. Some of 
these may be : 
a . Did the sentence end where i t shou l d? 
b . Has the correct mark oc punctuation 
been placed at the end of the sen-
tence? 
c . Does the next sentence begi n with a 
capital l etter? 
d . Docs a new paragraph begi n when the 
thought or idea changes? 
e . When a person's exact words are quoted , 
are there quotation narks around 
his words? 
f . Arc there any rr.istakes i n spelli ng? 
I f in doubt, consult the d i ct ionary . 
g . Are the correct homon) mS used? 
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Procedure '~i th Pairc; : 
1. After writing their conpositions , the children 
pair off witlt their spelling partners , since 
they are s i nilar , or nearly s i milar in abi l -
ity . (The met~od of pai ring pupils is di~ 
cussed at greater l ength in the Spelling 
Section) . Sometimes a bright student i s 
paired ~ith a s l ow-learning child to act as 
a pupil leader . 
2 . Paired pupi ls , \vi th col ored pencil or crayon , 
nark each other ' s written work. 
3 . If the work is to be seen b} others , and 
there are many errors , it is a matter of 
courtesy to recopy the paper . This will be 
true of \Ork to be put into a notebook or 
to be passed in fo r the school newspaper . 
Evaluation : 
1 . The nethod of proofreading each other's written 
work is one of the best methods the author 
knows of teachi.1g pupi ls to be mon. careful 
in their composition work . 
2. T~e number of errors is reduced when a pupil 
partner finds errors and calls attention 
to them. The one ~~o is searching for 
errors is made more conscious of hi& O'm 
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mistakes , too . 
3 . Pupils enjoy worki ng with a pdrtner . 
Letter 1riting Correlated with Social Studies - Grade 5 
IurposE. : 
friendly letters 
To give pupils practice in \riting 
. 
Materials or Preparat · on : 
1 . Pupils have learned the friendly letter form 
2. Pupils have completed the study of Columbus 
3 . Lar3e con2osition paper 
Procedure ·i th Class : 
1 . When the topic of Columbus had been com-
pleted , it was suggested that the pupils 
pretend tley we_e <bo1rd on~ of Col~rnbus' 
ships and '''ere writing a letter to a 
friend. Here is one letter : 
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Dear ~·ot'H?r , 
Santa Maria 
Atlantic Ocean 
August 2o , 149~ 
\fter twenty-five days at sea we have 
not seen land. Some of the "en want to turn back. 
Our ships ere no\ in fine condition . 
We sailed past the Canary I slands . 
Some of the men are talking of mutiny . 
They say to thrm Columbus into the sea and turn 
back . I 1 ear a fight going on .,O\. \vhen the 
men ask Columbus to turn bac} , he tells them to 
"Sail on!" 
The oll sailors say we have run out of 
food and water . Yet we have been eating enou~h . 
Rich things have been offered to the 
man Fho sia'1 ts land . 
I am due to go on l ook-out any ninutc . 
Yours truly, 
Jack 
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Specialties - Grade 5 
Purpose : To provide the bright child with useful 
and enjoyable employment when he has completed his assigned 
academic \V'ork. 
Hateria l s : 
1. Kany varied suppl ementary books , magazines , 
pamphlets , etc . 
2. Art supplies : drawing paper , paints, crayons , 
scissors , and so forth 
3 . Scrapbooks , notebooks 
4 . l·Jhateve r else may be needed by a child in 
order that he nay carry out his specialty 
t~at is -- if i t can be accomodat ed in the 
class room. 
:Procedure : 
1. There are no definite procedures that can be 
listed for this special work . 
2. Specialties are discovered incidentally and 
in t~e course of other l essons . Sometimes 
t~e teacher learns of a child's special 
interest by Cosual conversation before or 
after school , at pl~y or recess time , or 
by conversation with the parents . 
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3 . ~·men the child has completed the work as -
~igned him, he is freed frorn drill and 
r epetition whi ch the s l o\1 -learning child 
needs . He then nay engage in his spec icl.ty , 
or '1obby . 
4. Sone of t'1ese specia l ties may be : sci ence , 
history , stamp or coin collect i ng , dress -
i ng dolls in forei gn costumes , prepari ng 
demonstrat ions or exhibits , fi1dirg out 
al l one can about horses , airpl anes , uto-
nobi les , a particular sport , presidents of 
the United States , and many , m~ny others • 
.Evaluatio"1 : 
1. Sc'10o l i s a happier place for the chi l d \·.·ho 
is throuzh with his \·•ork , and who can find 
enjoy~ent in carrying out an activi ty of 
which h.e is especially fond. The day passes 
quickly for him , and school is a challenging , 
instead of a boring , p l ace . 
2 . It is beneficial to the cLild to be cons i dered 
"an C"'{_t)ert" in '1is particular f i e l d . It 
r <~)' be short-lived or it may carry over into 
his after-school life and become a l ife-
lorg hobby or avocation . 
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3 . It is convenient to the class as well as to 
the entire school to be abl e t o call on 
"the expert" in geography , s cience , or 
history , to demonstrate, exhibit, or give 
a talk on a particular subject of which he 
knows a great deal. 
The author has in her class a girl gifted in the 
ability to write oricinal verse and to create oririnal 
cards for specjal occasions such as: Mother's Day , ather ' s 
Day , Christmas, Thanksgiving , birthday, convalescent , and 
the like . Here are two sampl es of her ability in these 
two areas . 
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Library \id - Grade 5 
Purves~: To teach the children the ~bility to l ook 
up books containing i"1form. t.i.on. 
Material!'= : 
1 . Blac1boarcl 
2 . S nples of various cards '~ic~ sup~ly the in-
formation desir ·d 
Procedure with Class: 
1. Place on board an author card, a title card, 
and a subject card~ 
2 . Discuss eacl card in turn . First , the author 
card , on whicl the book will be listed under 
the author ' s name . Answer questions that 
" y be asked on this • 
..) . Seco"1llj· , the title card . If you knou the 
title of the boo~ , it will be li3ted as 
shov..n in t 11is sample . 
4 . T~"rdly, "f ,ou are 10t sure of the author or 
t1e t " tle p you will find books listed accord-
it~ to sub j ect -- as in the illustration. 
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1 . Ti.1e ability to go to a card catalog and be 
.... 
c... 
able to find the book or bool<.s a child 
needs for the su jv:t at l'land is a neces~a1:y 
one for all children. 
I + • ....c; especially valuable to children who are 
looking u1 i .form; tioH for an oral or 
written report in science or social studies. 
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o35 . 1 
L 
835 . 1 
L 
835 . 1 
L 
35 . 1 
L 
Author Card 
.n1i te , Glen 
T:1e Story of Airplanes and Gliders 
~ e\il York , J • .:. Brown Co ., c . 1955 
Title Card 
The Story of Airplanes and Glj lcrs 
\ihitt:. , Slen 
Sub ject Cards 
Airplanes 
1hite , Glen 
The Stor} of ~irplanes and Gliders 
Ne,, Yor,~ , D. E. 3r0\m Co ., c . 1955 
Gliders 
·hite , Glen 
The Story of Airp l anEs and Gliders 
I\ew York , D. E. Brown Co. , c . 1955 
Eval uatio11 : 
1 . The ability to go to a card cat~loz and be 
able to fi "'Hl the book or books a child needs 
for the sub j ect at hand is a necessary one 
for a ll children . 
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Dictionary Practice - Grade 5 
~urpose: To teach pupils how to use the dictionary 
effectively . 
Paterials : 
1. Blacl· bo<" rd 
2 . Dictionarie ; for each pupil 
3 . A list of words on the board, sor~" of \v'1ich 
are found at the begi nning of the diction,ry , 
some in the niddle , and others at the end . 
A list the author used are : 
a . arid f. uncertain 
b . yacht g . butte 
c . malc...l} h. radiator 
d . dwi d l c 1. irundate 
e . snare j. \.'eird 
Proced rc i l-1 Cl ss : 
1. bxplain the a l phabetical arrangement of words , 
even to the second and third letters. Ask 
pupils to look up the first \'Ord . 
2. . "Do you notice how the word arid is divided 
' into S)llables? What are they? r id. 
What is ti1e mark over the first syllable? 
\es , it is the accent mark. I t shows which 
S)llable gets the emphasis in prorouncing 
the word . l~ow do you prono•mce this \-.rord? 11 
"Now let us look for a reani1g we understand . " 
The pupils respond "ith v; rious meanings 
such as : ~; barren; having little rain 
or moisture. 
4 . "Who thinks he can use the "'ord arid correctly 
~n a sentence?" The teacher c-..lls on dif-
fer ent pupils and comments on the appropriate 
use of tr~e word . 
5 . "How can t1e dictionary helr- )OC when you are 
not sure of the spelling o~ a particular 
word? Let us say ~ou are not sure whether 
armor is spelled cr 1er or arrror . HO\- can 
the dictionary help yo1?" Among the ans.rers 
Given will be a suggestion like this : "Look 
up arner . Upon not finding it , one wou ld 
continue until he found arr.1or . '' 
6 . The autl or also calls attention to the fact 
that parts of speech are listed for words , 
telling the pupils they may h~ve need of 
this information at a fut re time. 
7. Proceed i 1 like manner with the other \,·ords , 
givine help individually as needed . 
Procedure vJi th Grour..s and I ncli viduals : 
1. Sr tll groups may need help fron the dictionary 
at various times, such as when a group is 
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writing a letter to a company asking for 
informotion or orderine supplies . When 
class help has bcc.n given , nembers of a 
group will cooperate in helping an individ-
ual to find the i1formation wanted . 
Evalua+ion : 
1 . The efficient use of the diction~r.y is an 
important part of an intermediate pupil 1 s 
equipment for use in t~e content subjects 
especially . 
2 . ·.:Then pupils know '10\1 to use a die tionary we 11 , 
it is interesti ng to note ho~ often thEy 
refer to i t . 
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Teaching Contractions - Grade 5 
Purpose : To teach the concept that a contraction 
is formed of two words and that the apostrophe takes the 
place of the l etters omitted . 
Materials: 
1. Spelling books 
Emmett A. Betts , P. A. Killgallon, 
Language Arts Spellers (Boston: Ameri-
can Book Company, 1954). 
2. Paper, pen 
3. Blackboard 
Procedure with Class : 
1. Wri t e several contractions on the board and 
ask children to examine them. 
"How many words are there within the word?" 
"#hat takes the place of the omitted letter 
or l etters?" 
"\Ve call words like these 'contractions'." 
2 . From our spelling books l et us find as many 
contractions as we can. List them in column 
one. In column two write what the contrac-
tion stands for . In the third column write 
a sentence using the contraction . 
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• 
Evaluation : 
1. Contractions a re commonly found in everyday 
usage . Therefore , i t i s necessary that 
pupils be familiar with them in that they 
understand hO\\' they are formed and how 
they can use them in their oral and wri tten 
work. 
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Worksheet for Lesson on Contract ions 
1 . 2 . 3 . 
I've I have I ' ve a ne~ bicycle . 
you're 
it's 
we'll 
aren't 
there's 
hasn't 
I'd 
they'r e 
you ' ll 
Prefixes, Suffixes - Grade 5 
Purpose : To aid the pupils in word meaning, to en-
rich their vocabulary 
Materials : 
1. Matilda Bailey , Marcillenc Barnes, Edna M. 
Horrocks , Our English Language (New York: 
American Book Company , 1956) pp . 219-21 
2. Blackboard or oak tag 
Procedure with Class : 
1 . Explain meaning of prefix and suffix. 
"A prefix is one or more syllables placed at 
the beginning of a word to change its mean-
ing." 
11A suffix is one or more syllables placed at 
the end of a word to change its meaning." 
2. Take not more than five prefixes, discuss 
their meanings, and ask for words with these 
prefixes. Put these on the blackboard as 
children think of them . 
3. For exampl e , take the prefix im or in meaning 
not or in. Children will suggest such words 
as impolite , import, incorrect, independent, 
and imperfect. 
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1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
9 . 
10 .. 
11 . 
4 . Follow the same procedure for suffixes. 
Example: ~' meaning state of being. Sug-
gestions rray be : kindness , loneliness , 
loveliness , hoarseness , and friendliness . 
5 . Keep on the board or on a large sheet of oak 
t ag a list of prefixes and stffixes such as 
the follo\'Ti ng : 
Prefi x Meani ng 
b i two , twice 
circum around 
dis apart , not 
ex out of 
hemi half 
im not , in 
inter between 
ITlOnO one , alone 
ped 
per t aining 
to the feet 
sub under 
super over , above 
Prefi xes 
Example 
I have a bi cyc l e . 
Mage llan circumnavigated the 
globe . 
She disagrees wi th my state-
ment . 
What products does our coun-
try export? 
North America and South Amer-
ica are in the western hemi-
sphere . 
The judge gave an impartial 
opi nion . 
The U. ~ . works for i nter-
national peace . 
The painting was done in a 
monotone scheme . 
A pedestrian must obey traf-
f i c signals . 
Do you l i ke to ride on the 
subway? 
Mrs . Baker is our s upervi sor . 
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Suffix 
1 . ance 
2 . en 
3 . ful 
4 . hood 
5 . less 
6 . ly 
7 . ness 
8 . ous 
sian 
9 . tion 
10. y 
Meaning 
state of 
to make or 
made of 
full of 
state of 
without 
in a way 
state of 
being 
full of 
act of 
like or 
full of 
.. 
Suffixes 
Example 
The farmer had an abundance of 
vegetables . 
We live in a wooden house . 
A Boy Scout is helpful . 
His childhood was a happy one . 
The beggar was penniless. 
She has a kindly attitude toward 
others. 
Your kindness will be repaid . 
My mother is a most gracious 
l ady . 
You gave an excellent descrip-
tion of the flower. 
Tropical forests have rainy 
climates . 
Procedure \d th Groups : 
1. Various exercises can be used with groups as 
this work is needed. Bright chi ldren like to see how they 
can build words like this : Add a prefix to each word and 
write the new meaning of the word : 
Word Prefix Added Changed ~.eaning 
call recall to call back 
polite impolite not polite 
appear d i sappear to vanish 
finished unfinished not finished 
close disclose to uncover 
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Evaluation : 
1. This type of word enrichment lesson is en-
joyed by the chil dren . They make a con-
test among themselves to see who can make 
the longest l ist . 
2 . It has value in that it enables them to 
understand the meanings of a great many 
words with similar prefixe5 and suffixes . 
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English Les sons - Grade 6 
rrescntation to t~e entire cl ss : These lessons 
arc on pronouns . E~rl~in to the clas s ~1at ~ronouns ~re 
and mention t ,,e nost conLJOn ones. 
1 . I , JllC 6 . .. e ' us 
0 
c- . lie , ,1im. 7 . .:ho , \hom 
-. 
-' • She , her 8 . This , that 
4 . It 9 . These 
5 . You 10 . Those 
11 . They, them 
~:atcrinls : 
1 • .rcx t boo:;: - Paul McKee and Annie 1 .• ccmen , 
I I"¥rovii ... ;, rour L-:1P;:vvge (Joston : 1.oug1 ton 
~.i flin , 1947) 
2. Pens 
-' • Paper 
1 . Present t~e lesson 
2. Pass the material s 
3 . Lxplain t 1t(} are to "tud} ~n ~roups and choose 
l eaders . 
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Procedure with Grout c : 
1 . D"\ide class i~to groups of five. 
Each group is to be responsible for several 
rules involving pronouns . 
3 . bach group is to illustrate by sentences or 
stories . 
4 . Some eroups woul d take : 
a . L~c 0£ ~·o.o ~sin co ~o nd ~ ~~~cts 
1.J ..~.1.rc. :ic"tes . 
b . ~sing pronouns in pl cc of nouns. 
c . Omi~ti1~ unncc~ssary pronouns . 
t ' . t:se of 1 ronounc:: in simple suLjccts and 
predic~tcs . pp . 118 -119 . 
5 . Lo~' er group or other groups could take : 
a . .<.ules for using pro ...... utns .. pp . 117- 119. 
b . Singular and plural of pronouns . 
c . :ihen to t.se a pronoun . 
d • . !ith .£._£, e\Cl)O•ll... , c.tc . p . ~Ju . 
6. All groups \·au ld fi 11 i1 forms found in ·.c 
text that related to the rules used . 
7 . At the end of the \'lee\. V'Gh group wou ld report 
on the rules studied ,.,i th illustrations . 
l( cs t ions f ro .. • t ~,e o tl er groups can be ash.ctl 
concerning the rules being demonstr te:. 
8 . One person in the urotJ can red sentences 
and ask for volunteers to po int out .... he. 
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pronouns and ask for tle rule it ill~ftratcd . 
9. .\no+her group le<t.dC r could read a story the 
grotp had written and ask the class to 
mention pronoun~ used . 
10 . .\nether t,roup le"l.der could use j1 st incorrect . 
sentences and ask for corrections from the 
class . 
1 1 . One group could c~plo} eA~r~ ~ions heard on 
t:1C .:layground and hav.:; tl~em discusseJ in 
class such as, ".te anJ "' ol1n" \;ent 
"lie ~old Tom and I to go .'' "It's me . " 
~v~lu'1t:on : T· e class really enjoyel studyi ng pro-
nouns t't " s way , and ::tt t'1P end of the wee'' eoch group was 
c2~er to demonstrate his knowledge of pronouns . 
A subject t'1at used to be borir ~ to previous sixth 
~rades suddenly caoe to life . 
'I(.C: tion."" asked ')y t •,e class wcrL , for the most 
part , interesti•1r; and pertained to the subjc.ct . 
The ·mrl ... lo~1... ·Jf -'-he sroUJS was more than satisfac-
tory. T11 C ·~Tri t ten work from the low average pupils was 
even better +~aa usual . 
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English G<lrnes 
Presentation to tbe entire class : bxvlain to the 
class t11at tod1y they are going to learn <Jbout let :er 
writing 1n the fo=m of a game . They are to ~o this in 
zroups. The) '\"ill see a picture of a cat drawn on the 
~oard, and notice that t~e ~eading of the letter is on 
the 1 <..'hi of the cat , etc.. They are to draw pictures of 
animals and wri te letters in the same way . 
Haterials : 
1 . Pens or pencils 
2 . Paper 
Procedure '~th Cl~ss : 
1. Present the lesson 
2. r~ss out material s 
3 . Form chairs in groups 
4 . 811oose leaders fron the class 
Procciure with Groups : 
1 . Groll,t) in thr<..e's 
2. ..t:.ach group lcci i<.."" its own procedure 
Procedure '~th Class : 
1 . ~l~ss votes on best l etter or letters . 
.A..- r lva tion : This ty.1: e of game evoked interest in 
all members of the class . There were good r11it 1.ls dra\·m, 
but poo l) :ri tten letters and vice versa . The class 
finally deci-'~ ~d on one from each group that was all or 
nea..:-1} per feet . 
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Enc.;lish - llomouy ·1s 
First D:1} 
Presentation to the c .tire cla~s : L ~lain to the 
children that t'1ey 1.re to study Homonyms and Analogous 
\:ords . Ask them to eivc the definitions of +' c.se terms . 
Each child is to have a duplicated copy and will be 
pro is-.:d t1e chance to study in pairs , after all the words 
are pronounced by the teacher . 
!.in t ria 1 C) : 
1 . Du~licated copies of the Hornor y~s 
2. Pencils and Paper 
3 . ..~..;.ctionaries 
Procedure witl ~1 ~ : 
1 . Pass out co~ic.s to each one . 
2 . Pronounce the words . 
3 . Ask for definitions of the words pro,ot·nced . 
4 . ~Ivvc them mark all unfariliar words fo.r 
diction,ry study later . 
ProrLdure with r _;_Lc : 
1 . Group according to ~bility . 
a . \':arn them to wo•k quietly . 
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2. Have them work on the words tl rough 11lP1 • 
Proc~..l .. rc. · i.._t Class : 
.l. . Test 
a . Read one word . -- They write the 
Homonym. 
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2 71 
One .:ee k -- In P"' it~ 
Uomonyms and An~ logouc:; •Jords 
accept - except ho2rd - hor le 
affect 
-
f ffect ho"'l rse - horse 
hole 1-.rhole • air l,C;ir 
allOl.·ccl 
-
aloud 
Cln 
-
and I - eye - aye 
nrc 
-
are isle - aisle 
Arthur 
-
author its - it's 
~rr2 
-
· -a r k~e·N" - new - gnu 
beat - 1 LCt !Jli 0 ht - night 
beer 
-
1-)jer kno 
-
no 
-
110\'.' 
boar 
-
bore 
boarder 
-
boroLr 
-
.3oer 
born - borne lain - lane 
br'~ke 
-
Lrea '~ let"' - let 's 
buy - by li r - lyre 
links 
-
lynx 
cents 
- sense - scents 
coarse 
- course made - mtid 
colo 1el 
-
l{ernel main 
-
ffiii1I L 
mare 
-
r yor 
·Ic <::er t 
-
dessert 
-
desert mean 
-
mien 
de\ - do - due meat - J"lcet 
doE. 
- doug'1 medal - metal - mEd11le 
doing 
- durin.; riic:;c:;ed - mist 
norning 
-
rrourninb 
faint 
-
feint oar 
-
or 
- o'er 
fairy 
-
ferry 
fare f1ir pair 
-
pare 
- pear 
feet 
-
feat pale 
-
pail 
find 
-
fine pc..s,(.d 
-
past 
flew 
-
flue 
- flu patience - p<Jtients 
flo-·'er 
-
flo 1r peace 
-
piece 
for 
-
fot<r 
-
fore plain - _tJL I e 
pour 
-
pore 
-
poor 
grip 
- zrippe pr<..y - prey 
prE:..S UlCC 
-
t;re~ents 
principal 
-
prirciple 
hair 
-
h-re 
hear h_re c~ui te quiet quit 
heard 
-
herd 
heel 
-
he<~l 
- he 'll 
hieher 
- hire 
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r;1in 
- r e in - reign 
r:1pped 
-
wrapped 
ric-ht 
-
··;rite 
ro id 
-
roie 
-
ro\•ed 
role 
-
roll 
route 
-
root 
-
rout 
sane 
-
seine 
ce 1e - seer~ 
SC.1!Ti 
-
seen 
se•:: 
-
so 
-
SO\'." 
shore 
-
sure 
sieht 
-
site 
sl4y 
- sleig'1 
steal 
-
ste.el 
:traight - strait 
than - then 
tl eir 
-
tliere 
- tley're 
t,1re\>' 
- P1rot.gh 
tie<l 
-
tide 
to 
- too - t\ ·o 
to<-
-
tO\ 
troop 
- troupe 
vain 
-
vein 
-
vane 
waist - waste 
\'lay 
-
Feigh 
we 
-
\:ee 
weak-
-
,.eek 
wear 
-
where 
-
ware 
we 1 tl1e r 
-
\•'hether 
, ·ent 
- when 
\•hale 
-
'·ail 
which 
- v·i tch 
wholly 
-
holy 
- hole.y 
v ho ' s 
-
whose 
'·ooJ 
-
\·lOU l J 
you 
-
C\'Je 
-
yew 
your 
-
you 're 
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!Iomony1s - ...:o 1tinued 
Second Day 
Pres ..... ·1t<1+ · o~~ to 'he entire cl ss : Tell the results 
of the previous day's work. Crit:cize or 1r.aise their 
work as the case } be. Without wastinc time, have them 
forn in ~roups or pairs to continue their study as quickly 
as possible after class instruction. 
L"'~terials: 
1 . Du~licated copies of Ho-ony~s 
2. Pencils and Paper 
3 . .Ji tionaric.s 
Procedure i~, Cl~ss : 
1 . Each one llas hie:; copy rec 1y. 
2 . Pronounce +'1e mrds tl c y are to stUily; this 
time throuch "P". 
3 . ~eview words they had t~~ Jay before that 
\'."ere causing trouble . 
Procedure with p,.;r~ : 
1 . Group accorditg to ability but with different 
pairs. 
2 . ~arn them to l ook up words that t'cy Jo not 
know. 
Procedure " th Class : 
1 . Test 
a . 1-te.:J a sentence as " 1 k e ;~ one worcl . " 
They wr i te all the words that sound 
l ike "lcnewn . 
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Honon} s - ..:o tinued 
fhird Day 
Presentation to the entire class : ~riticizc the 
previous day's ·,rork . ·~l c teacl1cr is to exr cct superior 
work from her brighter pupils and if she is not getti~~ 
it then t~ey are not st tiyilfi . Encoursre the slower ones 
to spell these words correctly , and givt. €."-amples of how 
ridiculous some sentences would be ,i .. h the use of the 
wrong Homonyr • ( 11::;,hc played on a liar. 11 ) 
1 .at c rial c; : 
1 . vt~licated copies 
2 . Pencils 
3 . Paper 
4 . Dictio-~rics 
Proccd1rc rlth Class : 
1. Lach one must have his COJ?} · 
2. Pronounce words through 11Y '. 
3 . :::all their attention to f'lr iliar woras : 
ri 't , road , role , ~, c~c. 
Procedure it '1 Groupe:; : 
1 . Group in pairs accordinG to ability . 
2 . Promise them a test in twe~t) ninutes or in 
less time . 
Procedure with Cl2ss : 
1 . rest 
a . \•Jrite a word on bo rJ . T' <..) .\'rite the 
Homonym on paper . 
b . Correct in class . 
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Homonyms - Co1tinued 
Fourth i>"ly 
Prc~cnt~tion to ~he enti e clasq : Tell the class 
you arc giving them a surpri~~ ~est over the week's work. 
uy this time tley c;hould know all the meanin~s of the 
word~ studied • 
.. ntcri"'lS : 
1 . Pens or Pencils 
2. Paper 
Prvcedure with :1 ~ c: : 
1 . Pass out tLuc or false statements on dupli-
cated forms. The) arc to \"rite T if t.rue 
and F if false . lr false they must write 
the correct form . 
2. :v~rcct in class . 
Evn lua tion: Horking in pairs made this ''ror k less 
tcdiou~ for t, L 2upils . Onl y one failed the tests . 
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Test 
1 . Mary will c. cept the Jift . 
2. JO~n woul d cat his de ~rt before he would eat his meat . 
3 . .~hen arc you goine to ~ ·hat dress? 
4 . ~~J rut the car on the f erry . 
5 . T~L nurse l~d patiePce ith her naticnts . 
6 . The flag waves oar the land of the free . 
7 . Do not brake t 1c 1.; ~ 1 . 
8 . Tl ere was a nc\ prircit>le at t'1e school . 
9 . :Jill you buy me an ice crc"'lm. 
10 . Usc )Jtr coJror scents . 
11. That was a good scene . 
12. Do not \-:aist paper . 
13. Thr-> +ic.d ,,as 10\\T this afternoon .. 
14. That c;how shoul d not effect you to the point of tears . 
CHAPTER II I 
EVALUATION 
The most effective method of meeting individual 
differences is through working with small groups . 
The authors' classes were comprised of children 
with a Nide range of ability, one of them having a range 
from a low third to a high eighth; another one having a 
range from grade I to grade VII. Grouping them according 
to the same, or near l y the same, ability was the answer 
to this problem. 
Specialties proved highly useful for superior 
pupils i n that these children were released from unneces-
sary drill and repetition . The provision for specialties 
revealed talent which otherwise might not have been d is-
covered . 
\\forking in groups d isclosed individual enterprise 
and moral fiber , as well as excellent leaders and willing 
followers . The leaders kept their groups working and 
under control all the time , and the followers were most co-
operative. Group members developed t heir skills in map 
making , drawing , play writing, sculpturing , building , and 
creative writing . Some tired easily, others were lazy, 
but most of the children worlced hard and r egret ted the 
passing of time . 
Worki ng in committees made the children aware of 
the world and its problems , for many listened to the radio, 
read periodicals , and watched television for the privi-
lege of reporting to the class . It was amazing to the 
teachers to note the rise of i nterest in world affairs . 
The pupils , also , were del ig1ted to find a correlation 
between their studies and current happenings . 
\'lor king i n pairs accounted for better spellers . 
Paired according to approximatel y the same ability, they 
were allO\-.red to proceed at thei r own rate . The slowest 
pupils were assisted by the brighter ones who acted as 
pupil leaders , when their own work was completed • 
.Vorking in groups motivat ed them to do their best 
work in order to progress to a higrer group . Competition 
was kept at all times on a friendly basis , and they were 
interested in helping one another improve . 
The enthusiasm o f these group activi ties was con-
tagi ous . The children talked about their projects at 
home so much that eventually many parents came to see 
what prompted this sudden interest in school work. Some 
fathers hel ped thei r sons in pre-construction work, such 
as : making platforms for villages , dowels for wooden 
buildings , as well as shields , helmets , and swords for 
future play- acting equipment . Doubting parents came to 
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an Ar t and Craft exhibit , and went away convinced that 
knowl edge could be gai ned in pleasurable ways . 
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